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AK!'I'HACT 
This investigeJion was nn ertaken in :-:rder tn ··x.~.mine the 
l12Ve o:>1 the ~c2.den-i calJ y l PSS Sl)_ccessful pnrj l in th<:> secondary 
school. 
it r)ffers. 
The first fi.:::;~ri. of 
of a literature search into tl--)e two fe::.Jt.urPs outlined ;:,bove. __,_\ 
li teratnre sPareh •,.,r,o.s ;c;_Jso conducted into previous research 
on the le0,st academically successf11l IHJ.pil. 
indicated th,d. there are five main :::Teas of importance. These 
are the pattern of authority and control in the school, the 
ort:,ranisa tion of teachine: e:,roUl)S, the size of the school, the 
equali t~' of 011portuni ty for all l)1Jpils and the curriculum - nd 
syste~ of exa~inations. 
The small sca.le st11_dy vtrlich '!ICJS 1.mrJertaken in t.he second 
part of this investieation took into accocmt the aree.;:, of 
importance outlined above. 
This was effected by tminc instrn_mPnts developed by :Finlayson 
and his associates (1970), which showed the pupils questioned to 
indicate their feelings about both the social climate and the 
orGanisa tiona.l features of the school, ?~nd also by the use of a 
questionnaire developed internally in the school for the purpose 
of this study. 
The results obtained from the instru1r1ents dr::-•wn up by 
Finlayson and his associates indicated g"'nerally necative vie\m 
ThPse indications can be contrasted 
to some degree vri th those 0l1tained from the rp.J.estionmlire Hhich 
w~s developed internally. 
This small :-~c<:'lle Htudy also indic?,ted that the le3.st academic.?.lly 
staff Vlhom they fe] t Here f?vnurat~l~" rli ~posed ;:md ::;u~'}'ort:lve 
thEtt the llUl1LI.s reactecl towanls memberc nt· staff ,.+.cr;ordint; +·o 
these juclc.c:r'Pnts. 
J would lik(' to ::tcknov.Tl·'de;e all those '·'ho have !relped in the 
preparation of thi.r3 dc·cument. 'I'hese include the :reaclllli'~ster 9 
staff and pupils of the school where the small scale study was 
undertaken; r11y \vife ::md Lu:li.l~r Hho have helped in so many \oTa.ys 
during· the pr~rirJd rJf tirne; and Barha.ra rny long sufferine typist 
and translator! To all thoFJe and to .John f.lcGuiness ~md 
Jack Gilliland whose help a.nd advice has been invaluable, rny 
t',Tatefu1 thanks. 
Richard Stakes ( 1 SB 6) 
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Ao INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this investigation is to examine the effect that the 
process of schooling may have on pupilso This is being undertaken 
to g21 Jge the feelings of pupils in secondary schools in relation to 
their experienceso 
Both official research conducted by agencies such as the Schools 
Council (19681 v 19702) and the Schools Council in Northern Ireland 
(1974)3 and individual projects by Holt (1964)49 Raven (1977)5v 
Rutter et al (1979)6 and Hargreaves (1983)7 have drawn attention to 
the importance of the process of schooling in relation to a pupils 
feelings of success. 
This research has also indicated that the two features of the 
process of schooling which are most important in determining a 
·J 
pupils views are the curriculum provision and the organisational 
characteristics of the school. It is the intention of this 
investigation to concentrate on those two features. 
The first part of this investigation will be conducted by means 
of a literature search which will 
(a) discuss the features of the curriculum programme that are 
available to the school through an examination of the main models 
for this purpose 
(b) discuss the organisational characteristics of the school in 
relation to its bureaucrattm and institutional features 
(c) investigate the evidence relating to the effect of the features 
discussed in (a~ and (b) abm::tii~(have) on the pupilo::-. 
This part of the imvestigation will be followed by the 
description and analysis of a small-scale investigation which has 
been conducted to ascertain the feelings of a group of fifth year 
academically less successful pupils to those feature~·:i described in 
the previous paragraph~ 
Within the programme outlined this investigation will examine 
the position proposed through results of the research outlined 
above and the work of individuals such as Bowles and Gintis (1976)8 
' 
1 • 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
g 
-· 
The Schools Council Enquiry., 
The Schools Council Cross 1d with adversity 
J.M. Bill Early Learning in Northern Ireland 
J. Holt : How Children Fail 
J. Raven : Education, Values and Society 
M. Rutter et al Fifteen thousand hours 
D.H. Hargreaves The Challenge for the Comprehensives 
s. Bowles and H. Gintis : Sohooling in Capitalist 4merica 
() 
"o 
Willis (1977) 10 0 Hopson and Scally (1981) 20 and Rogers (1983)3o 
which indicates that the main emphasis of the work of the school 
can be sho\m to be centred round three features o Firstly that 
there is a strong emphasis in its curriculum programme on academic 
features derived from reading and writing well and success at 
examinatlonso '.l'he second feature which will be examined is the 
proposal that the organisation of the school is concerned more 
with aspects connected with economic control :.:.nc'_ s'··cizcl ·-'Hpl<;_:_nce 
rather than personal development. Thirdly it will examine the 
proposal that the features of the school that are highly regarded 
by society at large are sometimes inappropriate for the needs of 
an important percentage of pupils and gives them little opportunity 
for success during their time at school. 
The literature search will be divided into three sections. 
Section A will be directed towards an analysis of the curriculum 
of the school. This will be done by investigating the evidence 
relating to 
i) the different schools of thought ~rhich exist around any 
definition of the aims of education. 
ii) links which can be found between the schools of thought out-
lined in (i) above and problems associated with producing a suitable 
curriculum for use in the school 
iii) outlining the main features of the most prevalent curriculum 
models and indicating criticisms which have been made of these. 
iv) an overview of current thinking and practice relating to the 
curriculum. This sub section will concentrate on how the problems 
outlined in (iii) above have been approached. An indication of the 
criticisms of recent guidelines which have been produced will be 
undertaken. This will relate particularly to curriculum provision 
that is made in the main stream school sohool for the least 
academically successful pupil. 
Section B of the literature review will be concerned with an 
examination of the formal organisation of the school. 
include an investigation of 
This will 
1
•P. Willis : Learning to labour, How working class kids get working 
class jobs 
2
•:s. Hopson and J•l. Scally : Lifeskills Teaching 
3•c. Rogers : Learning to be free 
(i) the authority str11_cture rjf the f:lchool 
(ii) the bllreaucratic naturR 0 f' tl1e school 
a.nd ritual on the process of f'!Gr'<:'olin1::; on the pupil 
(iv) evid'""nce of Lr'e f:~ffect 0f the or~?_nic;a_tion c•J' the "'~hoed. may 
h?.ve r;.n the pu_pil. 
Seetj_c•n C. of i.!-1is litera tu:re seo.rch \•Fill r:i.raH rm evidence from 
both resec:rcr1 material :md other clocu ... 'I!•=·ntary evidence in order to 
examine how some ot" the fe?tures outlined earlier may be seen to 
have ~n effect on pupils. 
Areas which will be considered incJude :-
(i) the pattern of ~1thority and control which can be found in 
the schoolo 
( ij) the effect n f thP siz<? •)f large schools 
(iii)the possibility of the e•:;uality of opportunit-.y for pupils and. 
rese2.rch eviclen(e rela.ting to this in the school 
(iv) issues relatinc::: to the ore;::misation of teaching croups in 
the school 
( v) the curriculum and the :o;ystem of examinations. 
'l'hese areas 1-.rill take into account evidence, mainly, but not 
exclusively frnm the secondary school. 
'l'he t:,Toups v1i thin the schc:,ol on ,.(rJich this investit;atj_on l•lill 
focus as being least likely to benefit from the traditional ClUTiculum 
in the school n1d those most irked by its overctll org.::misation Hill 
be firstly the academically leEwt successful :mel secondly, those 
who are least con~itted to it. 
Section D of this thesis will be concerned with ~ small-scale 
resea.rch proL:rrarnrne Hhich ':las undertaken Hi tr: a c',Toup or lea.st 
academically successful pupils in the fifth year of a school. 
'l'his section Hill outline hOl.·! the enquiry '·!'".s orga."lised and '·!h?.t 
results ~ere obtained. 
Section ~ will be concerned with conclusions relating to the 
material '·.Jhich has been assembled. 
i. lN'l'HOlJUC'l'ION 
found in rel2.t.ion tn the curriculum provision in the school. 
This '· il1 tJe do .e 1Jy ~;n e:;.:a.mina t.ior, of 
(i) the ~.lms of e0ucat1on 
( ii) the central model:::: VJ~;ich c:re a.vailable to transl::<.te the 
aims outlined in (i) above into c:urricu.lum _IJractice 
(iii) aspects of thought a.nd ~r:?ctice concer'1in[; curriculum 
provision. 
(iv) the over~ll effect of (ih, (ii), and (iii) ahove on the 
provision of the curriculum in the sch,Jol. 
By undertaking this examination this section will defend the 
IJOsi tion that the mO'tin models of the curriculum Hhich r•.re under 
discussion are contrasting in style, contradictory in purpose 2,nd 
difficult to reconcile in practice. 
£'vidence to support this position will be draw:1 frorc1 the Hork 
of Peters (1967, 1973), Hirst (1969, 1983), Jirst and Peters (1970), 
White (1969) ar0 Kelly (1982). 
This section will also defend the position that the situation 
outlined a.11ove le'lds to one model of the curric11lum; (the 
traditional model) heinE u:.:ed to e_ much sreater det;ree in the school 
than any other. 'l'his traditional model, it \·!ill he ar[,'lJ.ed. althouGh 
highly re,s'arded by the most import.;.nt ::1ncl influenti?l m<?mbers i!1 our 
society is inappropriate and unsuitable for meetine the needs of 
many pupils, 
Evidence to SU})port this position Hill be taken from the \-Tork of 
Stenhouse (1975), Lclwton (1SJ80), Holly (1973) 2,nci :Ciarere::wes (1976) 
ii. THl<: ,\.H1~3 OF EDUC:A'I'IC1N 
In his definition of the aims of education Phenix (1964 p,1)1• 
describes it as 'the means of perpetucttinc a C1.llture fro!il one 
generation to the next'. This is a 0eflnition however, which 
indicates some of the problems which can he found Hi -th prociucin:__ an;;' 
definition of !;he '-J.ims o! educati.on. ~'ir:,tly, it. points out that 
the ·:'.ims c•f education ::rre concerned not only ':li til dic:OC1.1Ssir'ns of a 
1 • P. H. Phec1ix Realms of T'leaninp· 
1L 
. 1 
list of items w~ich have been descrihed by Bernstein (1971 p.i)1)'0 
as 1v?,lid kn<)"t·Jledge 1 for t'J.'? ;••::·:q:·etuation (of 1-his culture. 
di ~ C1.1S S j_ ·-""~n 
account th.P "'8a'·ls by vihir:h this select:i.on is clone. 
is debate. 
t3.kc: . ..:-.-4- ...... . .Lllt_.u 
Jirst ~nd Pe~ers (1970 p.25) have for examplej described ~he 
aims of erj_uc~d:-iGn •:•s 1 :::>_ vr::ry fluid cor:.ce~·t' •nd l'sters (1~i67 p.1) 2 • 
particular process w~ich enc2psulates criteria to which any nf ~-
,, 1 t · r,'1 u,;-_-.R_ p.? )' 3 • '"rr .. otR ::JOS,lS 9 _. _ v _ _ 
sirnilarly of edncation bein.c~- 1 2. rr.ml ti t11de of corn_:e tine rle fini tj ons 1 • 
It is evidence like this that lead John (19AO, p. 10- 11)4. t0 
1dillL•.ms, 
pointed out t02.t P•e ·oir.•s of eciucat.ion cannot be riiscussed i.n ten's 
that ::.re merely abstrcwt. 
described -_,_s fallinc· into three c,;.teg·ories, co:te;sc,ries w'1ic:h. he 
".r;:_','ll.E'S, ~ere interdependent c•,DCJ J.Ye direst tc•:'2Td::: i'orms of ( 1) 
training concerned 1·ri th sor:i::d ch:::.rE•.cter, (2) the t~?e.chine; of skill2 
William= seP~ this tr2.ininc ~s p~rt or 
the ini. ti.2.tion of :?.. child intc~ ?_n ?.dnJ. t :~;oc;iety 6 }}_e (:: t;_-~_tes: 
1 • 
3. 
'one c~m se.y thc.>.t 2. child rnu.:=.:t be tw1cht, first 
the ?cCCPp+ec1 l1ehaviour -'ncl vc;luP':' of his 
society; second 1)-,e zer•eral kno':-'ledge :c.nd 
atti -!;udes El.l)propri?te tn o>.n educated P'2_n, and 
third, a particular skill by which he will 
earn hi2 living· :'_nd r:;rm-!;ribl_,_te -1-.o +.>1"' v:elf2.re 
r)f hJs society' 
D. John : Leadership in School 
more all round type of development 0 o He argues that this all 
round development of an educated man would include, as well as 
skills and behaviour, items involving knowledge and understanding, 
judgement and feelings not just confined co things he has been 
trained to do for utili tar ian or vocational pm·poses o In his view 
it is the development of the individual, to produce the all round 
person with intelligence, ability and attitude who will play their 
part in the adult society 1:rhich is the aim of the education process . 
iii.. THE CURRICULUM 
The conflicting view-points which emerge from any examination 
of the aims of education also need to be taken into account in 
relation to the curriculum provision that is made in the school. 
However before undertaking this task it is important first to 
examine what is involved in attempting to produce a definitivn of 
the curriculum. Richmond (1971) 1 and Hughes (1978) 2 have both 
pointed out that there is little consensus of opinion on what 
constitutes the definition of the curriculNm of the school. In a 
global context Hirst and Peters (op cit) have argued that curriculum 
provision will differ greatly according to the needs that a particular 
society might see as important in raising its children. These needs 
might, for example, be very different for a child brought up in the 
primitive society described by Mead (1930)3• from one brought up in 
the advanced technological society of Western Europe or Japan. In 
this context Richmond (op cit) has pointed out that the curriculum 
which is selected as essential in the school is that which the 
society of which a child is to become a member considers to be of 
most value. 
Hirst and Peters (op cit) have indicated that these essentials 
are deliberately programmed into the life of the school. Eggleston 
(1980 p.1)4• defined the school programme in terms of the organisation; 
teaching and f?'-1 ::cl ua tion of knowledge, skills s,nd roles which it offers. 
Teb~e(1962 p.8)5• has drawn attention to the view that this programme 
cannot be one which is static and in this context he describes the 
present school curriculum as 'an amorphious product of generations 
1
• W.K. Richmond : The School Curriculum 
2
• M H h • ug es (Ed.) : Administering Education, international challe~ 
3. N. Mead : Growing up in New Guinea 
4. J. Eggleston s The school based curriculum in Britain a collection 
of case studies 
5. H. Taba : Curriculum development Theory and practice 
Of t 'nk . ) t ~ erJ.ng. 
These views indicate that the curriculum of the school is 
organised illld operates within a framework. There are, however, 
differing opinions of what that framework contains. Rugg 
(1936 Po17)1o for example described the curriculum as having two 
main aspects, 'that concerned with the activities (the things 
which are undertaken by the school) and secondly that concerneo 
with the material with which those activities are doneo' Connell 
(1955) 2• proposed that the curriculum had three aspects. He 
describes these as the subject curriculum, (concerned with bodies 
of subject matter) 9 the ~~~e curriculum (concerned with rules, 
beliefs, facts and methoas of thinking in a society which the 
school is trying consciously to improve and promote), and the 
activity curriculum, (concerned with practicalities - things to be 
done, not things known). 
These views of the curriculum were regarded by Puckrose (1972)3. 
as being too narrow and concerned only with the organised aspects of 
the work in the school. Re defines the curriculum as 'everything 
that goes on within a school'(p. 102). This definition took into 
account the aspects described by Kelly (1982 p.9)4• as both the 
'formal' and the "informal' curriculum. The formal curriculum, 
Kelly argued is the planned activities of the curriculum which 
incorporates such aspects as the programme of lessons on the time-
table. The informal curriculum)(which has also been described by 
Illic:h ( 1971 )5• as the hidden curriculum), Kelly argued is those 
aspects of school life that are not planned as part of a deliberate 
programme of activities. 
In the light of this and the other evidence presented here it 
is h.srdly surprising that Kelly (op cit p.10) has pointed out 'there 
are more aspects of curriculum than are dreamed of in the philosophy 
of most teachers•. 
In the debate over the aims of education outlined earlier (p. 10 
top. 12 ) the different schools of thought are represented in any 
discussions over the presentation of the curriculum by two models 
of thought. 
1 • 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
H. Rugg : American Life and the Schuol Curriculum 
W.F. Connell : A glossary of curriculum terms : The Forum of 
Education XIV, I 
H. Puckroae : 'l'he Caring School in G. Haigh (Ed) On our side 
A.V. Kelly 
I. IlJ i•:-b 
The Curriculum, theory and practice 
De Schooling Society 
:=tnd t-he 'child centred curricnlwn' model. ~ne traditional 
him in snriety. ~~P chjl_rl CPn+red mode] is rnnrerned w~th 
~nri finrl ~is own pl?ce jn societ~. 
'l'b·· SP t~·tO D10clel:-_· 0 ·-tJ.~~!U dlSfll;-;y r;lea.TJy dif'j'err-:nt CJims Of the 
::;chools of thou.cht Hhich they rPpresent. The,y 8lso rlisrlay +be 
different approaches towards ~chievinc thoa~ aims. It is important 
part of this investic_;·ation to ex:on:ine tfl.ese t~rio rnor_le1s of' the 
operate within the school. 
IV. i·10DE1~~ CW 'PHF C:lJTi.RJC:ULTJl'ii 
A. The tr'lditional model 
The traditional model of education Stenhouse (1975) 1 • has 
argued has h8.d a major influence over a r)eriod of many years. 'l'his 
ir1fluence h:-r.s f.?I!linated from a va.:riet.'i of differt::rlt source•::o 1:11ese 
include the relig-ious links Hbich the churci· h?s had 'di th the 
development of edu.ca tion for rnany centuries. The::e } inks t.·•ere 
outlined hy Curtis ::>_nd Boultwood (1966) 2• and I,aHson ::md Silver (1973)3. 
l•\u·ther influences on the traditional model of education have 
been outlined. The spread of nationalism and the economic needs of 
the country in developing industrial society have heen de~cribed by 
Spring (1;!80)4• as an important influence on the school cOca-r.iculum. 
Aspects of the development in this influence can he traced hack 
over many years throur;h the work of Ash (1177)5• Smith (1776) 6• and 
Clarke (1892)7. The use of the school in order -to SIJI'e8d a form of 
social control to all pupils for its eventual use in the wider 
society was outlined by Fichte8 • in Germany 0t the hu·n of the century. 
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s.J. Curtis and l·1.E.A. Boultwood : A history of 3ducational Ideas 
J. Lmmon and H. Silver : A social history of Education in f~gland 
and \~a.les 
J. Spring : .J;;ctuca ting the worker citizen 
and nolitical foundations of education 
J. Ash : Sentimental Education in J. Spring 
A. Smith : Wealth of Nations 
the social, economic 
op cit 
F. Clarke : in S.J. Curtis and I'i.E.A. Boultwood (op cit) 
J.G. Fichte in Address to the German Nation (translated R.F.Jones 
and G.H. Turnbull (1922) 
1~ese features outlined above can be seen in the main to be 
ones \'lhich aminate from outside the school concerned with life in 
the wider societyo The important influence that they both had on 
curriculum provision has leo Stenhouse (op cit) to describe the 
traditional model of the curriculum as being regarded by the most 
influential members of our society as the only real form of 
acceptable educationo This has been emphasised by Phenix (op cit) 
and White (1969) 10 who argued that this model of education is the 
only one to be taken seriously for the education of childreno 
Hirst (1969 Po153)2• similarly has argued that the approach 
taken by the traditional model of the curriculum allows the child 
to acquire fundamental elements of knowledge which are necessary for 
the attainment of the 'rational mind'. In his view those fundamental 
elements cannot be anything but universal objectives for the 
curriculum. 
White ( op cit) v1hen discussing the implications of the organ-
isation of the curriculum in the school took the position that the 
traditional model allows for the fundamental elements of knowledge 
to be open for all pupils. If these areas of knowilledge are not 
opened for all pupils he argued there is a danger of producing a 
school curriculum which has a different form for different parts of 
society. This he indicated will not only discriminate against 
certain pupils but will also reinforce their exclusion from what is 
considered to be the most valuable and prestigious part of education. 
Further, he argued, it will also act as a deterrent for some pupils 
from entering what he describes as the 'area of higher culture' into 
which they have a right t6 be initiated. 
This is a strong argument and one which is much vaunted in 
secondary school practice, particularly in relation to providing an 
equal chance for all pupils to participate in and benefit from their 
experiences there. Yet the very nature of the way that this model 
operates in the school gives rise to anxieties about the provision 
that is made for those pupils who McGuiness (1983)3• describes as being 
(below the first quartile in the ability range~ There is well 
1 • J.D. White : The Curriculum Mongers : Education in Reverse, 
New Society 6.III.69 
P.H. Hirst : The logic of the curriculum; 
Studies. 
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J.B. McGuiness in F. Coffield and P.R.May (Eds.) Sacred Cows 
in Education 
documented evidence from official reports such as Half Our Future 
(1963) 10 and Meeting Speruial Educational Needs (1979)2 • along with 
many ~~:nJ official Schools Council Reports3• that the average and 
less average child in the secondary school are recipients of a 
curriculum which merely apes that which is more appropriate and 
of grea. ter benefit to his r::.--.:rr- ~ tle peers 0 
Dent, as long ago as 19494• argued the dangers of the 
inappropriateness of a watered down Grammar School curriculum being 
I 
the central pillar for pupils who could not benefit from it. Dents 
work appeared at the time of the tripartite split in secondary 
education. Shaw writing in 19835• argued that the development of 
the comprehensive school has only encouraged this problem. In his 
view the ex-Grarr®ar School staff because of their better academic 
qualifications and the status that they hold in the secondary school 
system were in a better position to be promoted to Heads, Deputy 
Heads and Heads of Department than their non,graduate Technical and 
Secondary Modern School colleagues. A consequence of this, he 
argued is that the ethos of the Grammar School was spread widely 
throughout the new comprehensive schools. 
Further criticisms have been levelled at the traditional 
curriculum. Richmond {op cit p.200) ·, Wringe (1976 p.78)6• and 
Warnock (1971 ) 7• pointed out that knowledge which is taught as a 
body of information is not enough. They argued that facts, although 
important should not be the sole facet of the curriculum. They 
indicated that a more favourable view should be encouraged in the 
curriculum to items such as problem solving, self expression, creative 
activities and in developing a relationship between the learning of 
facts and the acquisition of skills. 
Taylor (1964 p.10o)8• described the traditional approach to the 
curriculum as being 'tough minded' particularly in relation to the 
1 • D.E.S. P. Newsom {Chairman) Half Our Future 
2. D.E.S. M. Warnock (Chairman) Meeting Special Educational Needs 
3
• These reports include : The Whole Curriculum {1969) Cross'd with 
Adversity (1970) Curriculum Planning for Compensatory Education 
(1970) and Curricular Needs of Slvw Learner (1979) 
4. H.C. Dent : Secondary Education for all 
5
• B. Shaw : Comprehensive Schools : the impossible dream? 
6
• D.S. Wringe in D.I. Lloyd (Ed.): Philosophy and the teacher 
1. M. Warnock : in New Society 17:VI:1971 
8
• W. Taylor : The Secondary Modern School 
least academically successful pupilso Partridge (1968) 10 writing 
of his experiences teaching in a secondary modern school has argued 
similarly to Taylor trw.t the traditional model emphasises success 
at academic subjects and the consequent examinations as an indication 
of personal esteem at the expense of any other form of developmento 
. . 0 
Lloyd ~1976 Po91)-o also criticised the approach of the tr~ion= 
alists remarking that, in hi~ view the model can be seen merely in 
terms of 'teacher action' =he is the person with all the knowledge 
and the child, ignorant and unthinking to whom this knowledge must 
be fed. It is, he wrote a situation where the teacher is 
'putting something into the child •••• inculcating 
good taste, to imbu~Pwith a love of learning ••• 
to implant good sense •••• to ensure something 
sinks in •••• ' 
He argued that this model creates a situation '<:here the child 
has no control over what he is learning and where he has little 
means of discrimination in that connection as the teacher has total 
control over the material with which the child is presented. 
The external influences which have led to the importance given 
to the model of the curriculum have similarly been criticised. 
Wall (1968 p.51)3• writing of the influence of the church on 
education in modern Britain pointed out that today we are much less 
concerned with spiritual factors and more by social and political 
aspects. These social and political influences have been similarly 
criticised. The dangers of the use of education to provide purely 
for the needs of industry were pointed out by Smith (op cit·p.734-5) 
as long ago as 1776. While making the point that the main aim of 
education was the specialisation of the workforce he warned that 
this was likely to make the worker 
'as stupid and ignorant as possible for a human 
creature to become. The torpor of his mind 
renders him not only incapable of relishing 
or bearing a part in a rational conversation 
but of concerning any generous, noble or 
tender sentiment' 
Smith indicated that he hoped that the school could be used to 
counter balance this problem. He hoped that school work would take 
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D.I. Lloyd in D.I. Lloyd op cit 
W.D. Wall : Adolescents and Society 
on a more individualistic ~"tspect in contrast t.r, the work in the 
factory '·Jhich h'ol-S of a more 'j- "laborq.te nature. Two htmdred years 
later 130\'lles and Gintis (ov cit) have arGU-ed that in a capitalist 
society industry "1nci the school are clo':'ely linked Hith the school 
being used to feed the needs nf indnstry ~n~ to reproduce the 
'r _ 1 -, ____ _ 
Vd.J .l..dill.;t:' 
~;-rorking on behalf of the state in helpine to perpetuate :its cb.ss 
structure. rche school9 she pointed out 9 tioes this throu~::·h -~t 
s:'r=tem of socL:d control which is concerned Hi th political 
soci?:lisa tion, training in obedience ::md dc,ciJ.i ty and the 
perpetuation of its class structure. Dale (1974•op cit) described 
the involvement oi' the school in thot;e area~; ?.s its prim2.ry concern. 
For the school curriculum to be used mPrely to serve the 
purposes o:t' the state in '4h3.tever t;uise this rni~Iht take is 
regarded by other~; to be doubtful. ~pring (op cit) described the 
school in t\'to;~e circumF;t:::mces 'being f>ced wit.h 8. continuous 
r) 
dilemma 1 • \oiatts (1977 p.13U)""•, te.kine; the position of Dale into 
accm.mt, .h::-ts art,ued th,;:;. t vrhen there is a tende·:!CY for society to 
use the school in this way,that the best it can hope to achieve is 
prsparine; the next generation to be '1ble to deal with the problem. 
B. rr~~hild Centred l''lodel 
Criticisms of the traditional model of the curriculum such as 
those outlined in the previous section often eminate from supporters 
of a more child centred approach to t~e presentation of the 
curr:i.culu.rn. This model co:tn be seen throue:h the woTk of i'- 1ontessori 
(1912) 3• Dei·rey (19104' 19155) and l'leill(19376• 19627 ) as one Hhich 
sees the child as the centre of c:my process of education. It is a 
model \,rflich in the view of \Vhi tehead ( 1932 p. 79) 8 is concerned 
first and foremost Hi th the presentation of knmJ1edt,re throush 
first hand. exper6.ence for the pupil. 
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That dreadful school 
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A.N. \-!hi tehead : The Aims of ~'-ducation 
De\ve,'{ (op c:i.t 1910) expressed this in terms nf seeine; organised 
bodies of kno,dedg-e in onler !_-,,) 1 seek a reaJ j t;,r to Hhi ch each 
It is a process which tRkes int0 account the way t~at 
people learn best according to an old Chinese proverb: 1 1 hear 
and I forget, I see ~nd I remembcr 9 I do ~nd I understand'o 
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summ,:•_riseoL some of +.he more importun l Ceatnres of the child 
centred modeL In contrc<st wi t.h thP tradi tiomd model described 
earlier they ~nrticated that the two most import~nt features ' r this 
model refleat a shift away from the classical tradition and 
include such items as music, art, history, crafts a.nd activities 
concerned with manual la.bour. Secondly they pointed out that in 
this model the teacher is not seen as the one who h8s the sole 
right to make oeci.sions for pupils out that they too have a 
right to participa.te in this process. 
The education of the child for his ovm sake is (as 1-1ith the 
traditional model) one which has a long historical perspective. 
Both Aristotle and :Plato viewed edueation ~s oeing important 
for the needs of the individual. Plato described this as oeing 
'the equivalent to eonversion, the turning of the 
eyes of the soul towards the lieht which hitherto 
had been imperc ,,ived 1 • 
This 1rtas a philosophy which both Plato and Aristotle ::J.rgued 
might be available to help produce an individual ·,vi th 'reason 1 
which would enable him to achieve a good ~nd happy life. 
Locke, 1r1hose book 1 'l'houghts Concerning "~ducation 1 has been 
described by Lawrence (1970 p.121) 3• ~s 'the first book on 
education that deals primarily with the child', saw education and 
the curriculnrn in terms of freedom and reason. l"reedom) Locke 
indicated1 should not be seen in terms of licence.4• but rather in I 
reL1.tion to 'openinu; and clis:·nsine childrens minds when they ::tpply 
themselves to tasks. 5• Reason he described ':ts one of the 'greater 
1 
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Thoughts Concerning Euucation p,25-26 
Concluct of the Understanding p.19 
qualities (Po4) 9 which would assist the child more and more in 
making decisions. 
Locke saw the purpose of education as helping to harden the 
individual 9 both his body and his mind. 
described to be 
The purpose of this he 
;the inculcation of good manners and virtuous 
habits of mind, for a further great aim of 
education is to produce well bred young 
people, wise in conduct ~d honest, courteous 
and sincere in attitude'. • 
This concept of the aims of education is an indication of the need 
for it to take into account both the needs of the individual and 
also the manners md accepted conduct of the adult world. This is 
8.n aspect which has been emphasised more recently by Livingstone 
(1943 p.119) 2• who wrote of the need for the school to indicate to 
its pupils 'standards, right values and the science of good and evil'. 
To implant these he indicated 'is an essential part of education•. 
Whitehead (op cit) writing on the aim of education saw this to 
be the possession of culture and expert knowledge by the individual, 
the possession of which \-tould be to the benefit of both the 
individu(Qand the state. Bruner (1974 p.32)3. argued similarly 
for the need for education to provide knowledge for the individual. 
Bruner saw the purpose of this to be to aid the individual by helping 
him to form boundaries for models which will help him to orci.er his 
experiences. 
These writers have all, through asserting the need for 
individual development, emphasised certain items as part of a 
programme of education which they have felt to be critical towards 
achieving this end. 
Others however, do not take this view, they see the individual 
and helping him to develop to the limits of his ability vii thout 
necessarily looking for specific goals, as the crucial feature of 
education. 
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Nunn (1923 p.9o) 4• for example, indicated that 
'the primary aim of all educational effort 
should be to help boys and girls to achieve 
the highest degree of individual development 
of which they are capable.• 
Taken from S.J. Curtis and M.l~.A. Boult'rlOOd op cit p.238 
R. Livingstone : Education for a world adrift 
J,S. Bruner : The relevance of education 
P. Nunn : Education, its data and first principles 
Wadeson (1946 p.593)1 • argued similarly for the aim of the 
school to be to turn out a fully developed person to the limits 
of their abilityo He states, 
0we are not concerned to turn out good work-
men or even good citizens but a complete 
individual' 
This concern with the development of the individual must, 
in the view of Dewey (1910 op cit) take into account the need 
for that person to live in an ever changing society. In his view 
the aims of education was to itaif:'~t the needs of society in these 
circumstances. He argued that the goal of the school must be to 
meet the changing social conditions and preparing the individual 
to participate in its continual reconstruction. 
Silberman (1970 p.62) 2• has also argued that the aim of 
education must be to assist people to be able to identify problems 
and propose possible solutions in this rapidly changing world of 
the second industrial revolution. He viewed education to be 
enabling man to prepare for a form of work that does not yet exist 
and whose nature cannot even be imagined. In his view this can 
only be done by teaching children how to learn and by giving them 
the kind of intellectu.al d.k:ipline that will enable them to apply 
man's accumulated wisdom to new problems. Similarly Holt (op cit 
p.173) saw the need to apply situations in schools which will give 
pupils the ability to learn whatever needs to be learned and not 
direct them to what should be learnt. He pointed out that since 
we carmot know what will be most needed for the future of our society, 
it is senseless to try to teach it in advance! 
The argument that education is essentially personal, concerned 
id th an individuals growth in an ever changing world has led Dewey 
(op cit 1916 p.6o) t 0 proposethat education can have no aim. He 
postulated. 
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'Since thure is nothing to which growth is relative 
save more .:;rowth, there is nothing to which 
education is subordinate save more education+ 
The e!!iucational process has no ends beyond itself 
and its own end'. 
N.K. Wadeson : The Secondary Modern School in Journal of Education 
A. Silberman (1970) in J. Gibson and P. Chennels (Eds.) 
Gifted Children 
The critics of the child cent:red model of course accept that 
the world that the school p:repares its pupils to enter is not a 
static organis~. 'l1hey argue ho\vever t that the best Hay to prepare 
a child to fe_ce the ch,m::es in society is thrcn.l[,h the tracli tional 
curri 01.1l1.)JTl o 
education ~o help re-estahJish what he described a2 'the old valuecv. 
This 9 he felt, should l)e done through the examin;.ttion system, 
strec:tmed. classes, tighter competition J'or places in higher e•l.uca tion 
and the re--establishment of the e.uthori ty of knovtledge. 
To any disciple of the traditional model of education many 
aspects of the child centred approach is an anathemao The idea of 
manual labour as p3.rt of the cur:ricuh:un or shared participation of 
staff c..nd pupils in the running of the school haJ3 little to rf:o \·.•i th 
(in their view) the transmission of knmrledee o:r the process of 
schooling. Cox and Dyson (1971 p.21) 2 • ·.:ith this in rnind \vrote 
of the duty of pe.rents <cmd teachers heine to direct, not :c-emc..in 
passive and uncommitted to high s t:c:.ndards of learrcinc; ,,_nd behaviour. 
. \") 
Johnson ( 1971 p. 21 r". dmilarly lns vrri tten: 
'Above all institutions, the school is designed 
fo:r one thing only - fruits. Bu.t novtad.ays we 
cj ispu te t'r1e very "rord cul ti V'l. tion 1 
Proe,ressi ve education hz-~.s been much derided. 
associ?cted proe;ressive education, in its maEy aspects Hi U1 permissive 
eL'hwe.tion ~:mel Coz ::o.nd D;{son, (1971) as:.::ociated permissive education 
1-.ri th a 1 g:rowth of anarchy'. In the same document Amis e.nd Conquest 
(p.221) defines progressive educ?,tion as 
1 favouring non academic cri teric:t, ~'-eainst 
exc..mimttions classics, history, e>_rbi tory 
discipline, learning by rota, tec..ching etc ••• ' 
It may be th~1.t Afl1is and Conquest 1 s dictionary of terrr·s Has not 
written to be taken totally serio-usly. 'l'he Ear1e r.:c:tnnot be said of 
Boyson, (1971 p.161)4• 1,rho, ,_.rhen Hritint in the sfUTtf:' document on tf;e 
trieme of discovery learnin.r:;, (an area assoch• ted in his minr1 only 
\·.'i th proc,Tes;:;ive education) st.?. ted the.t J·:, :'s 'd:::mgerous 1 , The 
reasons he ~ives ?re: 
1 • n_. Boyson : rr1he Crisis in Ed..llcation 
C. !3. Cox •md A. 1<. Dyson ( .i.i:ds.) : '!.'he Black :PaDe:rs on Ech:u:::8. t ion 
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VLearning needs disciplinep not the atmosphere 
of a Bu-tlin's holiday campp great scholarsp 
good salesmen, reliable operatives need to be 
trained from birth to finish a task, not to 
give up when they are bored and they must 
realise the real prize is the final achievement 
no-t fUll on the way' (1971 Po221) 
From the available evidence tffere rlJS no valid reason for 
Boyson to suggest that progressive education (or any other aspect 
of the child-centred model of the curriculum) encourage the child 
to give up. Nor does the evidence of Bantock (op cit p.116) a 
fellow 'Black Paper' supporter, accep-t that the idea of training 
emphasised by Boyson should provide the onay emphasis in the 
curriculum of the secondary school. Training for jobs, it has 
been accepted for many years, is mainly not the role of the secondary 
school but rather the concern of higher and technical education, 
\ihat Boyson's comment does indicate, however% is the depth of feeling 
that there is amongst his associates towards the child centred modelo 
It is a pos-ture which gives little chance of any balance between 
the needs of the individual and those of society. It is a balance 
which in any respect the evidence indicates is hard to find. 
iv. The Current position 
~vidence from the previous sub section directed towards an 
examination of the two main curriculum models indicated that they 
are diverse and contradictory in many respects. It is a situation 
which Shaw (op cit p.115) described as 'like chalk 2J1d cheese' and 
which led Becher and Mc'Lure (1978)1 • to argue that consensus on 
the curriculum is difficult. 
Lawson (1980 p.111) 2• argued that until recently any need for 
consensus was unnecessary. Although there is considerable 
evidence of the different views over the aims of education dating 
back over many centuries until recently the overwhelming position 
to be found in society 1Lawson argued,was that there was little need 
for discussion on the subject. 
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This position he based firstly on the view that until as recently 
as the 1940's and 1950's not only was educaLon considered to be 
a good thing but also that it was considered that it was in good 
handso Secondly he pointed out that until recently it was little 
discussed so it Has thought to be 1uncontr ver· ,ial to the point of 
dullness 1 o Thirdly, he indicated that it vias felt generally in 
society that the curriculum should remain under the control of each 
individual school and its teacherso 
More recently the acceptability of this situation is no longer 
valid. Kogan (1978)1 e related this to a growing conflict about 
many aspects of the organisation of schooling throughout the 1970 1 sa 
This growing debate on the curriculum has been encouraged, in the 
view of Eggleston (op cit 1980) by a number of different factors. 
These he indicated include greater university and academic research 
into the subject and the impact of social change to \vhich the 
curriculum must respond. 
Spring (op cit) gave an American view. He argued that the 
increased debate over education has been emphasised in the u.s.A. by 
the greater emphasis on a technological society and the increased 
need for sharper economic and political competitiveness in the wake 
of the defeat of America by Russia in 1957 in the space race through 
the launch of Sputnik I. 
It was Spring's view 1because of these circumstances in the U.S. 
it was felt by government that there was a need for a greater 
centralised control over the deployment of money and the organisation 
of the school system. This increasing ~overnment influence has 
similarly been indicated in Britain. One example of this is the 
policy which has been adopted by governments of all parties in an 
attempt to encourage mo:t?c young people towards a scientifically and 
technologically based education. 
Davies(1980)2• argued that in Britain government influence has 
similarly increased. This is not due to the space race but to the 
degree of financial support which has been given centrally to 
education and with a coru~equent desire for greater control over how 
the money should be spent. Davir~dated this situation from the time 
1. M. K o_sa.n : The politics of educational change 
2. 
·v!. Davj_es in A,:;, Kelly : Curriculum Context 
of the organisation of the School Boards in the nineteenth century 
with an increasing emphasis appearing through the passing of the 
Education Acts this century. He argues that this situation has 
gathered speed since the introauction of compulsory secondary 
education in 1944. 
The gathering speed of this process can also be seen through 
the increasingly more numerous documents which have eminatea from 
the Department of Education and Science and from Her Majesties 
Inspectors of Schools. 1 o 
Many of these documents indicate a growing attempt to reconcile 
the two ma.jor curriculum models described eariler and an ackno\>Iledge-
ment that the secondary school curriculum provision must take into 
a.:.~colmt the needs of all its pupils. Further, these documents 
indicate a growing deliberateness in the planning of the curriculum 
concerned vd th the need to produce a scheme which is not tied to the 
traditional subject model and .,.1 ;::C that the traditional academic 
type of curriculum pattern is not appropriate for all the pupils in 
the school. 
v. The problem of the curriculum and the school 
Criticisms of lack of planning in the curriculum have been 
raised. Birley (1972 p.3) 2•, for example, described the pattern of 
decision making in the school (of which Cllrriculum decisions are an 
important part) as 'diffuse, vague and haphazzard'. 
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Documents here include : Aspects of Secondary Education (1979) 
A view of the curriculum H.M.I. Series, r~tters for Discussion II 
1980 
The School Curriculum, D.E.S. Welsh Office (1981) 
Curriculum towards a statement of entitlement (1983) 
The curriculum from 11 - 16 A Review of Progress (1981) 
Edueat~un Observed 2 (1984) and subject based content such as 
English (5 - 16) and Mathe (5 - 16} which have been published 
over the past two years. 
D. Birley : Planning in Education 
Davis (1972 Po312) 1 o argued similarly that 'hunch and charisma' 
take a major part in this processo These indic. •-.ments v1ere made 
at a time before many of the guidelines issued by the D.E.S .. Here 
issued but even after these were available such criticism qas 
continuedo Midwinter (1980 Po14) 2 o described the situation tersely 
wheu he described the overall decision making process in the school as 
1a mish mash brought about by the product 
of laws, individuals, ideas, archi tec·tmre, 
social change and acts of God 1 
The criticisms outlined above are not related solely to the 
curriculum but also to much wider aspects of the eductional process. 
Specific criticisms directed towards the curriculum are also 
evident. .]?.iTi'::"8 ( 1968 p. 7)3 • for example has expressed the view 
that there is no model of the secondary school curriculum that is 
remotely in line with our growing understanding of what human life 
can be. Musgrove (1971) 4 • wrote similarly arguing that whatever 
guise the curriculum may adopt it will still be superficial, both in 
the sense of its location,(i.e. the school) and also in the way that 
it operates. The Schools Council in the same year, (1971) in a 
document concerned with the slow learning child in the secondary 
school was highly critical of the curriculum describing it as a 
'ramshackled confu~;ion of disconnected subject teaching'5. 
Since the guidelines from the D.E.S. relating to the eight 
areas of experience were published in 1977 the criticisms have 
continued. l\1c 1GuinP.;;;s (op cit p.175) described these guide-
lines as 'little advan~ement over the traditional pattern of teaching' 
and the Association of Metropolitan Authorities (1980) 6 • were 
similarly critical of them stating that they were a 'narrow and in-
appropriate view of the school curriculum'. 
It has been argued that th":'- emphasis within the policies out-
lined for the curriculum in recent years is for many pupils in the 
secondary school inappropriate. Hargreaves (1982 p.65) argued that 
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Association of Metropolitan Authorities : Statement on D.E.S. 
framework for school curriculum T.E.S. 18:VII:1980 
the domimmce of traditional curriculu_m in the comprehensive school 
has made curriculwn provision unsui tevble for mR.ny of the :.verae;e and 
be loitT :we rage pupils. T?.aven ( 1977) 1 • folmcl the_ t. the c;oals of life 
outside school received scant attention within the school. Hopson 
') 
2nd Scally (1981 p.40)-• 9.rc;uecl that the c;o2.18 that ?.re set in ~he 
educ"l.tion IJ.Ualifir:8tions. These ?.re q_llalificR.tions whicb. Vtuse:rove 
(op cit p.7) described e,s 'literacy, abstrctct ::>.nd non c'!J!p1ied'. 
These 9Te characteristics to be found in the most 3.hlr-) rp,ther 
than amonest the averae;e or less able rupils. In an amplification 
of his viei'T T·1usgrove C~.rzued that the rectson for its contimwd. 
importance in the proceAs of schooline: is that tl,_e domim,Dt social 
groups in society 'rP.ceived their e<'l.1.1C8.tion in tho£e terms, 
believed it to be valuable, :dsh to see it rerpehtB.tecl ?.ncl ?.);ove 
all wish to recr11_i t to their ranks onJ.y those ,_.,r-\0 heve bee!1 
similarly educated'. ·I'here is li ttlP re:lson to feel t.h;a.t P.n~rthin_g 
has c},.anced since th=d 1•Tas vTri tten. He·rrrninc ( 1980 op cit) ar.s'Ued 
that the Rdhool w2.s still ceared to .::. model of tlJ.e Cl:trriculu.m 1-i:o.ich 
emphasises a childk ab i.li ty n_ri th the WTi tten "10:rd Et.t the expense 
of anythine else. 
Curricu:lu.m :provision for the lea.st ct.ble h_;.q=-~ e>.lso fol.lm-Ted this 
pattern. Provision for the 'NevTSom child 1,3. '-18-S l<Tritten up in 
purely s'ubject based 'terms in the section concerned with the most 
effective way to set about t.he education of the hoys e.nd girls \d th 
which the report v1.as concerned (:p .109 - .169). Similarly the 
Schools Council Report (Brennan 1979)4• in investieating the 
curriculum provision for the least able in both ma.instream ·3.nd 
special schools, indicated that this provision 'lias still seen in 
subject based terms (p.88 - 147). The same emphasis on the 
traditional subject based. curriculwn can br:l seen in the •,,rork of 
·,,!e!?twood ( 1975)5• and Hinson and Hughes ( 1982)6• who, in providing 
helpful advice for the planning B.nd implementation of the curriculum 
for children with school learning difficulties, do so in essenti8.lly 
s1:1bject based terms. 
1. 
2. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
J. Raven : Education, Values.and Society 
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Hare;reaves (1983 p.3) indicating some of the problems of 
this subject based teaching approach, ,.,hen he describes the school 
curricul"Wl1 seeming to 2.ppear to hro sirls he observed in a comprehensive 
school as e. very dull T.if. prog:rarune Hhich they had merely s•.dtched 
off;, Later (p. 89) he describes the overall effect of the sulJject 
based secondary ml..l:'riculum, prodpcing '.·rhat he calls 'the Paddington 
!;;tation effect of education' Hhere pupils ch;:mge trains/lessons at 
every bell time. This effect also encourages, in his vie'lor, the 
'Luton Airport effect 1 \vhere e,ll those pupils rush about carrying 
their bags and belongings '-lith them! Rogers (op cit) argued 
even more strongly against the traditional style of teaching v!hich 
he described as 1an ?.lmost completely futile, Hasteful, overrated 
function of todays changing world'. It was, he suggested, most 
successfu,l in giving childr~n a sense of failure. Child-re!!, he 
pointed out, realise that t~e material which they are taught in 
school is e.lmost completely irrelevant to their lives. His remedy 
\·!as that teachers every~·rhere should fo:rget everything the.t they know 
about education and base their tee.,chin& on ?.h cmpha:tically child 
centred model. This vTOuld be based on these factors genuineness, 
to care for, Etccept and prize other people; and a demonstr::.tion of 
e..n empathetic understa:rrding of others points of view. 
vi. Summa.ry 
The evidence from this section indice.tes that the aims of 
education rather than converging to form a 1tnitary plan ~re fonned 
around various schools of thought. These schools of thought 
display different characteristics. The characteristics that are 
displayed 8:re translated into different models of the curriculum. 
The most important of these models are the trEtdi tiom.l model 'md 
the child centred model. 
The traditional model of the curricuhun is centred round. the 
need to provide for pupils a central core of knoHledge <:~.nd information. 
This is a characteristic of the model which can be seen throueh the 
work of Eirst (1969) an:d White (1969). This is a model 'tfhich 
29o 
Stenhouse (1975) and Lawton (1980) have indicated which has had and 
continues to have, considerable statuso ~nis is a status which Cox 
(1971) and Boyson (1971, 1975) would wish to see preserved. 
The child centred model 9 which was outlined through the views 
of Locke in the seventeenth century has a similarly long history to 
the traditional modelo It is 9 however 9 a model yJhich because oJ" 
the work of Dewey (1910, 1916) Nunn (1923) and Whitehead (1932) has 
had considerably greater influence in the mainstream school in 
recent years. 
This section also indicated that there has been an increase 
in activity in connection with thought and planning of the curriculum 
over the past twenty years. Much of this activity the evidence ir1rlica+.es 
has eminated from the Department of Education and Science, tho';! 
(now defunct) Schools Council 2..nd from Her JI'Iajesties Inspectorate. 
Reasons for this activity have been outlined by Kegan (1978), Spring 
(1980) and Eggleston (1980). These developments have seen an 
acknowledgement of the importance of both of these models of the 
curriculum. Despite the proglemsinvolved,attempts have been made 
to bring both of them together into current practice in the school. 
This process has l~Q t.o considerable criticisms. Similar 
criticisms have been made by Hemming (1980), Hopson and Scally (1981), 
Mc'Guin·~sR (1983), Rogers (1983) and Hargreaves (1982, 1983) of the 
continued dominane,8 of the traditional curriculum approach. Those 
criticisms have been raised particularly in relation to secondary 
school practice. 
1bese criticisms have been raised by those mentioned above in 
particular concerning the curriculum that is available for the least 
academically successful pupils in the secondary school for \-!hom they 
argue the accepted traditional approach is unsuitable. Evidence of 
the continued importance of the subject based approach for meeting 
the needs of the least successful pupils in the mainstream school 
is shown through the recent work in this area of Westwood (1975), 
Brennan (1979) and Hinson and Hughes (1982). 
The totality of this evidence allows us to conclude that 
a) the two major models of the curriculum can be shown to be 
contrastine in style, contraCl.i.ctory in purpose e;:nd h&,rd to reconcile 
in prftctice. 
b) the: conc1:us::Lon~ reached TP.lD.-ting to (a) ;tboye ·EU·1Q. all;lo in 
conjtmction wit.h thP. evidence shO\·ring the continued ernph1;l.si$ Hhich 
is civet). t0 the t.r<J:di.tion2.l ctttric-;;;lum inOd.el indicates the.t. al thmtzh 
tt1is model continues t0 have high status 2.11d con'.:'i(lerf!,hle inflv.ence, 
(both within the school 2cRd outs ide it), that there is a g.towing 
evidence of its ina;proprie;i_;enesR e.nd uns-nitability for many 
pupils Hho are not academically able in t"11e schoOil. 
The next section will take the issues of the .diffic.U::I:ties that 
t}}e process of education c~n ca.u,se for some :PUPil:::! a ?tag-a further 
by examiRine the organisation of the sC)lool ahd outlining the 
~f;:fects tfi?,t the liter<:~.ture ind'icates that this can have on Ute pupil. 
:L .• , I:n~<>_dJ.lpitdlon 
E.Vic(].encR from M1e H terature exa.mini.i!d tn the previous section 
ingioa,t~cl: that 
a) there. ?.re tw.o important schools of tnouent, concernine the <;d.ms 
of education 
b) thol!le two scl!o·ol.~ .of t.hou.gnt c~;n 'Qe ~elat~d t0 th!? two ma .. in 
models of the curricu:J:wn. Those models are defined as the 
t~~qitional madel <:'nd the child centred mode;ll 
c) thos.e two models of the o~icU,l:wn are contra.d;i;o:hotry in aim, 
contrasting by nature and' difficult to. reconcile in prr:totioe 
0:) the tra;d;l.t~onal IDOd.~:lo o.f th~ ottln'icu:lui!'t ,d,omin~te$· the currioll.lar 
pattern within the school F.tnd is highiy regarded im the wider ~.o.c:tety 
out~Jii<le ;l.t, 
lt was f~otors J;elttt;img to a, p,, o, and d. above which provided! 
evidenc.e that the tradi tion:?Jl model of education is not onlliy unsuitable 
and ~nappropr.iiate but also .it ;is ].ikely to ga;p;~e pngo:J,.ems to;r J1lta;ny 
puplfls in tnf: school. 
This section of the inves<tigatli.;ofl \.rill focus on the orga.:t:lisa;tion 
This will be done 
by examining the. evidence whiLch rellia'tes to; 
i) th~ ~;q.;t;bow;\ty strl.l,c1;;l.ll'$ of t};te ~ohool which h~1Lps to ;f:i!lm th~ 
patt€Irt1 o:f control wfthifi it 
ii) JILts: form of buxeau.owaoy1 es:pe.ollla.lly its hierarclrlical .structure 
whtch it adopts: fol' both admiimistr13-:tive and d.~oisfuQn making p~oses 
ili) the imformal., in.sti tuti:<'rnal1sed aspects of control w!iimhin the 
soh99~~• 
:By undf:trt~{ng this, exanui!n~.tion {>f' +.ne 1), te.ra,;bure tnJs section 
willli defend the posi'tion that the v1ay tha:t: the schoo,l is organised 
o·am:pe>t.!nd:lll tlie :probleii!s ot!tli:o..~d in the ti;r;st seatibn foro sQme p:uptll~. 
Thits ocout's, it will 'be ~r~"N.ed, eeeause l>y i.ts organisa ·bional prac:bioes 
it pravokes a worseni!ng of aMi tudes 'il;nd behaviour from s0rne of i 't$ 
pup,4J.ls•. -i!,"Vld.~no~ to. ~~;~ta;bliSh thills :po~;d.:trton will b~ d:ravrn from the 
, ... •ork of iu'gy.tis (1957) a.nd f.l..a:rgrea.ves ( 1967) .~ :Support;Lng e:vidence 
for this will1 be dxawn fr,om the •.10rk of Laeey ('1970), R@,r:ewea.ve$ ( ~ 1 97'6) 
a;pq '~t~:vens (1960), Cop:tJ;-a;1;"J Er-t:i;de!nQe p:r;ov!Q:ed by .J3e$t et ~1 ( 1-9e;) 
1-rfln~ al$o be ev~ll,lated. 
li. The Authority Structure 
Ap. important feature of the school is the need for it to be 
or~ni~ed 9.nd retmlated. 
are lare;e, sollle with hundreds of people in them performihg a var±ety 
of tasks. In order to facilitate this, people; usually the adults 
vd. thin thq school $i tuation, are eivep resl?onsit:>iU ties ror :facets 
of life withitt it. To a large dee;-ree a strong relationship can be 
observed between t,ht?.ir responsib1li ties and the B.uthori ty which they 
hold. trpe Becrdm?.ster, 1'o:r exaiiJ.Ple, ha;s vider respo:nsi"bilities than 
h!R staff 01,nd h3s g'!'eate:t' authority. The staff in their t1.1.rn have 
grel:l;ter re:;1ponsibfli ties a...YJ.d thv.s greater au+.hor:i.ty thai1 the ;pupils 
l·Iho are chosen to be pJ?ei3ctsor monitors. Similarly wheh t.he occasion 
demEmds it the prefects have more responsibili tilies and the!t'ef.ore more 
al:lt:hor;!. ty the.rJ, !J,Qn-ptef~cts 0 
This single l±n~ l)f ~fu:thor.i:ty outlined a/hove i1Rs 1~een desc:dbed 
by Watson ( 1975) 1 • f!J:l a definition of the EnJ_thority structure iE a.n 
l±ne of 3.uthori ty ~ lim·rever complies, ted and however m:;my hranches it 
mA,y hf:'.Ve, there will be only one centre "•here decisions a:r-e IT!8,de and, 
con1'l;!.ct8 resolved. This vie,., can "be c0ntr!.'IJsted to that of Btzioni 
(1964 p.-86) 2• who a.rgued that iE professional orgp.nisatlions such <:~"s 
the school: there is no such centr8.,l line. In Etzigni 1s view the 
r)'ro;posal m8,de by Henry (1'954}3 • that tb.ere a:re t,.ro lines of "w.thori ty 
in a rrofessional oreanisation, is ,more reaJ_istic. Henr~r described 
these t\oTO lines of 3,t1 thority &l;f:.l 'th.e :r;>rof:el:!SiOhal li.ne an_d the 
admin:is tra. tive line. His evidence was based. oR research conducted in 
the hospital service bttt similar circumstances have been ,described by 
:Bernstein (197a)4• in the educatio"Q service. 
Research by Suga.TI!lan (1969)5. als.o indicated that the school 
c::entains t'I'To diffe~ept lin.es of f1:utho:d1;y. 
One of these he ar:gUes is the bureaucratic strand; that 
formal body of :vules' and regulations to be found in the school. The 
otperr 13tran<). he sees i:;1 based on :patter:ns relatine: to custom and 
tradition. This professional arrd administrative st:rand can be related 
1 • L.E~ Wa.tsoE; V. Houghton et al : ~i'ar;.a&!m!'lnt. i:p. Education 
A. Etziqni 
J. Heney J .Joil:t'fial of Socie.i IsE?uee No. 2 
ll. Berrrstein : Socjyo~o&\!: and the So,c,:iiploQ of, ·:mduc,C1,t);on 
:B. S\lga+'mlm : Moral J!ld:u .. cati_on val 1 n9. 2 
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to the formal stwcture r)f tbe r;ichool Hbich il'l concerped ~·tit;h aspects 
of de6isi0n maldnc such as curricuJtun policy, the introduction of 
new courses and ch::tnges to o] d or:tes1, decisions on e~amina tions, the 
policy to be ?-dopteci to\·Ie;~,rds the o·Y·~nisa.ti(m of teachi.n.c groups; 
strearnintt baiidin.:; etc. ?.nd its day to de.y ~chninistrg,tion. 
The second strand; concerned 'fri bh t:!Jl.stoJh and tradi Uon c2,p. be 
relc;.ted to nJore i:osti t\ttir:malised aspects of the life o.f the sc'aool. 
:Examplea of this include aspects of school life concerned with the 
rituals and e%1Jectations related to decision ma:k:inc that hB:Ve been set 
through custom and which may be used to justi-fy aspects of control 
which may have no other basis than tradition. 
}3oth of these str.ands will be e:x:@.ltined in thi:s investigation. 
This section wi11 be concerned. tirstly \<lith an examination of the 
.formal structure 0f the school. 
exand:na;tion of the aspe¢t of the life of the school which can .be 
related to im:ti tutionalised control :md the effect that the evidence 
indicates that this ca11 have on the pupil. 
iii.ThE!. f'ormal o~i§!:ni:?atio:n of t~e school 
a) ,The school_asa :b-urea:u~ra.coc 
Hoyle.(1975 p.85) 1• ar&"Ued that the ~chool has been impiioitJly 
re.cognised af3 having a distinctive organisatio~l character. He 
inQ.J:ce,tef;1 thg.t thi$ j,s nec~fisl:U'y in qrder to M:ti11 cert~tfn functions. 
The process by which it does this in lloyie's view ills based on two 
elemencts,, This occurs t:t:JJ:ollgh its formctl or@Jl:iP.aAd.<>:r:t and its 
bw:"~Ji1:Uczt>a"tic stYi.lctu.re. 
The. need for the school to have this :formal organisa:t:to:p., it 
has to be argued b~ J3a.nks (1!9613 p.t59}2·• i~ to help it achieve 
specific ~alhs-. To help ~d:th this and also to aid its l:'!ystem of 
adminliistrati·on Corwen ( 1965 p, 38)3' has arsued that the school is 
• burea'Q.C:t:a;t!•S~ed·• , 
A. bl.it'ea;ucracy has been charac teris ed• by \veber ( t94 7 p •. 3 3 3) 4• 
as havjjng as part of its nature a h.igl:l de~ee of speci~li~atiQn, a 
hiera_rchical ~ye-tem o:( ?.:u;t~mr:tty, explicit rules ¥Tli.ich d~e.fiNe the 
resports±bili t.i:es of its membership., the exclusion of personal 
1, 
2, 
:;. 
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M •. Webe~ : Wh~ tijeott of sQCial and economic orga;rtisation 
ooasid~tra:tliont{ from o£f'icl.a:l b'ixs:i!ness., an ±mpartiality ot trea'bmen;t 
for ·suibordrllnate.s and clients-, the recruitment of .expe~ts and the 
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~x,;t~;t~o~ g£ ?- Q~e~t ~'t.tm9itV4'~• 
Yet d~apite Corw~:n' a @;ssertto:n ?lid the il:leM:o evta~nc~ of many 
of the; charac:teristilcs in the. s.chool which .a;rff outlliined in· 1//ebe~ 
de!iLIIi tion .t:t ha;s [>een ~~~4 "PY Rl{)·i!h D~nk:l\l a.n;d bioyle t:M.:t the school 
is not a. trneb:UrEtalic:raot. 
Their view can be related: to a wide r~mge of resef!4'ch •eviilen:g-e 
which s:\lpf>o:t't6 th$s. Th:t's incJJt~d~s· that ful<te~t~E;t·n by Sa.muelr:; {ij:~go ).1·• 
on school si~e,, Getzel and ·Guba''s (1955}2'- .:tnvesti:ga.tion of teacher~' 
vl;ews Q;f P,l'Qife~siona:U.$m• a;'he ~~s~fl.t>Qh Q,pgument~d by Cot.'Wen. (op cit 
1:965) ~nd L<titti~ (11969)3'• tndio·a.t~d, .differen6$s b.etwef!n a- teacher;''s' 
view of his role in the classroom and U1a:t which he ,a.do;p't~d Q\!tsi<;le ~:t,. 
~th~P ~vi_denc~ to li'.l1Pl!Q~t "th~ vi~:WEI o£ :Ba,~s anc;l HO.y~~, includes 
that: tro:m ~~aeM:.oh cQnducted. to dis¢ovex bQ·th the pupils' A.ad the 
I 
11rt~ffs views over thet:r: ;posilltion in the ~chc::>o•l• :So:th the :r;l~~e~rO.n· ·'b~ 
w~well (1'!955)4• GonQ,ucte·d. with p~ptls e-nd that conducted by 
/l:b~a}:)N!is.on (j96.7)~• with ::Jtaf''t, indicated that deference i~ due to 
t-h~ ·staff frcom the J!lupils tfur~:ue;h :eompetence o~ e~p~~rt 19\Qw:ll~d:ge 
~~th~~ th§:n :p9~;i, t:f.cm. 
!l!rt the l±ght of the, ·research .ev::tdence outlined above Wath!;!on 
(197'!2- p:.~01<) 6 ~ ~s p!ri'~;>:pQsad ilib_e $'Choo;t if3 ~ot a; tl"O,~ b\We.auc:r:a.or 
in tli~ te~s defined by iv~ber but ~a,ther i<s Cjp~n to. tthe same 
·p~essures a;s ,one'•· 
b:): mae .~it:r,;trohiea;l_ .£ea tjlr!s Of . t!J-;_ \QJlo~1. 
Alliitho1lP ~he evid~nqe dot§! no-t lil.ncliol3!te t~ i; th~ -$6ho91 .is .a; 
t~~ lmr~aru~~, :tn t~rms ~f thO:$)!) dtsol'ibe.d by W$'b~r, one of the 
chara:eiheristi!es: of a. bureaucracy whliich it does ttxhibJLro: is th?,:t of 
its hllle~~o:h~cai sy~;~tem Qf ~~~ltihQltlity. It till t~ot!gla· :this bii~~a:rtohy 
th~t 4l'ta pE~:tt~tn o:f o¢lilitiro1 ·1is f'orm~d to!t b.oth the .;pu;pi.is 8imd the stgff,, 
The indi vjjd"Ual sch0ol .is a pM-t ,of a; much bigger b~e!3il!-Q:ra,Q~ 
with its o.wn h.t~rM<ohi:c~l ~-d~~cti,l~e. Jt -i111 tb.~§l wttil¢h forms tn:~ 
n~ti<>Mll ~-(luQa.it~ol18!l .$Ysct!~tll.. Thi:S ±s a bureauoit'a¢~ which i•s -t"o;rme.d 
J. Samuelis .:iln IJ;y;_bf!t'l Edueaill:ton ~ -· _____ !?£ -~- ! --
2"· .J .vr. ~tz~ll:s ~n4 E.·G:. GU:ba :tn .Jo~l of :So¢d.olo&"~_ vol., XXIX 
?• D.:C. Lor't:1e : in A.. Etziot:li w. c :;me~.liemiL, .2l£?.f&.s.s~,onals1 ~n,d 
th.dr or~sa.tion L _ . ddfl II .. _ _ F!l_ -~ l'l E J 
4.. \1.J. iv~N~lJ!!t, l s~o4;a1l_£o~y!vo:t. 33· 
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by the school and other parts of' tne service s1.1eh as the Department 
of Education and Sci"'nce, Her JVI.ajest.y's Inspectors and the Local 
&luca. t.d,on fl.uthori tie!:l. The ~tray thfs bur~aucracy is orc;ani8ed and 
its overall hie:rarchica.l struoture is set out in fig. 1 
Fig. 1. The structure of the national education system 
Va't'iol.ls 
levels of 
administration 
and decision 
making 
Minif:J_t.ry of ~ducation 
bocal Education Authority 
School 
A. similarly hile:ta.:rchi:oa.l struct~e <)ail be found in the 
indivi:duai school. It is through this struc.ture, which places the 
head teacher ~t its aPeX tha.t the ¢onrt;ro1, d~y to d,~y l"lUU).J;ng a.nd 
the decision making process of the scho.ol is orgarti:sed 
A mode[ based on a description given by Watson ( 1969) 1: • is 
outlined: i.n fi~, 2 
Fig. 2. ifhe- .internal hierarchical structure of the school 
stat'! 
Various ·iiO.dels have been drawn up to demonstrate the possible 
forJil this $trucrture car1 ti:lke t'or teach~:ng st~t':t'. The~:~e include 
those by Watson (1969) 2•, Moore (19t0)3,. and Marland (1914)4• 
Marla.ndls. structla"e, (fig, 3) .dls descrl;bed ~s •a. typ.$c111.l. D10Q.erl'l· 
sohool £Jteru.ot1,ll'e whiol1 also shows ~espons·$..bility layers'' .5· 
Fie;. 3 • T.Qec!Q&d_~f!iC and pasto~l- szs'\tm of a; j8_Con~ .f'ohooll 
DesQrib~H\. bl ~la~d (op cit p.:r;') 
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~:land's 111odel is'· hc»tfiiYa:t", oJlly one of ·~ tbat ·84"~ av~4::1abl~ 
and there are a nWiber of variations on this.. Mo.ore ( 1 ~74) outlined. 
.tiv~ pos~i)?le str'\lct~es which he re.aearched in the sedonda.ry school. 
s::buia.r structures· are diaoussed by Marland '(,op oi t p. 93 - 1102) and 
:Bolger (1975 P• 176):1 " Features which the. research indicated .a;x-e. 
diacernably- op~n to Y$.riE~.ti.op withi.ll t}lese struct\ll'es inel\lde, banding 
a.rra.nsements or setting by abiili ty:, a. hous:e or year syst.em of pastoral 
Q~e, tile sepa.ra.te teaching of boys and girls, departments grouped 
under facmlties and a o9mon o~i.oul~ fO:r! a.l!;l or Jllj:J~:ed! a;b.tlj:ty 
teachilnc. 
Tbe peed £or the organisation&l structure of the sehoolL, in 
whatever fo'm!l< it. might takeJ:to be clo$aly linked to the need.&· of the 
pupils has been weli do.cuen::ted-. Goodman. '( 1r~l62 p,.29)2•· argued that 
te~i 'b~e d,p._.ge l,s delle to children simply: 1b7 the s,ize and the stan~-
isart±cn o£ the school. This il9 a: point which the Soho,ols 'CO®ci1 
Repo11t on the education of socially disa4V&mta.ged obi.idr:en i:n seoond.a:ey 
sonoollis also cU.'ew ~ttentj.op. to ( 1970)3" It $·ta.ted 'no cons$der~ti,on 
of more convenience .of' organilsation oa.n be allilowed to stand in the 
way: ot ebee:r ~an pEutcJ.i' :(p.,69) • !Rutter et al .~.1979 op cit.) noted 
in tnrd.r resellU'cb: in the seoond'M'Y s¢ho<>l tb~ t 1lette:r. bel'l4Yil~ @d 
a;c~emic reauH~s by p~pils can be associated with J!ntte~ersonal 
rela.t:i.onsb.J.ps bf!t.wtu~n tb:e~P a.nQ! the.:f..r tea:oh&rl!4 ra:ther than ·a.ey 
pattern of organisation <>r ,!!i:t:yle o£ JMJlage;nent '(,p. 195 .... :204) •. 
~I! ·~pp~o4cb was also a:eknowledpd :through a ll>•E.:S·• document :( 198) )4• 
which 1ntUJoa.ted1 that on• ot the a.iims· o£ ed~oiiot.1.oi1 must 11~$ve chil.ci:t'en 
the ·experi:enoe .of school a.a ·a .oart~, euppc>rtive oo~P~lninity:• • 
o). The <School_ Q[L an J.,nstJltu:tion 
The pattern ot a.utnot±,.tr w;lthin the tiJoboo1 'bas· !been r~llillted to 
1 ts .inet~tu.ti,ona.l lU'e a.s well as to :1. ts f(i):t"Jna:l structure oU:tlined. i.n 
the previous ee·otiott. EJ:teioni (~:964 p. 3 )5'• i~iiO'-t~;c;l t~t ' 
tiu!bitutilonr' oan take on. ·at lea.st three meani~ but tor the purpose 
~f thilil ~nvesti~t!Lc:u:l ~b.ct ,c~oi.a.~ aspect i!s not merely the rorm that 
the instituftionaljjeed ld;tle o£ the soh:ool ~1 t•e bti,t rath•~ the 
P, .Goodman : eo!!plllsott Mittd»o!tipn 
3 
• ScilooiDIIJ CotqltJ.d._l_ ~ :,C:l!Gif:'!f! wjtb f!Av&&iJZ 
4. D.-:U:.,S. : .emNoug.p ~1~t .... 1;6.!J!oltH'4s, ·L l~.i•fl!at. o,f,·.eati tlemat, 
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~:t:.fect or tbis. !t has been argued by Shf1s (1974 p.4)1 • and 
Popkewitz (1'975 p.9.2) 2• that the to:rm and oontent of the institutional 
life of the school helps to legitimise social values about authortty 
a;Q.d, control. l?opkewitz (1985) has 9t1tli:n.e(l tw.o :f'acetiS of the 
institutional life of the school. The surface layer he outlines 
as beine those aspects which provide the publicity accepted criteria 
o:r stand:a.rd,~S by which p~opl~ judge succes!3 or fE~,ilu:r:e while the under .. 
lying layer of meaning {licrec~ts attention towards what he describes 
as the 1 assumptions, pre suppositions and "rules of the game." which 
give plat1,13ibili ty <:tnd. legi tii!lacy to orrgoiJ)g actions 1 • Ha.ll ( 1981 
~.222)3• ~:nas argued that a peit's~n~ response to tn:is si tuat:ion can be 
viewed as a balance between his individual personality and the 
appropriateness of behaviolU" to certain s.ituations he l{ifl meet. 
Fo:t'llls of behaviour which have been developed in relation to these 
f.acto:rs ha.s been noted in a V?;:tiety of instit1J_tioiJ.aliEied ::;ettinB'$. 
Re.sear.ch undertaken by Goffmart (1'968)4• indicated its importance in 
the p:!:ison a.TJ.d Haney et al (1973)5• observed it in the mental 
hospital. :Rutter et. ~1 (op edt p.1S3) also noted simil$.' patte:t'ns 
of behaviour in the schOol. This evidence indicated that the 
behfl.v:i.ow.- of P1l:pils wa.s i-nfluenced by tll,e wa,y tht:tt c:Pild+'en vrere 
dealt with. It w:a;s a form of behaviour their ref:;earch revealed 
which Has evident even when staff were not present. Further this 
w~s a beha:vilour Pattern which dj,d not ne(lessa,r;ily t~e t}le saJllf:! 
form in each school. 
Within the sch6oil these conditions can be set by the behaviour 
of the stan· • W(i,l.ller ( op ci.. t) ~r~ed thEI.t these oond'i tions 1-1ere 
set not just b~ .. the present teaohine staff but also by thos.e staff 
who have preceeded them, Jln his view the values of the school wh:lich 
are set in this way hecome :part of its iru::d;;lt:rt:tionalised t;t"adition. 
\valle:t f"\.U:'thefr:' a.i:'eJU8S that in his ,day to day relationship Hi thin 
the school, particularly in relation to his dealings with ];>U:pi:Ls a 
tef:!;cner ni,.."tkes ,,,hat he can of this tre,dition. Th:ts he does by the 
use of his eocperiemce; a:bili ty f'!.nd pe~sonality • 
1 
• 
2. 
3. 
4· 
5, 
E. 
T. 
s. 
E. 
Shilts : . Centre and periphery : EssaYs in macro-E~odo1oa:y 
Popkewitz in Teaching andQ'eacher Ed"l:lcation vol. no. 2 
!fall in: :0. Pottei.' et. a.l (Ed.) : Society :_:tnd then soci<J,l sciences 
G<>ffrt'tan : AsYllirtiB 
c,. Haney et al : A st'Ud;:r_of ~ris()ner:s ,an(]_ eftdS in ·a. simulated 
prbpn~,Na'\fa,l R~aearch_Review vol.. 30 para. 9 
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Cohen ( 11969) 1 ·• described the traditional pupil/teacher 
rela.tion.ahip, which is most usu,a:!,ly apceptabl:e to the teacher,. 
as be±ng ;,.:here a pupil will accept his diacip::tirte in whatever 
form. he, {the teacher) wishes to use it. 
This :ts 1'1. situation which can be encouraeeci thJ:ovgh the 
particular form of insti tu·biorialised life which can be observed 
in tae ~;~chool. Goffman (op cit) in <tescribing this defines two 
tY'Pes of institutions. 
ra;ilway stations.; f'il.ctories, laboratories or shops which are, in 
C,j_§ view, ''inst:i__tutions. ;in the eve17day sen~e of the term 1 3~nt:l 
there are those vlhich he d;escribed as 1 total .:ilnstitutions'. 
He described boarding schools as total institutions in that 
they are place13 ;!here people who make up that O!'~ilisation, Elleep 
play and work in a, s.:Lmil,<;!;r er:ivii'omneilt w.ith e~,ch other under the 
same .authority structure, s.omethine 'I'Ihich he states is contrary to 
the gen:e%'?.1 basic socj_;:1J e,:rrotneemen.ts in J!IOdern f:'1QCiety. 
Evidence from :Bram.ham, ( 1980) 2 • in rela.tion to the approved 
school supported Goffman1s view bu:t Lambert (1969)3• whe~ writing 
of the publio school indicated tha.t they car:ihot be s~en in this way. 
Despite this apparently contradictor.y eviclenoe research has 
indiqated that institutionalism ;pel,'Va(:les all a.svects o:f the life of 
the school. 1!la1ler ( op cit) ar@iecl that the position o:f thl?. :Head;-
ma,ster is institutionalised in that his :r:o,ole can be esta:blished by 
h:ls ac1optl,n~ the ':p1;1,ramete:rs of t'be forma.li ty qf hfs off.' ice, 
p:cti'afneters w}Jich have been 'established by those ~:rho have held the 
office before him' •• He can, in Halle~'s view,~ by using thdls 
sitva,tion i!n ~n 9:uthoritarj,an sen.se, sl1t;~st tha:t the most dl,ffio-u,lt 
d:eoisions are not made by h:ilm as an ind'ivfd:ual but :--.~ part or the 
office that he carries •• 
.t-'IarlOli.hd (o:p cit p.11), hj.m§eJ,l' a headmaster Wl.'ote of the ne·ed 
for the oreaniSation ::::..nd. opera.tiort o.f s.choo[l: to be :iinsti tutionalised 
as 
1. 
2 •. 
). 
•t t ±s not enou.eh to r~ly on goodwill.., df::l.dioation, 
hardwork, personality and so oni. · 
L. Cohen' : Fimctions. dependence and poVIers of iinfluehce in 
T_!).t!:pnation.al. J<;mrnal of Education£!1 Sciences 
R. Br~a,tll : Il~'·csta.ff rule 
:R. Lambert : ir:i 'lllie ptibl:ic school, a factual s'lfi'Vey 
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The dangers of Marlands views as far as the pupils are 
concerned are clearly apparent. Grove (1974 p.118) 1 o wrote of the 
needs for checks on this institutionalisation of the process of 
education 
'to ensure that in the concert for institutional 
self-preservation, humanity is not lor.::t and the 
problems of each child are dealt with sensi ti v 4": :' 
and in the full knowledge of that child as an 
individual 1 
and Best et al (1983 p.213-4) 2 • pointed out 
'a pre-occupation \-Ji th structure can lead to a 
model of an institution in 'tlhich tt1e individual 
becomes little more than an automaton whose 
actions are determined by the role he happens 
to fill and constrained by such sanctions as the 
institution imposes upon behaviour deviating 
from the norm'. 
The actions of the pupils can be determined by other influences 
in the life of the school which are also part of its institutional 
tradition. 'l'hese are particularly obvious through an examination 
of the ritual patterns which form an important part of the life of 
the school. Ritual has been described by Durkhiem (1956)3• as 
'the use of rites, ceremonies, emblems and other symbolic devices'. 
'tlaller ( 1932 ) 4• described them as aspects of formal-ity and compromise 
which are part of all institutions. These aspects help, in his 
view, to define a situation and keep it established without change 
and form an element of control within it. 
Three distinct forms of ritual have been defined. All three 
of those forms Waller (op cit) and King (197(>) 5• have pointed out can 
be observed in every school. These areas, they define as models of 
behaviour, cultural values and the authority relationship in the 
school. They are areas which Waller argued are inter related. 
In practical terms the first of these three areas covers aspects 
of school life such as sportsmanship, team spirit and the wearing 
of ties and badges in order to create a sense of belonging to a 
particular community. The second area itemises such aspects of 
school life as the honours board, prize giving and records of 
1. R. Grove . in M. I•iarland ( op cit) . 
2. R. Best et al : Education and Care 
3. E. Durkhiem Education and Sociolo~ 
4. vi. Waller . The Sociolog,I of the school . 
5. R. King in G. Fowler et al : Decision makin~ in British Education 
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selection for sp<'rts teams in order to emphasise achiever,rent and 
success. The third area is concerned with prefects, hnuse syst~ms 9 
forms of plmishment =~.ncl re,,.rard ancl the cchool ::.ssembl:l o 'I' his 
l8tter featu.r'? \·!9.s described by \·!illis (op cit p.67) 8.s 'the ritual 
corner sto:rt8 of thE· ~?choo1' o 
H.ituals, tt1e literature lndjc:::>.tes are user! not ,just :ts c'c l'orm 
of control described b:r ·.·faller as "'- feo-1ture or life ,,rithin the 
school. Em't (1970 p.31) 1 • 3Tf;tted that the '=Lcqnisition of kno,_.rlede;e 
relating to the ritual pattern of his school is an importa~t 
feature of a pupiis ex~erience there. hlu1t 3.nd Illich (op r::it) 
liil.ked the :tcceptance of the ritual p:tttern of life in th"" school 
-by the child to his state of mind Hhen he has left. 'l'hey both 
argued that many pupils leave school \d th a state of mind vrhic.h 
indicates that younc people seek only to fit into a situation and 
are not likely to irr.ag:inethat they can change it. This has 'beer 
set into a Hider context hy Hopson ~nd Scally (op cit p.52-53) 
who view this situation and its development in the school as an 
indication of people Hho are likely to feel 1 depowered' in socie~y 
after they have left school. In their view it is one of the 
import3.nt roles of' tlw schr>ol to rmable plpils to feel 'ernpO':Jered 1 
in or·.Jer to be 3,1!1.e to p2.rticirc-·_te fully in ) jfe ont.sicle ?.ncl beyond it.. 
iv. 'I'he effect of the orP"anisatinn of the school on pupils 
The evidence in thi2 sectio~ indicates that the school 
~espite the fact that it does not fit the rlefinjtion of the forma] 
burea,_teracy as defined b;y '.Ieber still exhibit": some important 
characteristics to be found in 3 bureaucracy. The school also 
hc1s i t.s mm insti tutiomd ;=;.nd ri tu.'-',listic pc:d.terns ',.,rhich affect 
the wa-:I that the pupils l)ehave. It is this feature vThich Best 
et al (op cit p.213) have called 'a structure of formal roles 
behaviour are lmilt'. 
The evidence f Sr1arpe ( op cj t) indicated that f'or some pupils 
at least there is a breakdown in this situation. He descri_bed the 
feelings of some pupils tovm.rds C:J, ~3chool · .. rhere he bught in terrns of 
1 • A. Hunt in D. Rubenstein and c. Stoneman Education for democracy 
it being 'a ljiOrld of petty rules •••• enforced by an authority which 
in the last resort is arbit_ and self perpetuating 11 • 
The reactions that people can adopt towards an organisation 
of which they are part have been analysed by Argyris (1957) 2• 
These he argued 9 are 1) to accept the structure of the organisation 9 
to work v.rithin it and rise through it. 
demonstrate their prowess and success 
In this way 9 he argues, they 
2) to become apathetic and disorientated displaying their views b-y 
rejecting the system 
3) to use psychological defences in order to internalise the problem 
4) to show their feelings by leaving 
Hargreaves (op cit 1967 and 1984)31dentified four different 
types of school pupil. These he called the committed, the instrum-
entalist, (those who lack committment but see the value of school), 
the indifferent and the oppositionals. Lacey (1970)4• outlined 
similar categories to those which Hargreaves had outlined. His 
research however, was conducted in a selective Grammar School with 
boys who at least in one respect, (by passing the 11+) could be 
defined as, and could be expected to feel successful. This evidence 
indicated that a proportion of these pupils did not maintain thL:; 
feeling: and were seen by their teachers and eventually themselves as 
unsuccessful. In this respect Lacey's research pointed out that 
even amongst this selected group of people~(some 15% of the age group) 
the process of schooling may not always have a positive effect. 
The categories outlined in the work of Argyrus, Hargreaves and 
Lacey indicate that only one out of the four categories show the 
pupil taking a positive stance towards the school. Best et al (op 
cit p.213) pointed out the importance of people having a set of more 
or lese related attitudes, values, beliefs and ideals in order for 
them to work well and feel well together in an institutionalised 
setting. 'l,his evidence indicates that the school is not the place 
where this is likely to happen. It is a view which is supported by 
Waller (op cit p.11) who has described the school to be existing in 
1 a constant state of perilous equilibrium based on a balance of 
power'. This power he argued, eminates from three different sources. 
1 • 
2. 
J. Sharpe in B. Shaw: (1973) op cit p.21 
c. Argyria : Personality and Organisation 
D.H. Hargreaves : The Challenge of the Comprehensives 
C. Lacey : High town Grammar 
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These are: firstly 9 outside influences 9 from people who are not a 
part of the everyday life of the school but ¥rho have a vested 
interest in it such as governors, parents and the local community. 
Secondly 9 the staff who apply the day to day organisation 9 and 
thirdly 9 the pupils. 
Each of these groups Waller argued. have their own centres of 
interesto These centres of interest help to create the internal 
conflicts described aboveo It is an analysis which has led Holly 
(1973 p.25)1 • to dismiss the organisation of the school as 'a burden 
of confusion'. Hargreaves (1976) 2• has outlined the consequence of 
Waller's analysis of the organisation of the school for the pupils to 
be a source of hinderance and obstruction for them. 
v. Summary 
The evidence of this section indicates through the work of 
Etzioni (1964), Sugarman (1969) and Bernstein (1971) that the school 
contains two lines of authority. The first strand eminates from 
the pattern of authority which exists as part of the formal structure 
of the school. The second is concerned with the custom and 
tradition of the school v1hich can be related to institutionalised 
aspects of its life. 
In relation to the definition of a bureaucracy given by Weber 
(194V and to the work of Corwen (1965),the evidence of Hoyle (1975) 
Getzels and Guba (1955) and Watson (1975) indicates t~at the school 
is not a tl~e bureaucracy. Research by ~Iatson ( 1975) indicates 
h0\-1ever that the school is open to the same pressures as a bureacracy. 
The evidence of Watson (1969), Moore (1970) and Marland (1974) 
indicates that the school has a strong hierarchical structure by 
which it is organised. The work of Rutter (1979) and the official 
and semi official reports by the D.E.S. (1983) and The Schools 
Council (1970) indicate that few problems are likely to occur in 
relation to the forma1 organisation of the school if good personalised 
contact is kept between the staff and the pupils. 
1 • 
2. 
D. Holly : Beyond Curriculum 
D.H. Hargre~ves in New Society 29:i:76 
The work of \'Jaller (1932) and Goffman (1961) indicates evidence 
of pupils being influenced by the institutional aspects of the schooL 
l\"JB.rland ( op cit) has argued that for certain aspects of the life of 
the school there is a need for institutionalisationo Best et al 
(1983) have emphasised the dangers of this in relation to the pupilso 
The evidence from Waller (1932) and Hunt (1970) indicates that the 
ritual pattern of the life of the school will have an important 
bearing on the feelings of pupils. Ill~ ,, ( 1971) and Hopson and 
Scally (1981) have indicated a tendency for this influence to be 
continued to be displayed through the attitudes of people after they 
have left school. 
The totality of the evidence helps to support the position 
that the school may create problems for its pupils through its 
organisational structure. Even though there is evidence which 
indicates that the school attempts to minimise this, the work of 
Argyris (1957), Hargreaves (1967 and 1983) gives further support to 
this position. The work of Lacey (1970) indicdes that even among 
pupils who are regarded as being among the most successful that the 
experience of school can create problems. 
The third section of this investigation \vill take the issues 
raised in the first t\·TO sections a stage further by examining the 
literature relating to important aspects of curriculum provision and 
school organisation which the evidence indicates are likely to be 
sources of problems and difficulties for pupils. 
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Co EVIDENCE RELA'riNG TO THE FEELINGS OF THE PUPILS 
i) Introduction 
The literature search which has been conducted in the first two 
sections of this investigation has established that 
a) both the curriculum provision ~d the organisational character of 
the school can be unsatisfactory and unhelpful in the development of 
some of its pupils 
b) this situation described in (a) is likely to lead to problems for 
some pupils in the school. 
This section will focus firstly on an examination of personal 
feelings which have been collected through an investigation of novels 
and other literature as well as educational research evidence which 
provide examples of the problems outlined in (b) above. 
Secondly, this section v1ill examine a number of areas which can 
be identified in the literature that may give rise to difficulties for 
the pupil and his ability to benefit from the process of schooling. 
~~ese areas will include: 
(i) the pattern of authority and control in the school. Evidence 
relating to this area will be drawn from the work of Peters (1968) 
Etzioni ( 1964), Illich ( 1971) and Bo1·r1es and Gintis ( 1976) 
ii) the equality of opportunity to be found within the school. 
Evidence relating to this area will be drawn from the work of 
Pedley (1963) and Burgess (1970). Contrary evidence will be drawn 
from the work of Bernstein (1973), Blank (1973) and Hargreaves (1983). 
(iii) the organisation of teaching troups in the secondary school. 
Evidence for this area will be taken from the work of Rosenthal and 
Jacobson (1968) and Brophy and Good (1970). Supporting evidence will 
be drawn from the work of Douglas (1964), Rutter et al (1979) and 
Brophy (1983). 
(iv) the size of the comprehensive school. Evidence for this 
section will be taken from the work of Pedley (1963);mlsall (1972), 
Watts (1980), Dawson (1981) and Sli3.h' (1983) 
(v) the examination system. Evidence for this section will be 
taken from the work of Boyson (1971, 1975). Contrasting evidence 
will be taken from the work of Partridge (1968) Bowles and Gintis 
(1976) and Hughes (1971)o The evidence from official reports by 
Cockcroft (1982, 1986) will also be consideredo 
Thirdly this section will present an overview of evidence 
relating to the problem which has been outlined in this investigation. 
The evidence for this section will be taken from the work of Hargreaves 
( 1983), Willis ( 1977) and Hemming ( 1980) o Supporting evidence will 
be taken from the work of Rutter et al (1979), Holly (1973) and 
Holbrook (1964)o 
These three areas will be investigated in relation t,n but not 
exclusively to the evidence relating to the practices to be found in 
the secondary school. 
The evidence of this section will be used to add further weight 
to the position which has been outlined in section one and two of 
this investigation. Further, through the analysis outlined above 
the evidence in this section will be used to support the view that 
particular features of the organisation of the school and its 
curriculum can be demonstrated to be in appropriate and unsatisfactory 
for those pupils who are amongst the least academically successful in 
the school. 
ii) The individual pupiis view 
The process of secondary schooling, Hemming (1980 p.4) 1• has 
argued, has 'no scientific tBSis 'tlhatsoever'. He argues that it is 
based on dubious philosophical ideas, habit, tradition and confusions. 
He asserts that at this level of development for the pupil, school is 
associated with pressures, stress, apathy, boredom and hostility (p.2). 
This is a situation which is apparent not only from contemporary 
evidence based on research findings but also from literature over a 
period of many centuries. Shakespeare for example, in the sixteenth 
century, wrote of the school boys reluctance to attend school. 
Blake, some two hundred years later in his poem 'The Schoolboy' 
contrasts getting up on a summar morning and being out in the fields 
with that of going to school which he describes as dreary and confining 
by comparison. In more recent times Orwell commented 'not one 
1 • J. Hemming : The betrayal of youth, secondary educati£P must be 
changed. 
working class boy in a thousand r!_oes not pine for the day he would 
leave school'. This more sociological/class based perspective 
occurs again in Haggart ( 1954 p.82-84) 1 • vrhere he described urban 
working class values of education indicating a basic mistrust of 
book learning 1 \~'hat good does it do you?' 1Are you any better off 
8-S a clerk or a teacher? 1 (p.84) , .. rere the views prevalent amongst 
those adults he questioned. 
Some, possibly writing of their own experience of school,are 
more specific about the effect that it had on them. H.G. \>!ells, 
for example in A History of V~. Polly, (1910) describes ~IT. Polly's 
experience of school as one 1vhere he has lost much of his natural 
confidence so far as figv.res 8nd sciences and languages and the 
possibilities of learning things ;.rere concerned. He described 
thinking of school 'no longer 'lS 2. \mnderland of experiences but as 
geography e.nd history, as the repeating of n==tmes that v!ere he.rd to 
pron01 .. mce and populations and heights and lengths and a host of elates 
- oh! and boredom indescribable'. 
Boredom with the experience of -the rituals of school is one 
which is constantly expressed in literature. It ie a boredom not 
\•ri th learning but ,.,i th the process by which it is undertaken. 
Laurie Lee in Cider t-rith Rosie, ( 1959) expresses these feelings in 
his experience of a village school education in the 1930's. He 
writes that 'it seemed to be designed simply to keep us out of the 
air and from follm.,ring the normal pursuits of the field ••••• a 
sour form of fiddling or prison labour like picking oakum or sewing 
sacks'. 
Arnold Bennett, through his character Edwin Clayhanger, 
illustrates that going to school is not an accidental process. 
Rather it is part of the design organised by adults ih order to 
prepare children to take their place in the world. Bennett writes 
of Edwin Clayhanger realising 
'the various agencies which society has placed at 
the disposal of parents had been at work on (him) 
in one way or another for at least a decade in 
order to equip him for this2very day when he 
should step into the world' • 
R. Hoggart : !he uses of literacy 
A. Bennett Clayhanger (191'0) 
:D.H. lawrence, himself 9. teacher, hq.s written in Women in 
Love (1921) of the conflicts Hhich :::3chool produces. A conflict 
betwee11 a child and his pa..rents, and the sc:hool repregented through, 
the wishes of the headmaster. It is a conLTUonpla.ce scenario of a 
d.ifficul t triangul2.r relationship that exis1;;s in many 8Choolq todRy. 
Williams, the pupil, is a boy who <:;l~arly has little value in the 
established processes of school 9.nd becomes; in the classroom, the 
central figures of the anti school subculture outlined in the previous 
section by Hargreaves op cit. For the Headmaster, Mr. Barby, there 
is the system by which he runs his school, 2~ s~rstem which will allow 
for neither deviation nor debate. He is the central fie;ure of the 
coJIIIIlUility; the leader who demg,hds but one thing, loyalty both to 
himself and his system. Williams does not fit into his syt:~·tem and 
is supported by his Hothe:r, who feels that th,e school is against hjjm 
and ahrays putting him d<nm. His teacher, Ursula Brangwen is left to 
deal with the day to day consequences of this prob:lem. 
Those exa.tnples outlined above are all taken from anecdotal and 
fi:ct;tonal si tua.tions. Other examples can be found from the vie.w:s of 
pupils who were e.,sked as part of a res·earch prog.rarrune. l!lost notably 
these can be found in the collection made by Blishen (1968)1• Others 
however appe~ in official or individual, research documents. In 
Half our Fuiur'e (1963), a report concerned with the less successful 
school pupils, a ·boy is said to have remarked to his headmasters 
question on the new school b;.dldings, 'it could be marble sir but it 
would still be a bloody school!' Similar comments can be found in 
the work of Clegg and Megaon (1968)2• Cave (1969)3• and Willis (1>977)4• 
Fr.iohs (1966 p.150)5•reveals the fee1:i.n€: of one boy who wrote not of 
what the school stood for but on the effect it had on him 
5. 
'T~e my dean, telling me t~t I'm not goil)g to 
make it ••••. there's.no use my coming to school 
anyway. Tha ts doubting me. That a showfng me 
doubt in myself • •• ,.That ''s not encouraging me 
to go anywhere .• • •• He's putting me down, so 
instead of picking me up, he's putting me down 
• • • • and thats what makes some drop outs drop 
outs all their life' 
E. Blisheil : The school thatul1d lik,i 
A.. Clegg and B. Megson: Children in Distl.'ess 
R.G. Cave : All their future 
P. Willis s Lelj!zlglifilir. to l~bogr, how workipg cl;:~.ss ki,ds>.est 
workingclj=~;ss jobs 
E. FriollQ : Pickets at the ,gate 
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i:ti. An Apa.lysis of areas of importance in rela-tion to this evidence 
Different aspects of the process of school:L:pg cap be seen by an 
analysis of the evidence a)Jove relating to the views of individuals 
who have been asked or have exp:r:essed their views. An examinat:Lon 
of the evidence c01lected indicates that the areas of the process 
of schooling which may be important include: the pattern of 
authority and control in the school; the organisation of teaching 
groups; the size of the school; the equality of opportunity for all 
pupils <md the cl.U'ricfltiltm and system of exan:Una.ti:ons. 
a$p~cts Which will now be examined in m0re detail. 
a) The pattern of authorit~ and control. in the s~chool 
It is these 
In tl1e previo-us section (pages 32 to 37 )evidence relating to 
the authority structure of the school was presented. This evidence 
s-upported. the view that the school has two ~;~trands. Those Sugarman 
( op cit) de.fined as the professional and administr;;~;ti ve model a,pd 
the custom and tradition modei. The evidence of that analysis 
indicated that although the pupil is affected by the former his 
views on school are more likely to be determined by the latter. 
His day may well be organis.ed by the formal structure of the school 
but he is much more ;Likely to be influenced by the authority that 
is vested in his t~acher. 
Peters (1963 p.16)1" in his mod~l of the authority within the 
school differertHated, between three different forms of authority 
which can be observed there. He wrote of -f;he autho:dty that comes 
through having lrnowledge, as 'tTli::th the teacher in the classroom, 
:I:Ie has authority because of the nature of the knowledge v1hich he 
has to offer to those who wish to learn from hfm. Secondly, he 
descrcibes the form of authority which exists in school and manifests 
itself through teachers whom they feel have the right to oonunand 
and to ma..ke deo:ilsions and pronouncements derived from estaJblished 
rules a.:Pcl prooed1.1ref:!. Thi:rdly, there is the a.rea of @.u.thor,i;t,;y 
whi.ch arises from personal history, personal credentialS and 
per~onalli achievement. Some6ne who is recognised not only as an 
authority in whatever m~au,ir,tg of the word but who mana.ges t() ·combine 
1. R.s .• Peters· i .AuthoritY, resp~onsil.bd.lity and edl.lcatiop 
with it a quality of leadership as well. This latter aspect has 
been described by Waller (op cit) as institutionalised leadership 9 
and by Darrendorf, (1967 p.166) as 
'the authority of an office (being) independent 1 
of the specific person occupying that position' • 
It is possible for all the elements of Peter's analysis to 
be combined into one person to produce an authoritative leader 9 
perhaps a charismatic figure more commonly found in political 
history through fie,'llres such as Peter the Great of Russia or 
Bismark in Germany rather than a school teacher. 
As far :::S the secondary school is concerned, however, all 
forms of the model of authority outlined by Peters can be identified. 
The teacher who is a subject specialist in the secondary school 
generally views himself as 'an authority' on his own subject 
material or in his area of work with pupils. In the main he 
hopes that his pupils will see the relevance of the subject material 
or find interest in it. In this sense through the authority of 
the teacher the pupils may be led to have a respect r~:': him and 
perhaps even his branch of learning. 
The teacher expects to exert authority over the pupils whilst 
they are in his care and in this respect his authority takes a 
wider perspective. Here he becomes a councillor, an arbiter 
between dispute~~, a judge or a father confessor. In this way 
Marland (op cit) argued he is not only an authority on a form of 
knowledge but also on a form of moral knowledge. Here the teacher 
accepts the role as an arbiter of the acceptable and of good taste. 
Miles (1967 p. 172-j) 2" argued that wheE~as a pupil would generally 
accept the authority of knowledge from the teacher he is less 
likely to do so in terms of moral judgements, particularly if the 
moral code of the teacher is not understood by the pupil. It is a 
view which has implications in terms of control for both the pupil 
and his teacher. 
As with the authority structure of the school the evidence 
of Hoyle (op cit) and Etzioni (1964) indicates that there is no 
single model of control that can be applied to the school. 
1. 
2. 
R. Darrendorf: Class, conflict in industrial society 
M.B. Miles in G. \<Iatson : Change in school systems 
Etzioni (1964) classified three ways in which all organisations 
control their participantso These he defines as 
a) physical controls - the use of physical sanctions, 
b) material controls ~ the use of rewards that consist of goods 
or services 
c) symbolic controls - the granting of symbols and gestures ~tlhich 
allow goods or services to be bought. 
The evidence indicates, ho-.Jever 9 that it is centered round 
different features for the pupils compared with his teacher. The 
way in which the teacher can operate within this relationship '--,,.,: 
been auallfsed_l<>y Lippett and White (1958) 1•into three different 
models. Those three models : the authoritarian/the traditional, 
the laisez faire and the democratic all exist as parts of the 
composition of the staff of every school. 
The teacher, in whatever model of control he uses in his 
classroom sees his authority based on what, in his view are legitimate 
demands. Jvlusgrave (1971 p.1-2) 2• has argued that the te::1.cher by 
the virtue of his office can expect a pupil to be quiet, to pay 
attention, to be punctual and ordered and to perform the tasks that 
are set in a manner that has been prescribed. However Willis (op 
cit) contradicts this view. Evidence from his research indicated 
that for some pupils the teacher has no positive status and his 
position is regarded as of scant value. Willis argued that in 
'\ 
this situation the pupps view of the teacher can be looked at in 
the same context as their view of the policeman. They both are 
defined by the pupil as being 'part of the zone of the formal' 
which is connected with the aparatus of the state. Illich (op cit) 
and Reimer (1971) 3nave similarly pointed out that the relationship 
between the pupil and his teacher is part of a formal pattern of 
control. The knowledge of this is, in their view, an essential 
part of the learning process for every child. It is part of the 
'hidden curriculum' Reimer (op cit p.30) has argued for every child 
to learn to accept the values of the school. 'l'hese values he 
argued are concerned with conformity and how to get along with 
system. These values outlined are important aspects of social 
1. R. Lippett and P.E. ~fuite in E. Maccoby, T.M. Newcombe and 
E.L. Hartley : Readings in Social Psychology 
the 
2. F. Musgrave Patterns of power and authority in English Education 
E. Reimer : School is dead 
control in the schoolo .Dal J ( op cit) P Vallance ( op cit) and Bowles 
and Gintis (op cit) view this emphasis of social control in terms 
beyond just control within the school or even just to forms of 
behaviour outside it. They argue that this aspect of the role of 
the school can be related to the _, ~ economic and social 
conditions prevalent in the wider society. 
For many pupils hOi•Iever, learning to conform and comply with 
the norms and values of the school is a difficult lesson. Evidence 
for this can be seen in the work of Hargreaves (1967, 1983 op cit), 
Willis (1977) and Hemming (1980) which has been outlined earlier. 
Cohen (op cit) argued that it is a situation 1vhere the pupil has 
little to give the teacher except gratitude and the acknowledgement 
of his skill of control. If a pupil does not wish to display 
these feelings Reynolds (1976 p.133)1• described the teacher as 
being willing to accept •...rhat he has termed 1a truce' in their class-
room, \1here they will go easy on the pupils in return for the pupils 
going easy on them. 
b) Equality of opportunity within the school 
A commitment to prove an equality of opportunity for 8~11 
pupils in the new secondary schools was an important part of the 1944 
Education Act. This aspect was given such an important priority 
that it called for 'positive discrimination in favour of the under-
privileged12• 
Problems which occurred in ensuring this equality in the 
tripartite system of secondary education which became prevalent 
after this Act was passed have been described by Partridge (op cit) 
and Burgess ( op cit) in an attempt to support the ilrovision of 
equality for all, Pedley (19563~nd 19634•) argued strongly for the 
development of the comprehensive secondary school. It was an 
approach which was described by Burgess (op cit p.17) as 'the only 
possible way to provide a genuine secondary education for all 
children'. 
1. 
2. 
D. Reynolds in G. Mungham and G. Pearson (Eds) Working class 
youth culture 
The 1944 Education Act ch. 4 para. 4 
R. Pedley : Comprehensive Education - a low approach 
R. Pedley The comprehensive school 
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The support for the comprehensive secondary school had clear 
political overtones. Northcott (1964 p. 161-68) 1 ~ a member of the 
Labour Party's Research Department, outlined the benefits of this 
system in relation to the waste, unfairness and social devisiveness 
of the tripartite arrangement. Harold Wilsonp the Labour Party 
leader during the election campaign in -i 964P speaking in support 
of comprehensive secondary school re-organisation indicated that 
this provision would allow a 'Grammar school style education' for 
all pupils. 
Those views are in direct contrast to those expressed by 
Eccles (1955) 2• \ofho, as the Minister for Education in the Conservative 
Government, quest_:_oned the ability of the school to undertake the 
task. He stated that as far as education is concerned 'one nmst 
choose between justice and equality, for it is impossible to apply 
both principles at once'. 
The question of comprehensive school provision is not only a 
questlon of political debate. It is placed in a much wider setting. 
Shaw (op cit p.32) has argued that equality of opportunity in the 
school is closely linked with feelings of equality in the wider 
society. To describe something in contemporary life as equal he 
argues is to praise it. He points out that while inequalities 
require justification, equality is seen as self evidently justifiable. 
The concept of equality however, presents considerable problems 
in any facet of human life, let alone within an organisation which 
is attempting to institutionalise it. Beardmore (1975)3• and 
Bernstein (1973) 4• have argued that inequality is apparent in the 
basic genetic structure of humans. Blank (1975)5. and Donaldson 
(1978) 6• have indicated through their research that children arrive 
at school with feelings of inequality. Evidence from Barker Lunn 
(1970) 7• and Nash (1973) 8• has shown that those feelings develop 
1 • 
2. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
J. Northcott : Why Labour? 
D. Eccles in The Schoolmaster 7.1.55 
J.A. Beardmore in P.R. Cox et al : EcJualities and inegualities 
in Education 
B. Bernstein 
aspects 
Sociology and the sociology of education, some 
M. Blank : Teaching learning in pre.school 
M. Donaldson : Childrens Minds 
J.c. Barker Lunn : Streaming in the primary school 
R. Nash : Classrooms observed 
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dU1'ing the :primary school years and the evidence of Harg'J."eaves 
(1967 op cit) has a)..ready been used to show how the secondary 
school can affect those feelings. 
This evidence indicates, that despite the o:ptiinism displayed 
by :BUrgess (op cit) and the argwnents developed by Pedley (op cit) 
that the comprehensive secondary school could provide a m.ore 
egalitarian approetc~; it has not occu.rreQ.. In relation to this 
Hargreaves (op cit) e:x:pressed the view that the movement towards a 
greater equality of opportunity through our school system is 
illus ocy. All the school :i.._s able to d,o :i.n these circumstances 
.!finton ( 1'979 p.57) 1• has pointed out is to acknowled:ge the common 
humanity of its pupils. 
o) The organisation of . teaching s:oup,s 
The pl:'ocess of selection: in the organisation of teaching groups 
is an import"'nt part of the comprehensive school, so much for R.owe 
(1'97'2 p.23) 2 ~· to desQribe it as an institutionalised, part of its lif.e. 
Thfs process ca.n be undertaken irt a variety of different \vays, 
setting, band'ing and streaming of pupils are the most prevalent off 
these. 
In a survey by stevens_ (1980)3• there were indications that 
streaming (which is seen as so devisive by :({owe (op cit P• 23-24) 
can be found in some forty five per cent of comprehensive schools. 
A N.F.E.R. sl.l.rVey ( 1:980)4• als.o indicate.d that streaming tended to 
increase as pupils go through the secondary school. 
Despite the d:i.t':t'iou:Lties associated with providing a real 
equality of opportun:ity outlined earlier, evidence indicates thett 
practices associated vri th streaniing pupils and the consequent 
effec:t;s of labelling, them oan have serious and detrimental consequences 
for many pupils in the school. In l:'esearch \>Ihioh was cond-ucted 
by RosentbE:tl: and Jaco bsop ( 11968}5 • throUgh what has beo.ome known 
as a deception s-tudy, (which falsely labelled eood and poor learners) 
the results indicated that a. pupils performance coul:d be olosely 
1 
• M. Hinton ,: Comp;r;ehensi ve __ ?.choo!Ls .: A Christian view 
2. A. Ro.we in D. Rubenstein and c. Ston:ernan op cit 
3 • A Stevens : Clever children in comprehensive. schooJs_ 
4. P .H. James : The J.:eo;mnJ±sation of seooncla£Y ed;qcf}tion 
5. R. Rosenthal and L. Jacobson : Pnan.attion in the classroom 
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related to the potential level of attainment described by the 
researchers rather than their actual levelo 
Brophy and Good (1970) 10 in a study of interaction between 
teachers and a mixed ability group of students found that those who 
were thought to be the most able in the class vere praised more than 
the least able~ that they were more likely to be given a second 
chance at wrong ansv.1ers and had better feedback from the teacher 
than the least ableo Evidence from Pidgeon (1970) 2 ·~ Rutter et 
al (op ci+j f.'trtd Brophy (1983)3o indicates that the same teacher/ 
pupil relations described above occurs in the streaming patterns of 
the comprehensive school. Evidence from research by Hargreaves 
(1967 op cit) and Willis (op cit) which was directed towards the 
perceptions of pupils rather than their teachers confiwms the 
evidence outlined above. 
It is hardly surprising in the light of this evidence that 
streaming in school has been pointed out by Willis (1963)4• and 
Douglas (1964) 5• to be detrimental, and for RovTe (op cit) to 
describe the process as 'dangerous'. One of those dangers has 
been indicated by Rowing (1978)6• whose evidence from a comprehensive 
school showed that in cases where 1 0 1 level, C.S.E. and non 
examination groups were separated into different teaching groups 
that firm friendships \vere based on these groupings also. His 
research further indicated that this process was emphasised 3nd 
strengthened as the pupils went through their secondary education. 
d) ~ 
The size of the comprehensive school has been determined by 
demands for a wide curriculum, staffing, and the provision of 
specialist facilities as well as other economic and geographical 
considerations. Despite the optimism shown by Pedley (op cit) and 
1 • 
2. 
5. 
6. 
J.E • .Brophy and T.L. Good : Teacher Student Relationships 
D.G. Pidgeon : Expectation and pupil performance 
J.E. Brophy in Journal of Educational Psychology 
C.J. Willis : in Education and research vol. 5 
J.W.B. Douglas : The home and the school 
M. Rowing : Factors bearing upon friendships and the structure of 
clique groups in an 11-16 comprehensive school 
Burgess (op cit) to their development,criticism of the difficulties 
concerned with the size of these schools has emerged. Dawson 
(1981 p.2) 1 e has, for example, written 'anyone who denies that the 
large school g<,nerates problems by its very size is blind to the 
obvious'. 
Practical examples of the difficulties vrhich race the large 
school have been outlined. Halsall (1972) 2• observed that for the 
teacher in the large comprehensive school 1-1i th its complex organisation 
the lessons can commence only when all, or nearly all of the pupils 
are present in the room. 'l'he predictable consequence of this, she 
argues, is that there will be maximum delay. In her view, the 
bigger the school the greater will be the delay. 
watts (1980 p.16?) 3• wr·iting in relation to the problem of 
school size and personal contact stated 'nobody can care in any true 
sense of the word for one thousand others; you can hardly know all 
their names'. 
Shaw (op cit p.89) has related the problem of truancy to the 
size of schools. He suggested that in some big city schools 
attendance has become mainly voluntary to certain of its clientel. 
He ar~~ed that the complexity of organisation in the large school 
makes it all that more difficult for the teacher to discover if 
pupils are atterding classes and that the scattered buildings of some 
comprehensive schools provide opportunities for the truant to escape 
undetected. He further areued (p. 87) in relation to the problem 
of the size of the school, that in some cases the staff are recruited 
to teach only for part of the week but also rather more importantly 
their role is to guide and counsel the pupils who have to face the 
complexities of life within the large comprehensive school. 
e) Examinations 
Examinations have been used for many years in the school and 
are an important feature of its life. Boyson (1971 p.154)4• 
argued that success in school must be related to examination success. 
1 • 
2. 
4. 
P. Dawson : f'Iaking the comprehensive work: the road from bomb alley 
E. Halsall : The comprehensive school, guidelines for the re-
organisation of secondary education 
J. Watts : Towards an open school 
R. Boyson in C.B. Cox and A. E. Dyson (Eds.) 'l'he Black Papers on 
Education 
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The school system needs to use examih8.tions he a:r'g1Jed ( 1975 p.1 07) 1 • 
for three reasons. lt,irstly, as the encourCJ.gement they eive to 
hard '\.rork. 3ecobdly, t.hei:r effectiveness in assassin$ pup:ils and 
teachers. Thirdly, theJr onjectivity which h13> ::Jrgnes, c::Jn he 
used 'as an appeal court a,eeinst tt:le subjective prej,Jdi.ces of 
teacbers and the inefficiency of sctwols 1 • 
The use of exaJI!inations both internally ::utci exte.rh<:tlly to 
2 the school hEl.S been heavily criticised. Ponsonby ( 1912 p.8) • 
called them 1 1'!.h iron mmHd which produce fixed patterns 1 • He went 
on to claim that through the system of examinati0ns iwe sacrifice 
individ~ality and supress ,originality so as to produce a conventiona.J. 
average typei. Pe~rtridge (op Cit p.176) was similarly critical. 
He called the emphasis on examinations in the secondary modern 
school 'a Wf.tSte of time'. He further argu,ed tlJ.at interne.l examina.tions 
waste three or four '·reeks of school time. This was an aspect of 
tl:le life of the school which he desc;ribes as 1a charade'. 
The view expressed by Ponsonby 9J1,d outlined earlier that the 
school e:x:amina;tion system produces conventionality has been supported 
by Bordieu ( 1 974) 3 • , Bo~t!les anQ. Gj:ntis ( op cit) and VulliiaiD.Y (1978) 4 • 
who regard the whole process of school1ng as a device tm·ra:tds this 
end, McGuiness (1982 p.5)5• argued that the school system can be 
seep to be l,ike t:t bie _sieve which "'e are all thrown into. The 
exatnination process occurs in this anala.gy when the sieve i.s shaken 
and pupils either remain in it or I n.rop through j 0 
'!!he problems of the successfu.l pupil$ in being <3)ble to perforJll 
well at examinations was highlighted by Hughes (1971 .p.98) 6 • 
Through his own experience as a secondary schoo]! teacher he outlined 
the effect that the systetn of examina.tions has on the morale of the 
pupils. Further, he argued, the least able pupils are not likely 
tG derive much benefit or satisfa.ction from wl1at he describes as 
the ':Pa.rticular1!y dubious tradition• of examinations. 
3. 
R. BQyso:h: The Crisis in:Eauca.tion 
A. Ponsonby : The decline of the Aristocracy 
P. Bordieu : in J • Eggleston (Ed.) Cont~mporrm !.e_s_earch in the 
sociology of education 
4. G, Vulliamy in L, Barton ~tnd R. f1eighah (.Eds .• ) Sociological 
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change 
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The D.E.S. (op cit 1979 p.24'8)a:!;so pointed to the weaJQ:less of 
the present situation where the exa.minatioJ} re~:~ults o:f tbe school 
are commonly seen t.o be the sole indicator of the success of that 
sch.ool. They also drew attention to this problem £rom another 
direction (op cit 1979 p.34) with evidence that showed the extent 
or t.he iJBpo:rtap.ce attao}l~d to the systeln or examinations at secondary 
level. The secon.dary soho.ol through the •o• level, c.s.J!;. and 16+ 
e~i;n.at:ion sy.stell).s enters fou:t" out of five fifth year p:Q.pils for 
ext.erpal examinations that ar.e intended for only sixty per cent of 
them. Oockcroft (1962 para.. 442}1• :Ln relat.ion to mathematics 
~gu:ed. t~t the four. out of five pupils .in the secondary school who 
now ar.e following an external examination CO'\lrS& ca.n :be oont:t'~sted 
with a fi~e of twenty f]:ve per ce:p:t of p'l.\pils wh<> were foliow±ng 
the l!la.Jntt course twenty yea.ra ago. In. nis role as Chairman of the 
Secondary Examination Council he has mo;e rtmeptly ~i tt~n of th.e 
need £or th~ G.C .s.E. 'J!.:pg'l.ish fllxam. ( 19.86 p.11 ) 2• to proVide 
' .· . ·. . .. . . . .. 
a.s.sessment o£ a pupils ability across a w!Lde range of skil;ls to be 
more appropriate and to counter wha.t the Council 1:!-Cknowled,ges may 
'be seen 'by many pup:i:ls a;s '·a vecy ®rewa.rdiin'g experience' • 
IV) A!l:·QY~l."View of the . EVildenoe 
.An analysis of the evildence examined liln the five q,rea.~:~ wh:i,oh 
have been examined hell!p a;t least .in part to e~lain how the process 
of' schooling ha.e come t·o !be seen to be unsa.t:iefactory and inappropriate 
for certain pupils 4 A gr.owing body of oontempQr~ :research 
li ter~tture ·~~· helJ;>ed ;to QC>Afil"Rl tn:i:s Vie.w • Musgrove and Taylor 
(196~ p .• 24);. conUilented, somewhat tentatively 'the fortl'laJ. organisgt.i()f! 
·. . . . . . . . . . . . .. I . . .· ... · 
of the school appears to influence ch:ll~ert$ n~ltione of a good achoo:t. 
S\unner ;a,n¢ W~U:'bllX'ton (1972 p.152)4• describe the effrect that a pupil 
·who they term a.s 'allergic t to schooling can ha.n 0r1 tbe o::p~saticm. 
They stated ·'the organisation can:nc;>t wo:rk effec•ti vely .... dbeca.use the 
a.llepg1;c either d:1s~pt or ignore its workings', 
However, it is not only the 'allergic' ch:i;ld: who fin¢e problems 
fi •. s . .s. W. Cockol'.oft (Chai:tma.n) 'l)g 2-~te~. of ·!l9ui$3.in.to t;Q,e 
teachiiJW: or 'M§ths in ,soboo;L.s 
Secondary ~mj,n.atiQrl Co~oilli .I blisb G,.G,S,E, ,A,J:W~d! fo.r ~ttiober,s 
f .• w •• folu,s~ove and p • .w. Taylor I Soc~·~~H and. the .te~cqerll r.o]e 
R,. Sumner and. F.\~.. Warbl:llt'toll. : A~oPJ.,evem&nt. in the Secondar;r School 
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of adjustment to the schooi. 1 • ~ Bruner argued that where the 
c'll,rriQulum is set, the pupils confined and the pattern fixed 
d'i.f!'i:culties for learning will be crea.t:ed. Hunt (op cit p. 31) 
related this to the feelings of pupils .• 
'From an early age the chi1d becomes part of 
a pa.tte:rn he never fulJy understan<is and. i~ 
powerless to change •••••• his life is part of 
a scheme which has been devised by p.eople he 
does not know and into which he is expected 
to fit withQut question'. 
Fr.om this point of view two points emerge.. Firstly the 
pr()biliems outlined by Brttner and H\l.Ilt above ·CEIJl manifest themselves at 
all 1eve1s of schooling, not ji\lst in the secondary school and 
secondly it is not just the child who can be a probiliem but so can 
the organisation of which he is part .• 
Research by Barker Lunn ( op cit) and Nash (op cit) indicated 
tha.t,for some pupils at leastJthere is a growing alienation towards 
school at the primary level. Creeber (1972) 21• argued that tranafer 
to secondary school created acute anxieties in many children which 
rel!lilfo:rced many inte~leotuall! difficult~es and emotiOru!.l bloc:kages 
whi!ls,t Hemming < op cit p.90) described the t.ime of transfer t.o 
secondary school as 'a d:isaster~ous set back for children '• 
Evid(tnce from Sharpe ( 1975) 3 • , Willis ( op oi t) and Heming ( op cit) 
indicates that t.he secondary school emphasises this alienati.on felt 
by many pupliiiJs,. 
Evidence of t}le pro;nlems 11t the ~eQoncla.:l:'Y ].evel is censid.e:ra.bile,. 
Rutter et al (<:>p cit p.198) have sUmmarised their evidence by e:xp:r:essing 
the view that the idea tlul,t children can totally identify with; and 
,be colliini tted t:o sohoorL ii3 probably naive. They mdi.oated that 
conflict with schoC>l for some pupils is intrinsic. One reas.on for 
tMs can be taken from the view e:)tpresaed "Qy Hai"greave&;~ ( 1:9a9 p.3) 
that achool for JD.ailY pupils is a sowo:e of confinement rather thah 
anything ellse,,. Hargreaves ( op cit p • 17) argued that the way the 
seoo11Q.~ so}lool is ()rganJ,sed proQ.uces for many pl;lpd,ls ''a d.e~:Jt:p:u,otillon 
of their d;Lgnity wh:ich is so massi!ve and pertasiV:e that few sub;..; 
sequently recover from it'• Support for this view comes from 
1. J • Bruner taken from J. Watts : The Coun~eJttho:J_'lle ive£i~RS! 
(1977 p.160) 
J. W .l?. C;reeber a. Lost :for words, 
3 • J. Sharpe : Open Sohooi, The !;!xperienoe of 1964 ... 70 WYlldly;yp School . 
.JilEemon1;:a Cumbr~a. 
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Holbrook ( 1964 p. 7) 1 • ~·rho argues that the school demonstrates 
'inevitably .8hd often me:rcilessly that children who do badly are 
regarded by both the f;!tR.ff ::lnd other tn.J.pils 3cs inferior creatures 1• 
Further support can l)F.! t;;1.ken f:r.om the findings of t:'h,, resea.rch by 
Rmving ( op cit) in his study of friendship £TOUl)S in an ~"leven to 
sixteen oornyrehen10lVe sehool. 
Wlll;is (op cit) thoue,h his research indicated that those 
pupils "'ho sa\'! themselves as thf;1 most rejected by the school have a 
tendency to be the most likely to r~jeot it. B.is evidence f11rther 
indicatet;l that this group 0.lso tended to reject those amongst their 
peers who Yrished to benefit from school. 
Woods ( 1979) 2 • and Corrigan (1979 )3 • argued tiha t wl-Ja t is 
taught in th~ school is rejected by them because it fails to interest 
them. It also indicated that they see no point in learning "'hat 
is J?Tesented to them and that they feel no need· tn meet society's 
criteria of success. In the view of C:reeber (oJ? cit p.107) this 
si t"t,tation leads to ,.,hat he described as 1'tl;J_e g_pa;thy model' ih the 
child, The attitude displayed by the pupils of it won't be long 
•••• (to whatever, the end of the lesson, 4 o'clock ••• the end of 
term). 
It is this group of J?\lpils for whom Holly (op cit) described 
the experience of school "lS anot:her type of imprisonment :a.nd the 
'-rork \othich they are asked to complete as meanineless. lt is this 
group that the assertion made by Helliiiling (op cit p.3) that 1 se.condary 
edu.cation is not, as Et system a mi1lieu irt which the adolescent ca,n 
flouri~;~h because it is not meant to fit them i has a hollow ring 0f 
truth. Hettlinines view is s~bstanti~ted by official research 
evidence. That conducted by The Schools Council (op cit 1968) 
d:i,scovered that over half the school leav:ers questioned said that the 
subjects which they bad studied had been path bo:r;in.g and use.J,ess. 
The research oonduc,ted by Bill (op cit 1:977) indicated an evert c·Jorse 
position for his survey indicated that onil!y seven per cent of those 
pupils questloned felt th,at they had: been successful in school. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
D. Holbrook : Enslish for the t-ejected 
P. Woods : '!'he Divided Soci~ety 
P. Corrigan : The Smash Street Kids 
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V. Summary 
The evidence examined in this section ind,ica.tes 
a) the views expressed by pupils either thtm.igh the med:him of 
li te:ratl.ll'e Qr through research evidence shov1s a depth of feeling 
against their experiencf}s of education of ;;. lack of equality in 
school, the selection procedure inside the comprehensive school 
and the emphasis that is given to e:xaminatic;ms. P:zwblems 
associated with the size of the comprehensive school and reactions 
relating to the pattern of authority and control withiR the school 
although important features in this analysis can be relateg in the 
evidence of Watts ( 1980) and Shaw ( 1983) to a childs reaction to 
his feelings concerning the three areas outlined above. 
b) The fiVe areas of the process of schooling which were selected 
for particular examination in this se.ction we:re sho\'m by the 
evidence to give rise to particular difficulties for some pupils. 
These, the eviden.ce of the literature indicated, were areas of 
the life of the school which were likely to emphasise the poor 
fee].i;ngs of some pupils towards the scho0l. 
c) The evidence of the literature :reviewed in order to produce 
an overview concerning the curriculum programme and the organisation 
of the schQol ~s established and helped ma:intai:n the positiQn 
that the school through 1:3tructures cart bec.ome a place of :fwstration 
and alienation for some of its pupils. 
Areas which the J,i tera ture in<Hca ted to be of' consj)derab1e 
importance were those concerned with feelings. This can be !:3e~m 
in particular in relation to the evidence of Hargreaves ( 1983 ).
1 
Willis (1977), Hemmi.ng (1980) and Holly (1973). In each of 
these oases and in tne other suppo.tting work by Cre.eber and 
Ru·tter et al (~·979) indicates that the least academically successful 
:pupils would b¥1 the group most lik:ely to find. problems during 
their schooling. 
'm'le evidence indicates that a:n examination of the central 
features of the process of schooling defined in this inves·tigat!Lon 
supports the position that for some pupils this pro.cess is 
n ;is a sit1.1a;tion the 
evidence inc;lic~tes which is likely to give rise to f:rustr~tion 
and in some cases antagonism for both the pupils and the~r teachers. 
The next s,ection will take the issue a stage fU:rther by 
reporting on the findiD.gl3 9f a slllall scale study which was tmder .. 
taken as part of this investigation to discover the feeii:ngs of 
a group of academically less successful fifth year pupils towards 
the curriculUlll progranune and the organisational patte~n of tb,eir 
school. 
6). 
D. .']HE SMALL SCALE STUDY 
(i) Introduction 
Thi$ small &:~cale ~tudy was UJ:).derta!cen with a ~01lP o! academically 
less successful fifth year pupils in a comprehensive School. It 
¥Tas undertaken in order to discover if the position defended in the 
li te:r~ture s'IU'Vey carl be simila,rly defended. by the results ob.ta,ined. 
The pupils who took pa.rt in this study were selected because 
it was felt that they were the group in the school who wou:1d be 
tl}e most lik~ly to di:spla.y fea,turea of behaviour a;p,d attitudes 
indicate.d in the literature survey. 
The study was conducted in two parts. The firs.t part was 
copcerned with M examination of the -sri teri:a wll.ioh the fifth year 
pupils in the s.chool aa a .whole regarded as beine· important 
measures of success at the end of their comp\llsocy schooling. 
The second p~t of the s.tud,y W/ii.EI ooncerned with a deta±led 
examination and· analysis of the findings of the mai:n study with 
the group of academically less successful P'I.\Pilfii!. 
·(ii.) The schQol 
The school where this study was undertaken is an eleven to 
sixteen mixed comprehensive school in 8.11 industrial totrm iii the 
north of England. It has a balanced intake of pupils at 1'1 +. 
A reoent surtey, (November 11985} with first year pupils using the 
N.F.E.R. verbal test D. indica.ted an over~ll dietribu,tion of 
a!bfil!ity close to that describ~4 by the natural curve of di!strib:utio:n. 
The .intake comes ma.tniliy from. three feeder j1.miOit" schools serving 
newly built estates in the we$t of the town. These esta;t~s are 
made UP of both C:ouncil and private hOmes. The local policy is 
to a.l:low a freedom of choice for parents to send their chil!drel} 
to ·a.rJ.Y of the six seconda;nr schoo1s i:n the town. The gOod tradli tion 
that the school has locally ensures that a proportion of the intake 
each year is drawn fram other junior schools in the town. This 
si t\\S.ticm ensures that even C~.t a time of dec!l..i.ntrlg school. rol).!es 
in the area that the school has more pupils <m role each year than 
the figures laid down for it by the Local Educa,tion Au,tno:r:ity. 
The school is organised in a pattern similar to that outlined 
by f'larl 8 .nd (1974) \1hich has a.lregdy been described in this invest= 
igation on page 36o 'l'he senior staff in the school are - 'lhe 
Heaclmaster 7 a Deputy Headmistress and a Senior lVfaster., The Head-
master has delegated responsibilities for the oversight of 
curriculum matters and the timeta1)ling of lessons to the Deputy 
Headmistress. The Senior Master has responsibility for the 
pastoral side of the school. 
Curriculum provision is arr;:mged through subject departments. 
This provision indicates a great reliance on the traditional 
model of the curriculum practice in the school. 'l'his is indica ted 
firstly by the department structure which is based on traditional 
subjects, (History, English, Geography, Naths ••••• ). Secondly 
this is inoicated by the influeitce on school policy and the 
financial reward given to the Heads of the major departments. 
'l'he Heads of Department meet regularly Hi th the senior staff to 
discuss policy and other relev9nt matters. 
The pastoral system is strongly influential 1-1i thin the 
organisation of the school. As with the departmental structure 
the Heads of Year are rewarded at a scale 4 or senior teacher 
level. Similar to the Heads of Department the Heads of Year 
meet regularly with senior staff. 
The staff generally base their relationships with pupils on 
the traditional/authoritarian model of teacher-pupil relations 
outlined by Lippet and \fui te ( 1943 op cit) which have been discussed 
earlier. Corporal punishment which was a minor but nevertheless 
important feature of the life of the scilool ·v~as phased out over a 
period of hro years which ended in 1983. I'~h1ch of the responsibility 
for the ensu ing disciplinary arrangements has been undertaken 
by the Heads of Year and senior staff. Considerable discussion 
occurred \"i th the whole staff before these were set up in an 
attempt to ensure its success. 
fifuch of the school's reputation in the locality is based on 
its management style and also on its academic record of good G.C.Z. 
passes and the success of its pupils at hoth sixth form and 
technical college, both of which were sited adjacent to the school. 
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On entry from junior school the pupils are erouped by ability 
according to information received from them and the results 
obtained from formal standardised tests which are taken in the 
early part of the Christmas termo 
'l'he academic structure in the lower school is organised by 
dividing the year groups into hto separate populations which are 
setted in each half yearQ The division is made by alphabetical 
order; the .P'.tpils Hhose names appear in the first half of the 
alphabet make up one population and those in the second half of 
the alphabet another population. Within these two populations 
each band is completing similar work. 
This arrangewent has some flexibility within it so that 
individual departments can make their own arrangements and so a 
child in set one for !Vlaths need not necessarily be in the same band 
in any othe:r subject. Further, it is an arrangement which allows 
for mixed ability teaching groups to operate which in the first 
and second year some subjects choose to do. 
In subjects where rigid selection is adopted, promotion or 
demotion from one set to another ls ·bat<ecl 1'1 c: .P'1id l. r;"' \F:J::r-J<~ 'J"Ltr·in3' the 
term and h~ _;,;ny examination or test vJOrk which has been undertaken. 
It is through this procedure that academic success or failure is 
judged by the pupil, his parents and the teachers in the school. 
In the fourth and fifth year the English and ~~ths groups 
are setted by ability according to results of tests and examinations 
conducted in the third year. The school operates an options 
policy which it describes as 'open ended' in that within the 
parameters of the system that is used pupils have a free choice of 
Hhat subjects they can take in their last two years at school. In 
this complex structure a pupil can in one school year find himself 
in a mixed ability class, for one subject, banded classes (which 
will vary in population according to screening test results) in 
another subject and on some occasions he may be withdrawn from 
either of those situations for specific help with particular 
learning difficulties. 
PAHT A, Phase 1 On Exploratory survey. 
i) ~ 
The S1.L."'Vey was organised into four distinct phases. This 
first phase was unnertaken to §i"\'1-ge some measure of the feelings 
of the fifth years in the school relc--~ ted to how successful they 
felt they had been in school and to discover '·"hat criteria they 
used to ascertain this. It \·<as hoped by asking a.bout pupil 
success that the yard sticks and indications obtained might help 
to determine aspects of the process of education which the pupils 
felt to be important. 
ii) Procedures 
The questionnaire had h10 parts (see appendix 1). The first, 
related to how successful thev felt thev had been took the form of a 
u v 1 
multiple choice question \-There they vrere asked to selt:;ct one 
answer from a possible five. The ::1nsvrer they chose would indicate 
their feelings of success on a scale from generally successful to 
generally unsuccessful. 
The second question was open ended, in that it allowed the 
pupil to write without any formal structure Hhat they felt to be 
the most important features of a successful pupil. (see appendix 1) 
In all some one hundred and fifty fifth year pupils rrere 
questioned at a time \vhen mock examinations had been completed and 
entries for external examinee t:i ons the follovling summer -vrere 1)eing' 
sorted out. 
iii) Results 
The results of this questionnaire can be found in figs. 4 and 
5. Fig. 4 shovts an analysis of the question : hoVI successful do 
you feel you have been in school. The percentage of pupils who 
ansv-1ered in each category is also shO\m. Fig. 5 shoHs a breakdown 
of the criteria that Here mentioned indicating success in school. 
Fig. 4 
How successful do you feel you have been in school? 
Category Number I % l 
1---V-e_r_y_s_u __ c_c_e ___ s_s_fu-1--:-1 -·--+-----o-f_~.._+u.;.;.p~i;:;:;.l.;;;.s_-t~--~-~----? -~ --~"1 
Generally successful 52 34:6 I 
l:<'airly successful 88 58.6 
Not really successful 2 1.3 
Unsuccessful 2. 4 2.6 
'rotal 150 
1 • A breakdavm of information in this category shows that in terms 
of external examination entry at the end of the 5th year all those 
who replied here were 1 0 1 level entrants only. 
2. A breakdor . .,rn of information in this category shov1s that all those 
who replied here were non examinees. 
An analysis of the results i"roduced in fig. 4 indicates that 
relatively few pupils saw themselves as being very successful in 
school, (3%) and all those who placed themselves in this area were 
'0 1 level candidates only. lo'ven when this figure is combined 
Hith those in the second category the total who saw themselves as 
generally successful or better 1.,ras still less than 4CY70 of those 
asked. This figure is hm-1ever one which is well above those 
shown in similar research by Bill, (1974) and Raven, (1977) or the 
Schools Council, (1968) outlined earlier. I<U.rther, an important 
relationship it can be argued, can be shown between this research 
and that which has been conducted on exist~nce of sub-groupings 
of people in organisations, Argyris (1964) and schools Hargreaves, 
(1967 and 1983) l•rhich has also been outlined earlier. Evidence 
from the research conducted would indicate that some sixty per 
cent of pupils questioned in the school fell into the 1;h:r::·t=>·:> '1K'~t 
negative orientated categories which they defined, 
_ii'or the purpose of t,tis analysis the first two categories 
shown in figo 4 have been v-ouped tocc:ther with the latter three 
forming another group. This ~·las done bec-'iu"se those pupils in 
the first two categories generally produced more positive comments 
to the ~uestions asked but those pupils in the latter three 
categories \·cere generally more negative and produced comments 
which tended to show that they saw themselves as being sr·p':lrate 
from those in the other sectiono Comments which v1ere made 9 included 
such ideas that a successful person was 1a boring person who didn't 
go out at night', someone who 'greased round teachers', 'a keeny' 
and 'a crawler!' 
'I'he whole of the group defined what they regarded as success 
in school and this information has been categorised in Fig. 5. 
Fig. 5. ifuat is success in school? 
year pupils asked 
Item 
1 • Examinations 
2. A good job 
3. Accomplishing what you came for 
Items mentioned by all 5th 
Times mentioned 
(as %) 
4. Understanding what you have learned 
67% 
19% 
19% 
17% 
14% 5. Getting on •rell with teachers 
Other items mentioned included: 
a clean record/being good, keeping quiet in class 
playing for a school team 
doing your best 
having a good time 
working hard 
becoming a prefect 
fulfilling potential 
The figure given is that of the percentage that each item was 
mentioned by the pupils. ('rhus examinations were mentioned by 
67% of those CJ.Uestioned). A list of items which Here also 
mentioned has also been included l.n order to Esive a complete 
picture but in each case tr1e items Here mentioned by less than ten 
peL· cent of those questioned. 
From the info:nna.tion obtained figo 5 demonstrates that the 
overwhelming response of pupils is directed towards \vhat Parsons 
(1951) 1• described a.s instrumental goals; that acctunulating of 
knowledge and skills and attitudes which a.re important for passing 
examinations, getting good marks and obtaining a good job on 
leaving school. This situation in the view of Shipman (op cit p.30) 
is to be expected as he argues that the proportion of instru..mental 
activity in the school increases with the age of the childe 
The survey indicated that in the eyes of th8 pupils questioned 
success in school was related closely to examinations. Within this 
category h1o elements were mentioned. Some pupils saw passing 
their exams as tbe ultimate test of success whereas other mentioned 
being entered for external examinations as the main aim vii th the 
result seeming to be of lesser importance. This, it ca.n be argued, 
is an indication of the importance of examination entry to pupil 
self esteem in the last year of schooling. Of the sixty seven 
per cent of pupils who mentioned examinations directly, a further 
,r;Jeht. per cent of pupils mentioned fulfilling potential as being 
an important item deliniating success in school. This further 
eight per cent, it can be argued, can be combined to all intents 
and purposes with the sixty seven per cent as examination success 
can be regarded as a fulfil .ment of potential, at least from the 
academic point of view. 
Important also in relation to the information provided by the 
pupils on examinations, only forty per cent of the total who felt 
that they had been successful in school mentioned them, whereas 
a larger percentage, (fifty six per cent) of those who saw themselves 
as being 1e,ss--E!bl.Ccessful mentioned examinations as an important 
factor. 
1 0 T. Parsons The Social system 
A further item outlined as important to a successful 
school career related to getting a job (some 19% of pupils 
mentioned this)o l;;xamination success I•Tas related by some of 
those asked to finding a job when leaving school. Comments 
on this point included 1 suc;cess at examinations is important 
because it can help get you a job' 3-nd 'success is related 
to pupils in later life'. 
Other i terns ~.,rnich were most frequently mentioned included 9 
accompli shine vrha t they came for, ( 1-rhich it can be argued is 
perhaps related to exandnation success and certainly linked to 
personal fulfil .ment), undertaking '··rhat you have learned ::md 
getting on 1.,rell 1tii th teachers, ( Hhich shows the impoTtat1Ce that 
some pupils attach to their social relations with and acceptance 
by staff)& 
The second part of the questionnaire asked pupils to define 
'.vhat they regarded ~·s success in school. This question as 
outlined earlier was set out so as to be open ended allowing 
them to list whatever items they wished. 
info}~ation relating to this part of the survey. 
Fig. 6 
Items described as important from pupils 11rhen asked to 
define l·rhat is 1 success 1 in school? 
Item 'l'imes ~·o of 
Nentioned Total 
1 • Workine; hard 80 53 
2. Bxaminations 70 51 
3. Popularity with staff/ 44 29 
Popularity \•li th other pupils 
4. Behaviour, manners, appearance 37 25 
5. Enjoyment 32 21 
6. Fulfilling potential 12 8 
71 0 
'l'he ansVIers indicate that the majority of pupils r·~·lated 
success in school to ':.rorkinc'3· }nrd, (53~:.) and to examimd;ions 9 
(,)thers hoHever 1 indica ted that these items c1 jd not have 
to be connected; indeed one wrote i.h8.t examinations .:md working 
hard 'need not necessarily he related'. 
Hm.rever, the evidence imiica.ted that the V'-Lst majur.i Ly ~d.' 
pupils \.,rho itemised \vOrking hctrd r;~lated it to passing examinations. 
Of the two hundred and seventy Fir:t'" l'esponses in t~is 1uestion 
those t\.10 categories cornbinec1 accounted for ':·5% of the total 
responsese 
These hw areas outweighed considerably any other i terns. 
Enjoyment of what the pupils were doing vtas mentioned by only one 
in ter: of them v.rhen ansHering the qu.estionnaire. This vras an 
aspect seen to be relatively of less importance than FJi ther 
popularity with staff or pupils and behaviour
1 
manners and appearance. 
Behaviour, manners c:md 8.ppearance appeared in one in four responses. 
These appeared from across all the ability range. This may oe 
seen to be related to the :pupils>perception of the need to behave 
well in order to be seen as a success at school rather than their 
ability or desire to do so. 
Time and the parameters of the survey did not allow for 
follow up work to see how many pupils who had written of >'fOrking 
hard s.nd examinations as being important pointers towards 
person2.l success would have associc;ted those ideas vli th a feeling 
of enjoyment. 
What emerged most clearly from this part of the research were 
two important indications of pupil attitudes. Firstly, only two 
out of every five pupils indicated that they felt successful in 
school. This evidence clearly rna tches the findinG's of 'l'he School 
Council ( op cit) and the School Council in Northern Ire la.nd ( 197 4) 
which were outlined earlier. Secondly, =m examine. tion of the 
evidence suggests that the most important features of success in 
school for the fifth year group questioned are concerned with 
examinations, popu_lari ty Hi th others both staff and teachers, 
personal conduct ::,nd fitting into the required pattern of beh::wiour 
7?. I •~~ o 
of the schoolo These are among the elements which the literature 
search conducted earlier indicated are likely to be important 
aspects of the processes of the school. The group of pupils 
questioned confirmed those indications. 
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PART B, Phase The T'fain Study 
i) Aims 
'l'his phase was undertaken vd th a much smaller target group 
than in phase 1o The pupils who were the focus of this part of 
the survey were those who were placed in the bottom English 
group 9 (some were also in the bottom Naths group) in the fifth 
year. The aim of this phase was to discover their feelings 
about the organisation and the social climate within the SC'Jool 
as it might affect theme ']'he group who were selected were 
asked to complete the School Organisation Index ( F'inlayson 1 970 
Appendix 4) and the School Climate Index, (Finlayson et al 1970 
Appendix 3). These tests were chosen because it was felt that 
(a) the information they may provide could be related to both 
the curriculum provision and tht: organisational structure of the 
school; the central features which have been examined in this 
investigation. 
(b) they would allow the pupils taking part in this part of the 
study a satisfactory opportunity to present their views and 
opinions on the process of schooling. 
(c) the forms of the questionnaires not only itemised the 
information required to complete the study but also that it would 
aid in the analysis of the results obtained. 
(d) a further reason why these tests were used ie connected with 
the reading difficulties that Finlayson and his associates projected 
this material may have for the least able pupils1 • In the 
original trials the least able pupils in the year gToup were 
left out of the sample, This small scale study will be used to 
find out how the target group responded to Finlayson's materials. 
ii) The Sample 
The pupils were selected for this phase for these reasons: 
(1) ~nglish and Maths were the only compulsory school subjects 
where a rigid pattern of streaming was a feature in the 4th and 5th 
year. 
1 • D.S. Finlayson et al : Administrative ~anual for the School 
Organisation Index (p. 4) 
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(2) By being placed in this group the pupils had least chance of 
leaving school Hi th any formal examin<ottion qualification in those 
subjects and probably less chance af exa~inQtion entries in 
other academic subjectso 
(3) Because of the items listed and from the evidence of the 
literature survey undertaken earlier it was i"elt that this e:,Toup 
were those most likely to show signs of antipathy a.nd alienation 
to the process of schooling and further to have the least positive 
self image with regard to it. In this way it vias hoped that 
any feelings they had about the process of schooling vJOuld be 
heightened under examination. 
iii) The procedure. 
The two questionnaires which were to be used had been developed 
and tested with groups of 4th year pupils in comprehensive schools. 
These pupils, \vho Here less than one thousand in total, had been 
selected for the purpose by their Head teachers. Because of the 
small numbers involved in the administration only limited validation 
of the results had been possible by the authors. 
The two tests are each divided into sections. The School 
Organisation Index has two separate scales. The School Organisation 
Index has four scales. Each of the scales tests· a response to 
different aspects of a pupils feelings about the organisation and 
social climate of the school. The response is gauged by scoring 
the answers received from the questionnaires. 
are organised on a. multiple- choice format. 
These questionnaires 
In mhe case of the School Organisation Index the instrument is 
made up of two scales. The first scale, (scale 1) which is 
related to pupil behaviour is described as 'providing an indication 
of the de&Tee to which pupils perceive their peers having been 
given and accepted opporttmities to participate in the decision 
making process of the school, to make important choices relating 
to their work and work group>O and to meet pupils of differing 
academic and social groups: 1 • This scale consists of twenty 
1 • D.S. Finlayson et al. (Administrative Manual for School 
Organisation Index (A.S.I.) H.F.E.R. (1970) p. 1 
individual questions. 'l'he second scale, (scale 2) I·Thich consists 
of sixteen questions relates to te:.cher behaviour and provides 
'an indication of the clee;ree to which pupils perceive their 
teachers to be encouraging and fostering organisational procedures 
which cater for individual interests ccnd abilities which are 
sufficiently flexible Lu allow a considerable amount of social 
interaction and Hhere courses of ~tction and social values are not 
unduly prescribed' ( op cit p o 1 ) • 
'rhese two scales are based on, 2.nd developed from an hypothesis 
which were summarised by Yates, (1966) and Hhich are described as 
'polarised continua'. The first of these is a social continuum, 
the poles of which represent education for social change on the one 
hand and education to maintain the ste.tus quo on the other. The 
second is an individual continuum Hhich has as its poles the 
development of the skills, talents and abilities of each individual 
pupil on the one homd and the inculcation of traditionally accepted 
skills involving conditioned conformist behaviour on the other. 
It is a situB,tion that is being tested which Yates argues is 
realistic in the sense t.hat it is one which is sin1ilar in its 
vital aspects not only to school organisation but also to that 
which the school is preparing its pupils to mr:1et in ·t,he outside 
world. 
The second instrument, the School Climate Index, (HSI) 1<1as 
developed. by ;F'inlayson ( 1970). It is e .. set of instruments which 
I 
sets out to measure a pupils concept of the social cl~nate of a 
school. A concept of a pupil1s life in school Finlayson points 
out, is difficult to define and as such is difficult to measure. 1 • 
This instrument is based on the earlier models provided by Holpin 
and Croft (1963), and Getzels, Guba a.nd Thelin, (1960). 'I'he 
instrument is divided into four different sc~les. Again there 
are individual questions for pupils to answer. Two of these 
scales are concerned with pupil behaviour and the other two with 
teacher behaviour. The questions are set out and scored similarly 
to that to be found in the School Organisation Index. 
1 • l).S. Finlayson : Administration Jltanual for School Climate Index 
(NSI) N.F.E.R. (1970) p.1 
The pupil behaviour scales are concerned wi·th a pupils 
perception of a school's emotional tone which 'indicates the 
degree to \vhich pupils perceive their peers (to be) deriving 
social and emotional satisfaction from partiGi~@tion in school 
activities'. The task orientation scales refer to behaviour 
which indicates the degree to Hhich the pupils perceive their 
peers to have accepted the tasks set them by the school ::md to 
be applying themselves to those tasks' (op cit p.14). 
'I'he teacher behaviour scales are directed firstly at the 
pupils perception of the concern of their teachers to be sensitive 
to their individual needs. :Both social and emotional needs are 
included. The second scale is directed to social control. 
This, Finlayson defines as 'the behaviour indicative of the 
degree to \.rhich pupils perceive their teachers to impose their 
expectations on pupils and to be required to exercise power in 
an attempt to secure compliance' (op cit p.5). 
For the School Organisation Index and the School Climate 
Index the answers which pupils give can be scored on a four 
point scale. In each case Finlayson and his associates have 
provided evidence of the mean scores and sb.ndard deviations 
for each scale which they obtained from their original sampling, 
( figs • 7 and 8) • 
Fig. 7 
The Nean Scores and Standard Deviations for the School Climate 
Indiex obtained by D. Finlayson op cit 1970 p.15 
Scale Nean Score Standard 
Deviation 
Emotional Tone 16.09 4.89 
Task Orientation 17.59 4.77 
Concern 21.91 4.87 
Social Control 17.52 6.26 
I 
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}'ig. 8 
The Mean and Standard Deviation of Scale obtained from the School 
Organisation Index: Ji'in1ayson et al (1970) 
Scale I He an Score Standard Devj_ation 
Pupil Participation 41.40 10.16 
and integration 
Teacher promotion of 
individual and social 28.55 9.07 
experience 
After these tests had been completed this phase was completed 
by discussing Hith those pupils involved in this phase, both 
individually and in groups. These discussions took place after 
the measure had been scored and were held in an attempt to drm.,r 
together problems and issues which they had felt to be important. 
These discussions also involved questions to the pupil about any 
difficulties and problems which they had in reading e_nd under-
standing the materi~l. 
iv) The Eesults 
From the group of fifth year pupils v!ho vrere selected to 
take part in this phase of the study the results that were 
obtained have been tabulated in figs. 9 - 16. The s-roup 
selected was only small, (numbering 14 in total). One of whom, 
because of prolonged absence was unable to be questioned. 
Because of the small number of pupils involved it has been possible 
to show the information received in a number of different ways. 
Fig. 9 shows the individual scores of pupils questioned and how 
that score relates to the m~an score gained by Finlayson (1970). 
li'ig. 10 shows the total scores obtained by all those questioned 
relative to those scores gained in research by Finlayson. 
Figs. 11 and 12 shovT the same information drawn up in a simil8,r 
way for the scores gained from I<'inlayson et al ( 1970). 
Individual Scores obtained from present sample from School Climate 
Index 
J Pupil Scale 
.. '' I 
' f ( 1 ) (2) (3) (4) 
I Concern 'rask Social Elnotional 
Control Tone 
Finlayson's 
fiJean Score . 21.91 17.59 17.52 16.09 . 
( 1 ) 23 11 14 17 
(2) 
I 5 
10 10 6 
(3) 15 12 4 5 
(4) 18 8 10 8 
(5) 24 12 14 12 
(6) 7 11 6 10 
(7) 13 1 3 8 13 
( 8) 17 11 14 10 
(9) 19 17 17 14 
( 10) 12 21 23 15 
( 11) 18 12 12 13 
(12) 19 12 15 12 
(13) 17 19 16 12 
Fig. 10 
Results obtained compared with Finlayson (1970) (boys and girls) 
n- 13 Concern 'l'ask Social Iili!otional 
Control Tone 
Mean obtained 15.83 11.66 12.25 10.42 
by Stakes 
(1985) 
Difference from 
Mean obtained by 
-6.08 -4.11 -5.27 -5.39 
Finlayson (1970) 
79o 
l"ig 0 11 
Individual Scores obtained from present sample from Schoo}, 
Organisation Index 
S('ale 1 ~ ~ 
-
He an 41.40 28.55 
Pupil 
( 1 ) 39 24 
(2) 18 15 
(3) 41 22 
(4) 37 12 
( 5) 43 30 
(6) 15 16 
(7) 30 19 
( 8) 38 12 
(9) 33 23 
(10) 50 29 
( 11 ) 36 3S 
(12) 34 19 
(13) 38 16 
Fig. 12 
Comparison of results obtained from use by Finlayson et al (1970) 
and present sample 
Finlayson Stakes 
Mean 32.5 21.2 
Standard 
-6.15 
-7.53 
Deviation 
Bearing in mind the small group with which this survey was 
conducted and the statistical difficulties with such numbers 
certain factors have emerged. 
.l!'rom the evidence that has been collected and displayed 9 (figs. 
c.;= 12) certain important aspects seem to emerge from both of the 
scales that were used. Prom the results obtained after the scales 
had been scored for the boys ;,md girls -'-ogether 9 (fig. 10 = 12) 
the mean obtained was considerably less than th::tt obtained by 
- - 1.-,.---' ~ .... - ' ~ ,'.~.-. ..... '\ .......... J<'inlayson 9 \1 '} ru) anct .n.nlayson e-r, a1, \-,7 ru). 'l'ne scores 
varied from the 10\•rest, (closest to the mean) of =4.11 on the 
task orientation scale to that of the highest, (furthest away 
from the mean) of -7.53 v!hich appeared on scale 2 of the School 
Organisation Index which was concerned with the promotion of 
individual and social experience. 
There can, of course, be no direct comparison of results 
with any in the work done by Finlayson with the less able when he 
did his original testing in 1970, as he cut out any contact with 
their views by feeling that he was not able to test them properly 
because of possible reading diffic1~lties the material might 
presento Because of this and th~ importano- ('•f -this evid~~iwe 
provided by figs. 11 and 12 some concern may be directed at 
questioning the legitimacy of the results obtained because of 
this question of reading problems. Hovtever, personal observation, 
questions asked to the pupils involved and comments made in the 
ensuing discussions that followed provided clear evidence that those 
who had completed the questionnaire understood Fhat was required 
and had answered truthfully. 
In the liGht of research by Brennen, (1974)16 0 utlining 
difficulties with results of studies on the less able it Has felt 
that it might be similarly valid here to break down the total 
scores obtained into those obtained by the boys and girls, figs. 
1 3 , 1 4 , 1 5 and 1 6) • 
1 • 
1,.1 .K. Brennan: Curricular needs of slow learners 
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J:t,ig. 13 
Results obtained from use of F'inlayson' s School Climate Index 
Boys only 
r Con~ernj Task l Social l~otional ' 
Control 'I' one i 
' Mean obtained from 15.00 9.57 9.43 8.73 
present sample 
Difference from mean -6.91 -7.02 -6.09 7.36 
obtained by ]<,inlays on 
(1970) I J 
Fig. 14 
Results obtained from 1lse of Finlayson's School Climate Index 
Girls only 
I 
l 
n = 6 Concern Task Social Emotional 
Control Tone 
Mean obtained from 17 .o 15.3 16.2 12.6 
present sample 
Difference from mean 
-4.9 -2.3 -1.4 -3.4 
obtained by Finlayson 
(1970) I 
~,ig. 15 
Results obtained from use of Finlayson et al, (1270) School 
Organisation Index Girls only 
n = 6 Scale 1 Scale 2 
J'ilean obtained from present sample 38.1 22.3 
Difference from mean obtained by 
-3.2 -6.2 
Finlayson et al (1970) 
l 
·I 
II 
i 
I 
i 
I 
82. 
Fig. 16 
Reaults obtained from use of Finlayson et al (1970), School 
Oregnisation Index Boys only 
n:;::7 
Mean obtaineq from present SaiJ1ple 
Difference from mean obtained by 
Finlayson (1970) 
I Scale 
31.8 
... 9.5 
1 Sca:le 2 
19.7 
-8.5 
The results here indicate that although each mean obtained 
by testing is less than the mean taken from Finlayson's original 
research it is clear that the sco:res are closer to the mean for 
the girls than for the boys in each of the cases. ]n pa;rticu],ar 
the scores obtfdned by the g~rls :in the sections on social 
control, (score -1.4 from the mean) and task ocrientation; (score 
-2•.3 from the mean) would suggest th.a,t because they are cJ,oser 
to the mean e'icpected of a11 pupils :tn school that the girls have 
been more easily able to accept tasks set for them by the school 
and to apply theillselvelil to those tasks to~ther with an ~wceptance 
that these tasks are imposed by teachers. It vras not poss±ble 
to elicit from the girls Hithout the use of 'leading'' questio!ll? 
to discover wcy they '!!ere more 8.'b1e to accept this situation than 
Two explanations seem possible. Either the girls 
more easily accepted that the teacher -v1as availa'ble to improve 
their knovledge a;nd skills or that they were more able to eoccept 
the authority of the teacher. 
ln the case of the boys in the group their best sco:r;-e (-6.1 
from: tb.e mea+J.) also :iJndica;ted similarly to that of thl'> eirlS to be 
related to the catee;ory of S'!)Cial control. Thi:;J •.1as a score 
re.corded by the boys of ... 4.7 more than the eir].s, 2. situation 
vrhich indicates that althongh the boys may have reearded this 
aspect of schr;,ol to be more important than anything else the.t 
they are less infl1l,ehced by if, tha;n the eirls. Further this 
evidence indicated that the boys were less likely to accept the 
structures of the school than the girls in the group. 
An ±mportant indicator oJ the feelings of the pupils oan be 
seen by the indication that both the scores of thE! boys and t}le 
girls are further from the norm on the School Organisation Index 
than on the School Climate Inde:x. TAis would suggest, (using 
Finlayson's rationale) that the group of pupils felt that the 
school firstly catered less well for their individual interests 
and a-bilities. Secondly it indica ted that the lack of fle:x:ibili ty 
gave the pupils little opportunity to make and participate in 
the decis·ion making process of the school and to meet other 
pupils of differing social a.nd academe groups. 
This proposal has been supported by a study undertaken by 
Rowing (1978)1 • on the pastoral ca:re system in the same school 
and by other research by Cleugh, (1957)2• and the D.E.s. (1971:3·, 
1984)4• which looked at problems associated with remedial provision 
at secondary level.. 
The poor scores which were obtained from the School Orga.nisa.tion 
lndex may also help to account for the poor scores that were 
obtained in the section investigating concern in the School 
Climate Index, (section 1). 
The evidence examined in this section indicates firstly that 
the way the school was organised led the pupils to feeling i.solated 
from ma.ny of thei!t' peers,. Secondly there are indications from 
the evidence that the pupils .felt there was too much intervention 
by the staff over the:i:r choice of subject options and classroom 
organ±sation. Thirdly the evidence indicates that the pupils 
showed concern over the sensitivity displayed by their tea.che~s 
about their individual needs. 
1
• M. Rowing op cit 
M.F. Cleugh : ~f- Slow Learner, ~1957) 
D.E.s. op cit (1'971) " 
'!.. f-
D.E.s. Sll..ow lear:aing and less successful pupils in second~ry 
schools. EVidence from some HMl visits (1984) 
v) Some.case studies 
These case studies were underta.ken to aid the overall 
ana.J ysis b~ focusing on certain indi vid'uals ln .3n attemp.t to 
highlight their views whir;h ~,orere obt<=l.ined from ::ms,..rers to the 
q_uestionn':l.ira$, From an analysis of t.he individltal scores 
oht<tined fr"m the S.chool Clim::tte Index the boys scoreA shoHed 
that only three were A.hove the mean found l1y Finlayson in his 
original research. In_each c9,.se none of these scores were 
much above that rnean. If ohe accepts t.hat the results obtained 
by Finlayson reflect a view across the whole cross s·e9tion of the 
pupil population in a comprehensive school then this is the 
situation the evidence outlined in the li tera,tu.re search indicates. 
This also bears out findings of the eviqence of' research 
Uterature on the less a:ble outlined e.arlier with regard to thed!r 
self image and: their willingness to participate fully i11 the 
comprehensive school. 
The three scores obtained above the norlns 0:1:'iginate from 
~wo pupils;;.; one bqy, (no. 1) has two of them and the other 
above norm score is provided by a. boy, (no. 5) who also scores 
above the norm in both parts of the Org~misation Index (fig. 1'). 
This in itself might lead to the conclusir:m that this latter boy 
has a reasoMbly positive ~tti tuqe to,va:rds school. This was 
borne out by his personal file which he is re.corded as 1li ttle 
pro b1em 1 • Further confirmation came from his c .,s. E.. entries 
(.2), his OWll views Whi.ch \irere CiVE!h ih the sehaol based questionnaire, 
{Append!ix 2) (where he again is positive about himself),. his 
relations with others, <>)nO. that he ha.d. obtai:r:wd employment on 
le.aving school :Which he related in p~t to the help that school 
had given him. 
In the case of the other boy, (no •. 1 ) , the pattern of 
b'ehaviour both within school and outside it had been for much of 
his time in school entirely differe11t. He was a hqy wl:lo had. 
shown considerab:le diffic11lties in tl1,e school over much of his 
fi~st four years. These problems inclUded: not compJ eting 
homework, turning up late for lessons without the prope!r;' eq11iprnent, 
tru.a.p.cy, stea;J,ing from home, smoking g;nd failipg to turn up to 
school detentions. Eventually after some four years of this 
:behaviour and at a point when his relationship ~,rith his parents -
particularly his father, had reached s1,1ch a low ebb it was felt 
tbere was a ne·ed for him to be taken into care to give both them 
and the boy a break, Through the effect of this and a counselling 
programme which was undertaken by both P?.rties the boy was :re-
admitted to eohool after a th:ree month break early in tne fiftn 
year. Since that time there has been a much more positive 
attitude and better scholastic attairunent to the extent that he 
had been entered for one c.s.B., (a factor that ne considers to 
be of major importance) and he too has obtained employm,ent on 
leaving school. 
A further ellement of major importance with regard to both of 
these boys i~:J tlJ,crt on the basis of,' results obtained from the 
standardised tests obtained earlier during their time in school 
they \ofOUld appear to have amongst the lowest potential 
aJbility in the yea;r group. 
The indications from the Climate Index I wouJJd argu.e, 
needs to be looked at not only in the lig}lt of those boys who 
obtained amongst the lowest scores, bUt also the apparent a,tti tude 
of the boy who did not take paTt in any of this research throi,lgh 
his persistent aJbsence~,, It would appe~ that Q.e has a1X1eady 
gi vep hi13 verdict on the sc wol system! 
Of the others, the boy who achieved the lowest scores 
consistently ac:ross all this inde:x wt:is a boy who was, like the 
above mentioned absentee, one who had needed less help •ri th basic 
skills duriDg his t:Lme at school and \-rho had bee:r:~, d~scr.i,bed 
poeit:ilvely by staf'f on his fil.:le as 'pleasant:, happy, hardworking; 
a boy with few social p:roblems with school except lack of academic 
ability' • 
With such a sma:n sample it is hard to make generalisations 
but the evideNce obtained from the boys questioned indicates 
that a feeli:pg of success J,n school i$ d'iffioul t to relate to 
either academic success or personality factors.. The study does 
indicate that personal success in school can be related t-o external 
examination entry plus obtaining employment t'Ihe:n leaving. 
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As far as the giris were concerned, however, the situation 
is perhaps a litt]Je clearer. The two most positively orientated 
sets. of scores produced by tne girl13 came frotn those 'tiho had been 
entered for c!s.E./16+ exam±nations, (in one case for seven 
different subj.ects, the others for five), had no negative coi!Uilent~ 
writt.en in their person~l files a;nd bad both obtained employment 
to go to on leaving., The two giris with the lowest scores were 
those with the lowes,t I • .~J,. scores, the lowest nlJIDbe;r Qf external 
examination entries and no job to go to on leaving. 
Fr.om the analysis that can be made from the evidence of the 
ov:era.ll scores of the pupils no cl!ea.r pattepn er11~rgee wh.i;ob pan 
lead to deflhi te conclusions. Ali analysis of the preliminary 
results from the questionnaire and from the individual case studies 
'l.l,tlde~t~e:n :ind!:lcE~.tes that the v,iews of. the t9.1'~t group a.re close:lly 
linked to those w11.1ch mlght nave been e~eoted in relation to the 
find~ by J!inlayscm and his· associate$. Although Fl:QlS~,yson et 
al did not question the least a;ca.demically able an examination of 
their evidence indicates that the less successful a pupil .telt 
hillls~lf to be in scfhool t.h~ }.es$ li:k:ely ,1:\~ wae to be posi tiv~ 
towa:tds it. 
The evidence from this study indicates similarly negative 
feelin:B'$ towards the school amon~t the 8Toup of pupils <J.Uestion~d. 
These negative fee!l.inga are d.ir.eoted towards both ihhe organisation 
o.f the school and its social climarte .• 
It l!a because of tnese findings that :it beoa.me esserrti~l to 
exwnine what pattertu::i emet-s'f3d from w1 thin the questionnaire and 
to see if any important feell.ings, (either negative or positive) 
of the group c<;>uld be fo\:lnd by gwouping an$wera 1ti1ler~ common 
feeling:;, ¥1ere apparent,. lh order to do this successfully it was 
fellt that it would be necessary after the com:Plet~on Qf the 
analysis to gQ back to the group of p:upi11s who were involved, :i.n 
an attempt to d·:i.s0over the reasoning whi0h might account for 
these feell:ine;s. :e:r upderta.k;lng th~s it wEJ.s ho:ped to ma!lce the 
feelings of those in:volve.d clearer in relation to the reaearch 
that wal3 bei1lg undertaken. 
Common .feelings for this purpose was defined as when 75% 
o·f the g.t'O'\lp res:ponQ.eQ, to a q.ue~t.ion in ei th~r simd.:Lar agr~ement 
or disagreement. 
vi) An examination of questions which had comon answ.ers. 
This section will investigate the questions which provided 
coi!llllon all$wers given by pupils to the qv.esti9n.®:ires. Tbis 
will be undertaken by a section oy section anaiy:sis of both 
questionnaires,. Issues whi.oh this analysi111 rai:;)ed and w::ttioll 
were 13Ubsequent;Ly dia:Jcuseed by the t~get group wilili abo be 
exa.mtned. 
In the first place the questions whe~e ~bere :wa$ COim~~Pn' 
agree!llQ:t:\t were collected to~th.er l!!ystema;tically from all dx 
parts ot both of the tests~. This was done in order to examine 
w}l~t, if a(!ly di~Cen¥lP.le rel~~iorll~h~p!il ~ppea.;r:e.d.~ l31 d'oing this 
it was p(HH3i.bilie to cross check answers in o:u.:t ca tegc>cy wi tn 
another in order to see how they related. After tlliis hgd l>etm 
done the group we:re further q:l1e~tioned in.-'-as an informal view 
aett±ng as was possiblle in the circn.uns,tances i:n order to help 
clarify points, to see if what had emfl)~~d see'!DE!d Qom,'ect f~om 
their point o;f vi.ew and in order for them t.o ~xpreas their 
feelings through anf d*scussi6n or comments they wished to make 
and away from the imposed eon~tra.:i.ntfl of a ql1e$t;i.onr:~:E~.ire. 
A:s far ~s common answers were concerned. some forty five per 
cent of ;the questions turned out to :have this fleature• This was 
a percentage whiLch was ll~ge e~pugh for it to be regarded as an 
importa.nt detnonsft;ra:ble aspect of the overall feelings of the group 
being ques·tioned~ 
In the SohooJL Org~13atj,on lnd.ex there was coniJnon agreement 
or did,sa.e;reement, ,on some 44% of the answers the group provided, 
!n the first of the sections!: pupi:L pa.rtici,pa:ti:on anc;l <>reanl.satiion 
there w~$ l:tgreernent on oll)!y !ldX of the twenty qy.estions. However 
the iJilp.orta.nt factor here was tne connecllli!on between the que~t.ionl!l 
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where this agreement occurred. In five of the six cases the 
question was connected with some form of pupil choice, 
viz question 3: choice of options in fourth and fifth year 
question 6g choice of careers ald willingness to discuss 
this with teacherso 
question 10:choice over Hhat happens in assembly 
question 14: choice in planning of school socials 
question 16:choice vii th regard to rectifying option selections. 
Vli thin this section of questions common feab.tres emerge. 
Option choice was one of them. The pupils were aware that the 
options which had been open to them and \vhich v1ere selected by 
them for their fourth and fifth year courses had contained an 
element of direction to,.Jards certain courses which eminated 
from the overall organisation of the fourth ~nd fifth year 
curriculum in the school. Discussions afterwards pointed up 
that in some cases the selections they made vJere done from the 
negative aspect. Some had selected certain subjects from each 
option choice with more regard to what they didn't want to do. 
For some of the pupils this method was as important as the more 
positive selection procedure of wanting to do a subject. Pupils 
however, indicated that they had been given sufficient time to 
make these choices, that they ha.d an equal chance \1i th regard 
to the choice they could ~~ke and that good guidance with their 
choices had been provided both from the teaching departments 
involved and through their form teachers. 
The question of changing options once they had been made 
was one \1hich they felt was generally not possible. There was 
little indication that many wanted to change their option choices 
even after some two years had passed since they had been made. 
Some of the pupils felt the desire to change from subjects 
which were a compulsory part of the timetable, particularly Naths, 
P.E. (for the girls), Careers and H.l~., which were felt to be of 
either little value or given too much time on the timetable. 
Evidence from these questions v10uld indicate that the pupils 
knew that they \vere able to make their own option choices with 
help from both their family and the teachers in the school but 
that once these choices had been made there \1as little chance to 
change their minds. 'l1his is a point \·rhich is emphasised in the 
school options choice booklet. 
This section of questions also provided common answers to 
another aspect of school life \vhich involved the issue of choice? 
that of choice of what happens in assembly and over the planning 
of school socials. 'l1hese two questions provide areas of common 
ground becau.se they a,re aspects of school life -,,rhere an element of 
pupil choice is often bnilt in. 
The follow up discussions on these c1uestions provided a 
variety of feeling vri thin the common ans11Jers. Hith regard to 
assembly the pupils generally felt that although there was choice 
as to what their registration group should present, (an aspect of 
organisation of year assemblies that is built into the school) 
they Here not often selected to ta,ke parte There was a feeling 
of increasing alienation over this as they had gon~ through the 
school YTith the feeling that many of the more aeademical1y abl!3 
members Of their reeistration gTOUpS did not \•Tant them to take 
part as they were the 'thickos' and that their ability to read 
aloud \'Tould let the whole presentation do1tm. \ifi th that in mind 
increasingly the group had become less willing to put themselves 
forward to participate. A similar feeling was apparent Hith 
regard to school socials. The eroup felt they were not part of 
this decision making process. The school dances \·rere organised 
by the staff at times convenient to them. Those chosen to help 
were more likely to be prefects or prefect material. As was the 
case with Assemblies, many of the pupils chose not to participate 
and stayed away. Further, in line with research by Hargreaves, 
(1967) and Willis, (1977) there was evidence of a feeling of 
alienation towards school oreanised social activities and a 
preference for the real discos, particularly amongst the girls 
whose boy friends were ·either· nr:l'l~ mAtnh?.r;:; n f' I·. his rr:hno1 or •:.rere 
"!Yen olde.l' f·.ht;~n .school age. 
The other two questions in this section need to be taken 
either as a separate item or in conjunction with questions from 
) 
other sections of Finlaysons questionnaire& As far as question 
11 is concerned vli th the speech and accents of pupils 9 none of 
the group expected to improve their standing through a 'posher 
accent; nor did they like pupils who attempted to do soo ine 
local accent is not particularly difficult and there is little 
local dialect to complicate the speech patterns as exists in 
other communities in the area, such as South Yorkshire or in the 
more rural parts of Humberside. 1be question itself seemed to 
have little importance with regard to the feelings of the group 
about school. 'The last question in this section on the 
discussion of career choices vrith staff in school, is an important 
question in relation to others, particularly those with common 
ansHers :Ln the School Climate Index and as such Hill be best 
discussed with them. 
As far as scale II \vas concerned; (questions directed at 
individual md social experience) an examination shovrs th_a.t ten 
out of the sixteen questions provided common answers. This "ras 
some 62% of the total in this section and a far larger proportion 
than those on scale I. 
These questions were: 
no. 22, Teachers like us to help one another with our work (Hhere 
there was common disagreement). 
Question 23, Teachers give you plenty of chances in class to 
follo\v up your own special interests in a subject (where there 
was common disagreement). 
Question 24, Teachers cive you plenty of chance in lessons to 
find things out for yourself, (where there vras common disagreement). 
Question 25, Teachers here make everybody do a piece of work in 
the same Hay, (where there Has common agreement). 
Question 27, If we are stuck for facts in our work, teachers 
encourage us to go out of class to the library to look them up, 
( \•rhere there Has common disagreement). 
Question 29, Teachers hc.ve fixed ideas about the Hay pupils should 
dress, ( vrhere there ,,,as common agreement). 
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Question 30, Teachers let us rearranged the desks in cla@$i!'OOms if 
it is more conven:Lent for the work '"e are doing, (where there was 
common disa~eement). 
t-luestion 31, Teachers are 9-fra.i,d to admit m~ing a mista.k~, (~rrhe;rre 
there was common agreement). 
Question 33, You never get the ehance to chanee youi!' pl:ace in the 
classroom unl~ss a teacher tells you to, ('vrhere there was cl'oi'Dinol1 
agreement). 
Q;uestion 34., Teachers make lots of rules about the way the work 
has to be set o:ut, (where there was common e,greemeht). 
As far as th.is section is concerned, a~in there are common 
facto:rs within those q,uestion~ where tne pupils had e:Jtpressed ·an 
agreement. Four different Hems seem to be of importance here. 
FirstJ_y1 theit'e are those (1uestions concerned with the organisat1on 
of the work they have to do. :en the £oit1ow up di~:fCi..Jcssions to the 
questionnaire a number of factors emerged. The group felt tilat 
the o:rga.:o;i:satio:n of the work they ¥Jere dod,ng; the need for 
ind:l:vidu.al., rather than collect:i:ve effort was connected in many 
instances with the work which they w.ere undertaking f:or externa!l 
e·xa.ms. This w!ll)s an element of t}J.ei;t' ~cbool life which they saw 
as teacher led in their best i"nterests to obtai'n the best results 
they oo1.1lld but which left very little t:ime for work in .school in 
personal projects and interests. Work whi.ch was ~one was seen 
to be essentially controlled by the teacher, not only in respect 
of i t_s qutlj_:ge o!'ga.n.is@.tion but also in the wa;y it should be set 
ou.;t.. In some sub;jeots i'T:i th partio'Xla.r teachers this was seen to 
be more concerned with their personal pernickety standards 
r~the:r than those of the sohooil: as a whole. S.ilmilarl:y because 
of the nat~e of o~ga;n,isationaili and personality factors within 
the. school the use of the library in lesson times was seen to be 
v.nreal:i;~;rt~o !i!;nd tbere was a re111.1ota,rtoe to U.t;;e the facilities 
even it enl.g~sted to do so by any teacher - a o:tr.cumstance wh1oh 
they feltt did not often occur anyway. 
A second sellecti<;m. ot i terns of cQI'Dinop aJg:reE!mE;!flt were t.hose 
connected with cJ:assroom orga.ni:sation which again was seen to be 
totally teacher directed 9 related both to how the desks were 
arranged and to \•There the pupils had to si to The seating 
arrangements were seen by the pupils as ?" Hay of restricting 
their behaviour pattern to one of containment by the st;:Jff to 
the extent that in larger classrooms the small e;roup ".rere often 
sat individually in each of the double deskso There was some 
comment in the above mentioned 0.iscussion Hi th regard to different 
organisation of furniture for different aspects of teaching in a 
wider context than the familar one, for example as in drama 
lessons, but the group lacked any real E•"greernent on how, or even 
why this should be d.oneo 
There was almost total agreement in the group vri th regard to 
teacher feelings to1t~ards pupils 1 dress. ~'he feeling Has apparent, 
not only with regard to school uniform, (c.f. School Climate 
Index question 29), but also with regard to clothes that pupils 
would wear outside of school or those worn on school 'non uniform 
days'. The boys in particular were in agreement that there was 
no real need for wearing school uniform, in fact two of them, 
(one the persistent absentee) had been m constant trouble over 
the question of uniform. The girls too, \</ere not enthusiastic 
about uniform, although there \vas some feeling among the gToup 
that at least by wearing 1miform there was no problem for them 
in deciding what to wear. 
The t:,Toup felt the use of school uniform was connected Hith 
the overall disciplinary structure of the school. The wearing 
of school uniform in the county had rJeen made voluntary from 
September 1983 and the pupils connected the idea of not wearing 
uniform to some extent with poor discipline which might be apparent 
in other local schools ,,rhere \-fearing uniform ha.d been relaxed to 
a greater extent than in their oHn school. The question of how 
this might affect their ovm school VIEts raised.. llut the pupils had 
not thoueht of this issue in terms of how others might see their 
o\..rn school,s~ould it follow a similar pattern and there was some 
confusion as to its effect in the discussion on this subject. 
The pupils had also very strong agreement as tr) the issue of 
teashers making mistakes in class. The teachers, in many cases 
1.>1ere seen to bt-o setting themselves e,part so th;:3_t the mistakes 
they might make ;.rould not be too obvious. Teachers, it was felt, 
ahmys needed to look e.s if they were right particularly Hi th 
regard to subject material and knO'.·!ledge, 
where there was any discussion of issueso 
This \'12.8 extendecl to 
'.I'his can be linked to 
the pupils views in this area to other ideas of school life and 
asseElblies mentioned previously. It was felt by the group that 
the teacher could not often be moved to change his or her mind on 
issu.es. 
'I'he question of the teacher being right was regarded ?,s an 
important element by all the pupils although evidence from both 
this questionnaire, the 3chool Climate Index and ensuing discussions 
indicated that not all teachers were seen in the same way by all 
of the group_~nor did all of the group see an individual teacher 
in the same Hay. This 'tTas regarded as an important aspect of 
the research vThich needed attention =md was part of a follow up 
in the third phase of the enquiry. 
A similar analysis vras conducted for the question vrhich gave 
common agreement or disagreement from the ;3chool Climate Index. 
In this section some 47'tu of questions fell into this category. 
In the first of these connected with pupil perception of teacher 
sensitivity to individual need there was common agreement on 
three of the nine question~ viz. 
Question 6, Teachers here go out of their way to help you, (where 
there Has common agreement). 
Question 7, If pupils have difficulties ,,,i th their \·!Ork the teacher 
takes time to help them, ( v1here again there was common agreement). 
(~uestion 9, Teachers are really interested in all we do here 
(Hhere there was a common disagreement). 
To some extent the answers '·rhich have been provided here can 
be linked with question 6 in the previous questionnaire on pupils' 
ability to discuss c;reer choices vrith staff Hhere there \oJaS a 
common agreement that this could be done. 
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The 3Jlswers in this section of the questionnc.ire cr,ive an 
impression that the pupils have discriminated in their OHn mind 
between teacher help that they have received in lessons and 
that found in the overall pattern of life :5_.,., the school. Their 
views indicated that it is as if the world of the classrr>om vms 
seps,rate from that of the eorridors and where staff who taught 
them took a much more sympathetic and 1mderstanding tone to1·rards 
them than that vthich they found outside. In the ensuing discussion 
that followed reL_,ted to these matters there was some considerable 
difficulty in discrimination over those points for the pupils and 
no clear overall vievr could be reached. One further point Hhich 
did materialise from this discussion however, vras that the pupils 
discriminHted in their minds betHeen those teachers vlho they felt 
were more sympathetic to\<!ards them and those Hho had less sympathy 
for them. This is a factor which can be relEttecl to the findings 
from the discussion of the common ansvrers in scale II of the 
Organisation Index outlined earlier. 
This first section also shovred that the group felt that the 
teachers were interested largely in the \.fOrk 'tihich they had set 
for the group in the classroom, (i.e. teacher directed) and that 
other parts of their life which Here not teacher directed c·'ere 
of less interest to the staff. It \·tas 3.lso felt by many of the 
pupils that the staff 'lnd them hail fevr corrunon interests and "here 
they did exist "f~:eJr interest? \•rere oirected from differine; points 
of vie'..r• 
On the second scale of the School Climate Index 1tlhich vias 
related to task orientationpn analysis of the questions here 
shmred two questions where there was common agreement, viz 
question 11 - It 1 s ah~ays the same people \!Tho Etre chosen to do 
interesting things, ( v1here there was corrunon agreement) and question 
15- Everyone prefers the easy teachers and would like to avoid 
the ones ¥!ho make you Hork, Hhere there Has a common ag-reement. 
There seemed to be little in common between these t\.10 questions 
but question 11 vJOuld appea.r to relate to soF~e of the items \·rhich 
gave common ansv:ers in scale I of the previous questionnaire Hi th 
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ret;ard to the particj-l)ation of pupils ~-'nd their feelings of 
acceptance by their p BB~ group. 
In discussions after;.,rards the link tetween these Has IJointed 
out to the g:coupo From this, the convers2.tion >~as directed by 
them to\·:ards ereas of school life v1i·d.ch they felt they Here less 
likely to be 2"ble to pcirticipate in than other pupils. 'l'hese 
included items such as hearing visiting speakersp being made a 
prefect, school journeys, link courses with the Technica1 Collec-e 
and s:ports events. One pupil in this latter respect who had 
participated in both school and town team sports ::ts a J:irst and 
second year shmred a p8rticularly negative EJ.tti tude in relation 
to this. 'l'his, she indica ted, was less connected with organisation 
of sport in the school than with her mm personal diminished 
interest;; In relation +.o the finding in this area the pupils 
felt that they were less able to p8"rticipate in events c:md tha.t 
others, both on the staff and other pupils ~:ere less \-Tilling to 
wish them to participate. There was some feeling of alienation 
because of this but it was not a marked agressive feature of 
their life in school rather a feeling of recognition or their fate. 
The second question in the section cormected with teacher 
preference produced little comment from the pupils, most felt 
that it vms cormected with hwnan nature but they felt that the 
purpose of their beine; in school was to work. The 'dark they 
preferred viaS work that they could do left to their own devices, 
without much effort cmd which they \'muld get rieht' something 
vrhich they felt did not happen often in school. fl.n attempt was 
made in the discussion to analyse wh~r this might be so from their 
personal point of view but little, if anything constructive came 
from this except that they were able to discrimim.te which teachers 
they felt fitted into which category and were ~ble to react 
accordingly within that lesson,thus making the connection between 
personal effort and stront; ;,cmd weak forms of control apparent in their 
teachers. 
The third section 1•hich refers to social control ;:;.nd the 
imposition of teacher expectations on the pupils provided common 
answers to five of the nine questions. These questions were 
Question 18, There are too many rules to stop you having fun at 
breaks 9 ( \vhich shO\·.red a common agreement) 
:,~uestion 19, There is no chance of gettinc a school rule changed, 
even if most of t>1e pupils disagree with it, (1·/'lere there \·ras 
~ - I \ Gul!unuu ag-ret:rnern.; 
r~uestion 20, Teachers shout too much here, (Hhere there was 
common agreement), 
Q,uestion 24, Teachers are always making you line up for everything 
here (which gave common agreement) 
and Question 25, Teachers soon lose their tempers here, (where 
there was common agreement). 
In the follow up discussion i tbecame clear that the ans\>fer 
to the question 2.bout break times, vms based on their experience 
of the first to fourth years and being outside all break rather 
than the situation in the fifth year where they had their own 
common room. The evidence indicated that even this proved to 
have drawbacks in relation to the number of pupils in the year 
group and the size of the area which had been set aside for them. 
There was little evidence of the pre selection of various rooms 
by any particular group of friends and no direction in this 
respect by staff. 
Discussion on the question of teachers shouting too much 
shows that the pupils contrasted betv1een hm.,r they were treated 
and the treatment of other pupils in school. The best teachers 
they felt, did not shout, only when absolutely necessary. 'l'here 
was the feeling 'tb13;generally teachers lose their tempers too 
quickly. The pupils felt this particularly \·then they had done 
something that was not right, (rather than purely wrong) and 
that the teachers shoved their anger by shouting e.nd 'brow beating' 
them. The group saw shouting and the loss of temper by the staff 
as one and the same thing and did not discriminate differently 
betv1een the two. The gToup also felt that they expected to be 
shouted at in school. 
The question about lining up in school indicated that many 
pupils in the answers on the original questionnaire had made 
e,l tera tions. 'I'hey gave the impression in the intervievrs afterwards 
that they had not consciously given much thoug'ht to this aspect of 
school life 9 taking it a.s part of their overall expectations of 
':-'hat school was like. They did not see this any differently 
from other situations that w•m:c, part of normal life; queueing up 
in a shopP for a bus or to get into the pictures. 
The final question in this section also reflected a view 
that had been mentioned earlier that the school organisation vras 
teacher-domina ted and th=lt they, (the pupils) ha,d little say 
in what vrent on. The school council which had elected representatives 
from each year group was seen as not really relevant to them. 
They indicated they felt they would not get elected. J:!c'ven if 
they had been they vrould have been too embarrassed to speak. 
This is a situation which may reflect their own timidity and 
lack of personal confidence, re.ther than any organisa tion,::tl 
aspect of the school. 
The final section in this q_uestionnaire concerned with 
emotional :J.nd social satisfaction ,_.ras the one Hhich produced 
the largest percentage of the total of questions Hhere there 
\-rere common anS'.vers and also t"he largest number of negative 
ans>·Jers. The questions in this section, \vi th common answers 
(six out of eieht Hhich p:rodnced common feelings) v1ere: 
·:tuestion 29, Pupils are proud to wear the school unifonn, (where 
there was strone; disagreement). 
~:).uestion 30, meryone tries to make you feel at home here, (¥rhere 
there was tmanimous disagreement, the only one in either 
q_uestionnaire). 
~~uestion 31, Pupils dislike being here, (where there -...ms strong 
disagreement), 
Q,uestion 32, Pupils rip pag-es and scribble on their school text 
books, (where there was agreement). 
1:tuestion 33, Pupils think a lot of this school, (v1here there vras 
disagreement) and 
'::),uestion 34, Pupils feel very satisfied \-lith this school, (\vhere 
there was disagreement). 
\ 
In an important sense the ::;_nsv.~r~rs to these questions seerr, to 
indicRte the overotll views of the group of pupils involved towards 
the school and their place in it. As in c1uestion 30 for example 
clearly the place Has not regarded e.s homely and made them feel 
uncomfortable at the very least but it Has hard to find out 
very difficult condition which Has perhaps best explained by their 
difficulties when the question of leaving was tackled. Here 
many of the e,roup had very mixed feelings, for althouc;h they did 
not like to come to school, were dissatisfied by how they felt 
school treated them Jthey did not \vant to leave. Even those Hho 
had obtained a job or got on to a course which they wished to 
follow on leaving school, felt that goine would be a wrench. It 
was an emotional factor and a curiously paradoxical situation 
which vras connected with their feelings towards other pupils who 
were friends, teachers who they felt had been supportive and a 
feeling of apprehension about leaving rather than anything the 
school hed to offer. 
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PHASE 2 The School based guesti.onnaire 
. ) l, 
This phase W<:l_s "Lmderta_ken to further supplement the inforwa tion 
gained from administering the questions in both phase 1 a.nd phase 2 
of the survey. By doing this it Has hoped to compare ancl contrast 
aome uf the feelings which pupils had displayed. 
The target gToup in this phase v1as the same pupils as in phase 
ii) Procedure 
~Tom the information which was received from the initial 
questionnaire it \>Jas possible, by grouping i terns of apparent 
similarity tor:;ether>to produce six major elements by which the 
fifth year pupils in the school had seen as factors by "'rhich 
they would determine success (fig. 17). It was these six items 
which were to he used as a yardstick to compare the feelings of 
pupils in this part of the research with those which had been 
determined by the whole fifth year. 
Fie;. 17 
Items defining success in school determined by all fifth year pupils 
(1) Passing examinations 
(2) Understanding vrork that has been set 
(3) Getting a good job when leavine; school 
(4) Getting on well with teachers 
(5) Accomplishing what you came for 
(6) Getting on well with other pupils 
From these six i terns it is possible by usine: the dichotomy 
corollary of the theory of personal constructs, Kelly, (1955) 
to define what would be the negative poles of these, (fig. 18) 
Figo 18 
Negative poles of pupils definitions of success 
(1) Not pRssing examinations 
(2) Not understanding work set 
(3) Unemployment 
(4) Poor relationships with teachers 
( 5) Not accomplishing v1ha t you came for 
(6) Poor personal relationships with 
other pupils 
Kelly, (op cit 1955) described these poles as 'axes of 
reference 1 • From these axes a questionnaire Has dra\om up. 
(This questioru1aire can be found in Appendix 2). It was felt 
that this ·:tuestionnaire vJOuld be useful because firstly it would 
give ease of access to the information and also because of the 
way it was dra\om up1be simple for those involved to complete. 
In order to G'<'l.Uge more IJrecisely the feelines of the eroup it 
was decided to use an ordinal scale of scoring similar to that 
used by Finlayson. When this questioP.naire had been t;iven Game 
time Has given over to a general discussion of the procedure 
involved for this 6Toup in phases II and III. This was under-
taken firstly to cive the group a chance to express their feelings 
about "'hat they had been asked to do ,,_nd also to clarify any 
points that had occurred in this questionnaire ':lhich they were 
unsure about. 
iii) Results 
The results of this questionnaire have been dravm up in 
~:aphical form, (figs. 19 - 30) in order to give greater clarity 
of information and cross checking. 
1 01 0 
Graphs to indicate pattern of answers to school based questionnaire 
C.).uestionnaire Appendix 2) 
'c;.uestion 2 - figo 19 
How important is being entered for an external examination 
16+/C.S.E. to you? 
'i4 
12 
10 
A 
B 
c 
D 
= 
= 
= 
= 
-
very important 
quite important 
not really important 
not important at all 
Question 3 - fig. 20 
- everyone in the woup had 
been entered for at least 
one external exam. 
How well do you feel you will do in the examination for which 
;y,ou have been entered? 
14 
12 All in category B 
10 
8 A = very vrell 
6 B = q_ui te vrell 
4 c = not really well 
2 D = not well at all 
0 
102 0 
1~uestion 4 Figo 21 
\•!hat grade do you ex.-·ect to get in the subjects for which ;y:ou 
have been entered? 
noo of 14 
passes 12 
iO 
8 
6 
4 
2 
~uestion 4(b) Fig. 22 
Grade 
A - D same as in question 1 
all grades relate to 
either C.S.L. or 16+ 
examinations 
How many exams. had members of the rrroup been entered for? 
pupils 
involved 8 
6 
4 
2 
Question 5 Fig. 23 
A-D same as in question 1. 
(The pupil \-.rho ,.,as absent 
throughout the questionnaire 
been entered for 1 ~.S.E.) 
7 8 
Number of entries 
Hmv much of the \Wrk that you have completed at school have you 
? ==;;:;..:;:;,,..:.;;;..= 
10 
8 
6 
4 
2 
0 
A - D as in question 1 
D 
Question 6 Fig. 24 
~ ("\7 
I'-') • 
Ho\•1 well do you generally get on '>'ii th the teachers at school? 
_A. = D samt:· 9.8 in question 
1 
• 
D 
8uestion 7 fig. 25 
How much of what you set out to achieve at this school have you done? 
8 
[I 
A - a great deal 
B - some of the things 
C - very few of them 
D none 
E E - I came with no ambition 
C).uestion 3 Fig. 26 
Hm.1 successful have you been in fiitdinf~ the type of job or course 
~,YOU want when _you leave school? 
10 
A = very successful; I got the job/course I wanted 
:s = fairly successful, I didn't quite get the job/course I 
, wa.nted but what I'm eoine to do is just as good 
! 
c = not really successful. I have e;ot a job/course to go to, 
but I don't really want to do that kind of thing. 
D = not successful at all, I hEwe got nothing to do \vhen I leave 
school. 
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,uestion 9 Figo 27 
Diu you e?CJ)ect l.o he employed \•Jhen you leave school? 
10 
.... 
,;~uestion 1 o, Fig. 28 
How important has being at school beer; in e;etting ,you the job/ 
course you have g·ot on leaving school? 
10 
8 
A = very important 
B = quite important 
c = not really important 
D = not important at all 
Question 11, Fig. 29 
How well do you feel you get on with other pupils in school? 
D 
A = very well 
]3 = reasonably well 
c = not really well a.t all 
D = not at all 
1 05o 
'~'Ues tion 1 2 9 .F'ig o 30 
How well do you feel other pupil§ get on vii th you in school? 
14 
12 
C D 
A- D same categories as question 11 
The inform::tion gained from this questionnaire indicates 
that the feelings of the group v1ere more positive than those 
expressed from the answers to the School Climate Index and the 
School Organisation Index. 
The reason why this is the case is not clear, but certain 
theories may be proposed which might help an explanation. It 
may be the ease that the questions, and the way in which they were 
presented w~:re more positive than in the other questionnaire. 
These questions may h;=tve allovJed the pupils to provide information 
about themselves in such a. way as to be more positive about them-
selves. A further aspect which may be relevant is that those 
pupils 111ho were questioned were closer in touch with general 
feelings about the criteria of success which \'l'as prevalent throughout 
I 
all the fif1th years than Finlaysons questionnaires would allow 
them to be. ' It may also be the case tha,t Finlayson 1 s questionnaires 
emph~sised nel.gative factors about school by the style and selection 
of tbe questions, a fact·::;r which amongst those who vlere generally 
negative anyway would not allow for their more positive aspects 
about school to be shovm clearly. 
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The group confirmed the findings of the whole system Lhat 
to be entered for external examinations in the fifth year was 
important~ ~as importcmt from a person::1l credential point of 
view as a member of the fifth year as perhaps p8.ssing them Has). 
To be seen to be not entered for any examination \otas regarded 
as a sure sign of failure 2.nd IJOor ability. 
'rhe question of ~lJ·!;rt.J,:~: +•.s ;:;_lso seen ~~.s important. In 
the target group the majority had been entered for one or two 
subjects, but one girl \•1ho wa.s highly regarded by the rest 
because of this, had been entered for l;even subjects (hP.r entire 
option suhject choice was included in that list). \'ii th regard 
to exams they had been entered foriall the pupils expected to do 
'l'he criteria of doing ,,.,ell varied according to the grade 
they felt th'Ott that con:3tituted. Nany, in discussions after\•rards 
showed they ,,.rere ::rvrare that grade 4 C.S.I;;. was taken as average 
at that subject across the whole country. To attain that was 
sometcling J Hhich in the licht of their experience of school) they 
felt to be an important personal achievernEmt. 
In this q_uestionnaire some of the :[uestions can be regarded 
as being independent of each other but "'-S Hith the analysis of 
l 
Finlaysons tests earlier others are clearly inter-reldted. An 
example of this are those questions related to employment and 
its relation to schooling, (figs. 25- 27). 'l'he survey showed 
that trw majority of pupils had at least a feeling of being 
successful in relation to Hhere they were e;oing and the majority 
felt that this success could be related directly to school. 
•:rhat was perhaps of greater interest and surprise was the fact 
that the majority of them expected on leaving school to be employed. 
The question ,,,as posed as tc' their feelings with regard to this 
when they h?.d entered secondary education, (September, 1980), a 
time when the unemployment level in the district was considerably 
less than curre11tly and before British Steel had closed one of its 
major works in the tovrn with a loss of some four thousand jobs. 
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Lastly from this questiomnire it is important to point out 
the information which has gained from questions 11 c:mcl 12 (figs o 
29 - 30), reL1.ted to their relations \·!i th other pupils in t:~e 
school. Partic·ularly from the question related to their L'eeline;s 
as to how others e;ot on ;,.;i th them very positive ans,,ters vtere 
receivecio ;3irnil<:n·ly tr1e large majority of the I,',Toup felt that 
they got on \·Iit.h othr::'r p·npils outside the c,roup o_mrJ although no 
soc:Lomei::lio analysis \•'as undertaken the e,roup could easily irlentify 
hi th friends from outside the e,roup and pupils vrho often had been 
in the sets that held operated in years one to three; 3. factor 
Hhich suggests that most friends Here of 2. longer teriT! na tuTe 
thc:m the structure of fourth .'-lnrl fifth year classes ::md that the~r 
h2.d managed to survive the division Hhich occurred at the end of 
the third year. 
Other factors vrhich might help 8.cccunt for this situation is 
the organis::J.tion of t;he school itself which tends not to produce 
rigid class teachine eroups f)11t linich through its option system 
a.nd a policy of not having speci fie l)ro£,Tarnrnes fnr the less a,ble 
which identify thccm :cs separ8.te or different from other pupils. 
1-'HA:::iF:.,: 'I'he follo\•1 UT) to the r'lJestionnaire 
a) Aims c-md r~ethodology 
in phases one and tHo of this study it 11eC::J)ne possible to i(ir::ntify 
a facility among the croup by Hhicb they vrere a.ble to sep':'r?te 
the problems HiJich v1ere crea teu 1Jy i;be org<:misa LiuiLal pruc:edu..r:·8s 
of the schryol J from those Hhich \·!ere created by their teachers. 
The evidence further indicated that the group felt that not '311 
teachers could be placed in the same category in this respect. 
As far as the organisation of the school Has concerned the 
pupils indicated that there Here certain featrtres of their life 
in school over which they had no control. These included such 
items as the composition of the rules of the school, the organisation 
of Hhere they sat in class and ,.,hat work they were expected to do, 
wearing school 1miform and t'ne orgcmisB_ tion of the school socia.ls 
e~nd assemblies. As far a.s some of these i terns were concerned 
the pupils indica ted th::d these ,,,ere areas ,,rhere they expected to 
have little or no control. 
The same however, Ha,:; not the case in connection with their 
personal re1ationships vii th members of staff. Here there Here 
indications of an expectation to be able to have some direct 
control over how these developed. Yet the evidence indicated 
that they felt that this may not always be the case. In some 
instances the pupils associ'lted some of the teachers in the 
schoo1 as causes of their problems. Other teachers they identified 
however Hi th 8,ttempting to help them and showing them a degree 
of sympathy and understanding. 
ioJith this evidence in mind the third phase of this study 
was undertaken with the target group in order to examine these 
feelings. This \•ras conducted by asking those involved to identify 
what they regarded as beine the characteristics of the 'ideal' 
school ::md the 'ideal teacher' • By doing this it was hoped to elecit 
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information of the underlying feelinc;s of the group 1·ri th regard 
to their views about both of these. Further it was hoped that 
by doing this it would pro,.Tide :;,_ ,<J;re::tter understanding of Hhat 
it was in the school system '!lhich caused problems to those pupils 
\·rho took part. 
b) Procedure 
Tllis part of the research vms conducted by means of a 'brain 
storming' session to raj_se Hhat the pupils S8.H as key issues. 
This \-las follm·Ted by discussions of 8.spects that emerged as 
being important. 
c) Results 
\ll'i th regard to the idea of the 'ideal 1 teacher there Has 
considerable agreement within the gTOUp as to the characteristics 
that would be displayed. The main characteristics which emerg-ed 
were calmness, helpfulness, an ability to talk and c:-et on \vi th 
them, not being· bad tempered, someone who did n6t moan, a person 
with whom they could 'have a laugh', ('naving a laugh' was defined 
as someone -vrho v1ould not be serious all the time, someone 1·1bo 
would not be oppressive from a disciplinary or \'fOrking point of 
view and someone who could help stimulate their interests). 
Further characteristics -vrhich were outlined included picking on 
people, someone \'lho \<Tould not help just the most able in teaching 
eroups but the least able as well ::md particub.rly important to 
them someone whom they felt would not go into the staff room and 
talk about them so that other members of staff would think badly 
of them. This latter point was particularly emphasised by many 
members of the group who felt this had been a constant problem 
to them throughout the school. A factor which suggests that the 
pupils feel the_t the~r have an image, or reputation amongst the 
teachers in the school which is passed on from teacher to teacher, 
rather than being based on any personH.l relatiomship with a 
teacher that they have had much chance of influencing. A further 
problem wbich they felt existed in relation to this was that 
they were 1 damned for ever 1 once they had done something \vrong 
and never allovmd to forget it. Many in the gToup spoke of 
r,jrcumstR.nces ,.;here inniclents whinh had bP.en brought up and 
referred to by teachers long after they had happened and been 
dealt Hith. 
F:co1ft tl1e discttssion tb.at took pl2.G8 Lhe g·L·oul> felt. tltFtt thi·ee 
different types of teachers could be cl _stinguished from their 
experience. J:i'irstly there \7\"lYB the t;'ood teachers 9 thoae Hho 
generally displayed or attempted to display the characteristics 
outlined :=tbove. Then there •.-•H'l'P. ~-t the op::;>osj_te end of the 
continuum, those teachers whom they regarded as poor in that 
they did not display the characteristics outlined and Hho seemingly 
clid not care about them. The \·.;ord caring in this contex 1<1as 
given great emph~:tsis 1)y the group. The third group v,rere those 
teachers who fell into neither of those categories, teachers 'frho 
''!ere not regarded as all in the same light but who fitted into 
the continuum at some place alone; it betFeen the ti-ro extremes 
depending on the reb.tionship betHeen the individu:;tls in q_uestiono 
The •1uestion of the same teachers fitting into the extreme 
CCl tegories of good and bad for every member of the group vras 
raised. It Has very clear that individual relationships v!Ould 
also vary the position of these teachers on the continuum. 
It vias further ae;reed, hm:ever, that no one could envisage a 
teacher Hho one member of the .croup saw as being a good teacher, 
would be seen by another member of the group ;;ts a bad one. 
The variations in vievlS ccune between either sood to nebulous or 
bad to nebulous. 
It would have been very useful if it had been possible to 
follow up this part of the investigation Hith some research on 
the individual teachers in the school. The ideal Hould have 
been to use the constructs of the ideal teacher to identify 
which constructs the members of the eroup associated Hith 
individual teachers. Hovrever, for professional reasons this 
could not be undertaken. 
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As far as the 'ideal' school was concerned the group saw 
little need to change radically the basic prograiTl.me; one or 
two \vanted to alter compulsory elements of the tifnetable to 
optional subjects 'lnd either spend less time doing them or none 
at all, (Na ths \vas a p::trticular example here), but in c;eneral 
the vie\lfs v!ere over minor c:Cu:m<'¢s according to personal vthims 
and interests, more P.E. was mooted by some, a longer dinner 
hour so that ~tting home and. back to school e;gaih was easier, 
and no careers lessons \oTere other aspects mentioned. One 
pupil commented on Careers lessons that. it did seem odd that 
so much emphasis was being put on getting a Job on leaving 
school Hhen there were so few jobs to be found and further 
training or Y.T.s. were the likely alternatives for most school 
leavers. This Has a comment which accurately reflected the 
school employment statistics of 1982 and 1983 which shm1ed that 
18·6% of the school leavers in the town for 1982 found full 
time employment; a figure that fell to only 8.6% in 1983 (see 
fig. 31). 
Fig. 31 
Destination of schoolleavers 1981L8~; 1982/83 
1981/82 ~ ; 1982/83 
Employment 18.6% 8.6% 
Full time education 39.3% I 43.25{ 
Y •. T.s. 33.3% 42.1% 
Others s.s% 6.1% 
-·· 
It was perhaps this aspect that made the pupils feel most 
of all that some of the things which they "'ere expected to do in 
school had little value and that some of the aspects of the 
school curriculum was artificial and unreal compared with the 
1·10rld they knew outside. An artifiCiality which was expressed 
in the need to \>Tear school tmiform. The ideal school vTou1d 
have no uniform. The uniform it was said, 2.ssociates us l:iith 
school and ue don•·t uant to he associated Hi th it. 
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Other important factors emerged vri th regard to the ideal 
school. Many, the over-riding majority of the group,felt that 
they had had little chance of making progress since they came in 
the first year and much of the work they had done in some subjects 
had been repetitive and that the system of schooline whicn existed 
Hi th its emphasis on wri Ling a:nd spelling •.vell in particular J had 
been an immense problem which they could not get over. As a 
consequence they felt they had been labelled and sepaEated from 
marzy other pupils. The ideal school would concentrate less on 
) 
those aspects, but as one said 'thats not like real life is it'. 
It Has perhaps this aspect w'1ich led to the clear feeling 
expressed by many that the pattern which existed in their school 
would be one ,.,hich existed in any other school. 1.>/hatever school 
they went to they felt the rules would be similar. The system 
they said, was .not able to be changed by them. They had no 
control over it. 'Even' it vras said rather sadly 'if the rules 
were changed more to suit us we would still bFeak them - v.re can •·t 
help it'. 
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(A) CONCl.:USlONS 
This investigation was undertaken firstly to examine the 
process of education a,nd p:ropiems l;'elating to this for the pupil. 
The central features of the process of education to be invest~gated 
were determined as the curriculum provision ?.nd th~ organisational 
pattern of the school. 
Secondly a small scg.le study was un(.iertaken to investi~te 
the feelings of a group of aoademical].y less suoce$sftil pupils 
in a comprehensive schoo.l in relation to the features described 
a;bove. 
These conclusions and recommenc;l;~.t;iom3 ¥ril1 reflect b.oth of 
the$e aspects. 
ln relati.oh to the first feature outlined <:j.bove, the evidence 
f!t'om. the liter;~.ture survey conducted by this author suggests 
strongly the followiag concitisiorts. 
(i) Section!. 
The evtdende a..nalysecl in this s·ectioh indicat~ tha.t desp:ite 
a wide discrepmcy in relation to the aims of edu.oat;ion (p. 10 ... 12) 
there are two main models of the cu.:r;riqulvm evident ih the school (p. 1.4) 
0f these two main modelS available to the school, the evidence 
(p. 14 .... 15, p~26 - 28) ind'icated that the tr~a,ditional model is the 
one which is most used and has the greatest sta:iats in t:he sch';Jo1L., 
Despite thd,s +.he evidetlce, (p.27 .... 28) suggested that for :;;orne 
pupils this model may be unsuitable and ina-ppropriate. 
(ii)Seo:tionB 
The evidence examined in th;is section indicated that the 
school; although it h~:~,s a formal strhctur~ (p.33) cannot be de£iBed 
a.s a. formal bureaucracy (p~ 34), Despite this however, the 
ev:Ldence indicated that t:Ge school ex}J.ibd:tied certain characteristics 
to be fowti ip. a b~eaucra.cy. The m<:>st important characteristics 
the evidence :tn.d::tcated are its hierarchical structure (p.)4 - 37) 
and its institutioml innuences (p.:37 - 4~). .Ah examination 
of tbe overall evidence relating to the formal structure .of the 
school, (p.40 - 43) indicated that thiEI may cause problerns for 
some of the pup;ils there. 
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iii) Seotiort C 
The third section confirmed that the evidence outlined in 
sect.f,ons A. f:l.!ld B wil,l cau.se problems for a ce~ta:in.· pro:portioD. 
of the pupils in U1e school. The evidence suggested that t"'o 
eroups of pupils are more likely to be suscepti.ble to this; the 
academically less able and the lef3s commit:ted: pupils. This 
section also indicated that five areas outlined for .examination 
relating to the organisation of the school are po:3sible sources 
of problems. Th(o'se are : 
a) Etaminaticms 
b) the organisation of teaching groups 
c) the pa.tterh o~ authority and contro.l 
d) the Si~e ()f the s.chool 
e) the equa,lity of opportunity 
i v) section. D 
An e:x:a,mination of the evidence of the l:lmall sctiile f!lurvey 
undertaken as part of this investigation ind,ioated that those 
pupils questioned attached considerable importance to fo\l,r out of 
the five areas outlined in section c. 
a) ~.o\1'1.Tt1~'.Ditl!~ 
Considera:ble importance was attache(l to success in school 
in relation t.o examinatd.on success. This was indicated ih both 
parts of the survey whi.ch was undertaken. The whole of the fifth 
year group who were que)3tioned pl:aoed examinations first in 
impo:rtan,oe in indicating suoce~ss din the scb<>ol (f':hg. 6 p. I<:>) 
The target group al:so regarded examinations as an important 
indica:tion of their success, (fig. 19 p.101) 
Evidence relating to the pattern of Ci.lr.riculi.U!l provision in the 
school ihdilcated tha. t the group ~luestioned had less problems in 
this area than the evidence of the l;i.tera:ture Slll"1fey (p27""" 2S) 
inclioatec;l. The i!ssues wh1ch were rS;iS"ed bi}f the pupils in this 
area were two fold. They were firstly, problems relating to 
the section of co~sefi for theiJ: fow-th and. fifth year,. (p.B8) 'an"Ci 
secondly, changes which they w.ouid like.d to have IlmLEis ~to the 
compuls.ory core curriculum'; (p.t~~~ ). In this latter catee-ory 
an e;x:a.mi~tion of these, the desired. chan~s>indicated that they 
were sU:bjecrtive rather than objective in character. 
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b) THE ORGANISATION OF TEACHING GROUPS 
Phase one of this survey, (fig. 6, p .• 70) i:ndic~ted that 
no Qpe III~ntion~(l t!:ll3.ch:ine group as 8,h tmpQrtaDt !IleE:t.sur~ of success. 
The emphasis g±ven to examihati:ons outl:i.ned Hbove, however., is a 
crucial fea:ture in this are.a also. Some of the ta,rget gr.oup 
were port; taking rrtany- e;x:i;~r:n.t:l-1 e;x:E!.Illina tions 1:1t tne end of the fifth 
year wnich meant that thley ,,.r.ere often placed ±n non..-examination 
groups • The feelings of the target group to the im:port\3-nce of 
e:x:amination entry ca.n be ga.uged by the evidence of fig.. 19 ahd 
fig~ 22 (p. 101 and i02) which showed only one pupil indicating that 
exa.min.ation entry was unimportant. The evidence preseJ'lted il1 
the case studies (p. 84 - 87) supports this view. The e:viden.ce 
e)famii:ied indicated tliat the target gtoti.p had pxoblems with not 
only their teaching groups but also to the con~eq\iep,<;:e,s Of this 
and tl:w±r social relationships With other pupilst. ']he evidence 
indicates that this can be seen in relation to their form groups 
(p. 89) and in being ask~d to other ~ou.p activities {p.89). 
The ev:Ldence presented lin figs. 15 ~md 16, {p,·8~ and 82) indicated 
this feature als<h The evidence.; (p.89,, P•94 ... 95) also ;ind:ilca~ec:l 
that because of theffe feelings the group showed poor se\lf esteem. 
:F'urther, it indicated that they were aware of theiP position within 
the streaming pat,teTn in the school• The evidence (:p.95) also 
su~~sted: that the group felt that they had' been c.ondertiri.ed not o:nly 
as the 1Least abllie but ail!so as the least "'orthy membel:!s of the school., 
(c) THE PATTERN OF .AUTRGR!TY AND CONTROL 
Evidence in ·connection with this featwre of the process of 
the $(n0ol indic~:d;:ed the pup;i.ls feelii15f3 tpa,t theit" experience of' 
school tend'ed to be teach~i' dond:nated. The evi!d.ence <i>f the 
classroom si tua:biion:, (p.91-92) ind';i.cated a strong element of 
aoci.~l control. ';rhis W!its indicated to be likeiliy in the evidence 
of the literature swrvey (p,.$7). In the smail scale survey 
this evidence can be rellated to such features ·Of contr0it as the 
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seating arrangements., the si te:i,ng of desks, the organisation of 
class w.ork and the teaching method most commonly used with them 
(p.90 - 92)., 
The importance of go·od pupil/teacher relat~ionships outlined 
in the literature search (p.49 - 52) was also indicated in the 
small so~le survey (fie~ 6 p. 10). The survey .i,ndica;ted that 
twenty nine per cent of the year group questioned felt this to 
be an important criteria relating to success in school. 'I'his 
was a Ruff.ilciently large percentage to place it third in: the list 
of' i telllS mentione.d. The target g-roup also confirmed the 
import<,nce of this feature, (fig. 24 p. 1 03). 
The target group also indicated, that they positioned staff 
in a contiili.lu.fu from gr:Jod to bad. This was based on a grading 
by the pupils on issues such as the degree of sympathy and help-
fulness tha.t was shown to tbem. This evidence indicated that the 
pupils looked at their teachers in this way as individuals ra,ther 
than collectively as m:ltlined in some of the evidence presented 
in the literatur.e search (seep. 95 and p.no). 
d) THE SIZE QF THE SCHOOL 
The evidence presented little in.dication of problems which 
could be related to the size of the school. The ;uestionnaires 
used did not however, direct questions towards this area and no 
discussion or examination was possibl:e. 
e) THE ERPA;LillTY OF OPPORTUNITY 
The conclusions outlined in the first three sections above 
leads this author to suggest that the target g.rou,p <U:d feel that 
they ha.d les~ equality of opportunity than other pupils in the 
school. Some of the reasons for this can be seen ou,tlined :in the 
conclu~;~ions drawn in relation to their feeling'S towards their 
acceptability to others in their form groups and to being aJble to 
join in other social activities, (p. 89). Otheir reasons 
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can be related to their feelings about their relationships with 
the teachers, some of whom they indicated were not particularly 
supportive. tm-ta:r<i:s them (p. 95-96 and p. 11 0). A third area of 
evidence which indicated their feelings in this area can be 
related to the curriculum choice which was open to them. This 
is particularly obViOUf? in the indications which tbey made concerni~ 
the teacher direction of curriculum choice they had experienced in 
the third year, (ll.aa). 
An examination of the overall evidence presented in this 
inves.tigation also led the author to the conclusion that these 
five areas \iihich have "Qeen outlined can be split into two separate 
categories. The most important category, this examination 
indicates are the organisation of the teaching groups in the 
sch.ool, the equality of oppart'IJili'ty in the school and the emphasis 
given to success being related oniliy to examination success. The 
two other areas concerned with the pattern of authority and 
control in the school and its size, the evidence indicates, (p.109 
- 11'0) tend. only to become cri tica.i to the pupil when those areas 
outlliined in the first catee-ory become sources of frustration and 
fail:m:'e to thelll. The conc!lusion can also be drawn from the evidence 
of the slll'Vey that the group of pupils feilt that they were regarded. 
as the leas,t successful in school beca,use they were judged ther~ 
by those aspects of their performance which the school heJld in 
greatest esteem. 
The survey further indicated that within the group which 
were questioned the girls were somewhat, altho'Ugh not significantly, 
more positive about their experiences of school than the boys. 
Evidence from the tareet group also i:ndicated that despite 
all the problems the process of schooling had given them 
there waR a sense of reluctance and regret about leaving. 
This, the evidence indicated, was coilllected firstly with the 
school being a meeting place fo:r them and their frif?nds; 1eaving 
school would split this up, Secondly the evidence indicated that 
this feeling c;:tn be seen in reJat,on to the grm1ps apprehen:sions 
··lith regard to \•hat their future mieht hold. 
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The evidencP. does uphold th~ po:"ition proposed in the 
introduct.iori (p.8) that the school emph<:tsises the importance 
of ac:adernic subjects and the process of examination as measures of 
success for pupils. Thig can he 8een both in the liter8,ture 
survey and in the small seal<:! Rtudy. Similetrly the literature 
survey and the sme.ll scale investigation confirmed the position 
taken over t,he issue of social cont.rol as 8. major '.!Onee:r.n of 
the school, at the expenl?e of personal deve1opm~nt. 
The literature survey confirmed tlu:d both of these featnres 
aTe highly regarded in the school and also outside it in determining 
which pupils are successful. The small sc.ale survey indicated 
tha-t the pupils had acknm·rledged this situation by the concern which 
they showed towards being entered for external examinations even 
though they were unlikely to receive high grade results. The 
groups accepta.rtce of social control in the school was harder to 
ascertain certainly in contrast to those pupils described in the 
evidence (p.46 ... 48).. Those questioned in the small scale survey 
had shown themselves to be neither unpleasant nor generally 
disruptive during their five years at secondary school. How imich 
of this \Vas due to personality factors, their acceptance of the 
situation or a feeling of total 1depowerment 1 as indicated ill the 
evide:nce (p .• 11 2) this survey was not able to indicate • 
Besp!l.te the!i:r negative feelings towards the experience of school, 
indicated thr.ough the results of the '}Uestionnaires which the target 
group an.s\VeOC"ed, the group were not ~s antagonistic towards it as the 
evidence of the litecrature search indicated to be likely. Although 
the group sho.wed clear signs of the inapprop~iate:ness Et.nd unhe):pflllness 
of some of the curricular progra.nune which had been offered. to them 
and also a degree of antagonism to,.,ards organisational features of 
the schooil again there was little to indicate from the answers which 
they gave as to why they were more eaail!y able to accept the 
situation than other pupils indicated in the literature search. 
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. F'ORTHE.R STUDIES 
The evidence of this investigation indicates that further 
studies in this field might be undertaken. One such investigation 
might centre round why pupils in different schools facine the same 
problems in connection: vli th t.he organisational features of the 
school and its curricular programme respond to them in different 
ways. Another would centre round an examination of tne developing 
pattern of attitudes to be found amongst less academically 
successful pupils i:h relation to the process of schooling as they 
make their way through the secondary school. 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
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(E) Appendices 
............ 
The initial :1,uestiotihaire given to all Vth yeacr pupils 
The questionnaire developed from information received from 
pupils after the completion of the initial r:_uestioP..naire;. 
The School Climate Index (N.S.I.),F±nlayson (1970) 
The School Organisational Index (A.S.I.), Finlayson et ai (1,970) 
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1. How successful do you feel you have been in school? 
?. 
a. very successful 
b. generally successful 
c. fairly successful 
d. not really successful 
e. uhs'IJ.ccessful 
\fuat is success iB school? 
describe what you mean) 
·• ....... 
• ••••••• 
• ••••••• 
•••••••• 
. ..... , .. 
( l-rrite as much as you need to 
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Q.UESTIOJI.ThfAIRE 
1. What kind of boYigirl ;;;ets on beat at school? 
2. 1,t.Jha t d¢ they have to do to get on? 
3• \'/hen lou say someone is getting; on well ;;tt school ';that do you 
mean? 
4. How well do you think you are g:etting on? 
a. veey successful 
generally successful D 
fairly successful 
not really successful 
e. unsuccessful D 
SCHOOL CLIMATE INDEX 
1 • TEACHERS HERE BEHAVE AS THOUG:H PEOPLE ARE NORE IMPORT .tiNT TWJ lWLES 
I u SA A U D SD. T I 
2. TEACHERS GO OUT OF' THEIR 'dAY TO UNDERSTAND PUPILS HERE 
A U D SD 
I I 
3 • TEACHERS TRY TO MAKE YOU FE.EL GRO\>.IN UP 
I 
D SD SA A U 
4. TEACHERS HLRB~ ARE GENUINELY CONCERNED ABOUT PUPIL'S Ji'.E:ELINGS 
SA A u D SD 
I I I I -I 
5. TEACHERS GIVE YOU TOO LITTLE EWCOURAG@~~T HERE 
SA A U D 
6. TEACHERS HERE GO OUT OJi, TH,t;;IR WAY TO HELP YOU 
SA A 
u t. D I .SD I 
7. IF PUPILS HAVE DIFFICULTIES \.JITH THEil:{ WORK THE TEACHERS 'l'AiKE 
TIME TO IlliLP THEM 
SA A U . D SD. 
1· . J I uu J 
8, TEACHERS idiLL!rNGLY GIVE P!!:RMISSION FOR A PUPIL TO GO !F'TO A 
CLASSROOM OR \vORKSHOP TO WORK IN :HIS/HER SPARE TIME 
SA A U D SD c· I 1. ·1 
9 • TEll., CriERS Altli; R$..1\.LLY INTEBJ<::iS'i'ED :tN ALL ·~IE DO HERE 
SA A U _D SD 
1 0. PUPILS HORK Illi"RE: ONL 1 BECAUSE THE:Y Hli:VE TO 
SA A u D SD I r l I ... I .. 
11. IT IS ALWAYS THE SAME PEOPLE WHO AREJ CHOSEN" TO DO THE INTERESTING 
THING$. 
SA A U D SD 
l I [ n I 
12. Pt!'FILS FEE::L 'l'HEY ,AF..E ~fASTING THEIR TIME HERE 
SA A U D SD 
I I _ I • I I I 
1 3. E:.{Pl!,~ll.'JJf:NTS IN 'JlHE SCIENCE LA:BS NEVER i3E.EM TO CO!VIE OUT RIGHT 
SA A U D 
1 4. HP.YING A GOOD TINE COJ.'1ES FIRST 'tiTTH PUPILS HERE 
SA A u D SD 
I L .I J - I I --
1 5,. EVERYONE PREFERS THE EASY TEACHERS AND ·woULD LIKE TO AVOID THE 
ONES \oJHO MAKE YOU WORK 
SA A u D SD 
16. A LOT OF TTME IS WASTE:D IN OUR CLASSES. 
SA_ A U D SD 
1- 1- I l I I 
17. PUPILS HERE ,GO THR.OUGH THE MOTIONS OF \•!ORI(!NG, :BUT TH1TI REALLY 
COULDN'T CARE LESS 
SA A U D SD 
1- : I : .1 L I 
1•8• THERE ARE TOO MANY RULJ~S TO STOP YOU H:AV!NG FtlN AT :BRt"WCS 
SA A U D SD 
I _I I I I I 
19. THERE IS NO CRANCE OF GETTING A SCHOOL HULE HBlR'E CHANGED; EVEN 
IF :MOST OF THE PUPILS DISAGREE WITH IT. 
SA A _ U D SD 
1 - •. , r r -1 · 1 
20. TEACHERS SH0UT TOO MUCH 
s~ l A r \) I D I SD 1 I n u n • • 
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21. TEACHERS TREAT Q.UESTJ.iONS 'DHAT PUPILS ASK THEM IN CLASS AS 
THOUGH THE PUPILS 'WERE CR:ITICISlNG THEM PERSONAI •. LY 
SA A U D SD I H 1.. ,. I I I 
22. PUPILS ARE MADE '1'0 TAKE THE BLA:r<J:E: .FOL\. THINGS WHB;THER Till~ 
HAVE DONE THEM OR NOT. 
SA A u D 
I I 
SD 
I J 
.. 
23 • TEACHE:RS NEVER EXPLAIN TO YOU WHY THEY ASK YOU TO DO THINGS. 
SA A u D SD 
I J l : I 
2 4. TEACHERS ARE Al,WAYS MAKING YOU L!NE UP l•'OR EVERYTHING HERE 
SA A .. U . D SD . I ..... l .J l ·1 
25. TEACHERS SOON LOSE THEIR TEIIiPBRS HERE 
SA A u D SD 
r· J ·I I l 
26. TEACHERS HER.ft~ DONiT 1:E,'T US :00 THINGS UNLJ:i:SS TH11 ARE PREsENT 
sA .A u n . sn I 
I . J.. l I . L . 
27. WE ARE SORRY i~lHEN A TEACHili.'R 1E..A.VES HERE 
SA A U D SD 
II. I IT I 
2.8. .EVERYONE Hi'S A LOT OF FrUN AT TH]S SCHOOL 
SA A . U .D . SD 
I I I 
29. PTIPILS ARE PROUD TO WEAR THE SCHOOL UNIFORM 
SA A U D SD 
l . J I ·1 
30. EVERYONE TRI.h.'S TO MAKE YOU FEEL AT HOME HERE 
SA A u D s:o 1: "1,·· I [ I 
126. 
31 • PUPILS DISLIKE BEING HERE 
t ··_ tl SA A U D SD I 
32. PUPILS RIP OUT PAGES A:ND SCRIBBLE ON THEIR SCHOOL TEXT BOOKS 
A U D SD 
l 
33. PtlPlLS THINK A LOT OF THIS SCHOOL 
SA A 
·-
U_ 
··:r 
D SD 
r I I IJ 
34. PUPILS FE.E:L Vlli.I{Y SATISFIED itliT~ THIS SCHOOL 
SA A u: D SD 
t I I I I 
SCHOOL .. ORGANISATION . INDEX 
TJ:IE..,lt:E l>.RE f'l.PJ.tt SIDES 'tO A SCHOOL., Al~D \mAT w'E HAVE DONE IS TO COLLECT 
A NUMBER OF STATEMENTS AJ30UT SOME OF THE THINGS THAT GO ON IN SCHOOLS • 
SOME WILL APPLY TO THIS SGHOOL, AND SOI-1E NOT. AFTER REA.DING ~CH OF 
THE' STATEMENTS CAREFULLY, \<IE WOtJLil LIKE YOU TO SAY TO i·JHAT EX'l1ENT YOU 
THINK THA.T EACH OF 'l'F£ STATEMENTS IS ~UE FOR YOUR SCHOOL. IN 
--
DECIDING THIS, TAKE NO ACCOUNT OF ·~·fHE'UillR 'J:IHIS IS GOOD OR BAD. ALL 
WE WOULD LilCE TO KNO\>/ IS 'tt'HETHER THE S1EATEMENT APPLIES TO THIS SCHOOL 
OR WHETHEE IT DOESN'T. THERE ARE 1iQ. RIGHT OR WRONC~ ANSWERS. 
FILL IN THE BOXES PROVIDED ACCORDING TO \&T YOU FEEL. 
- . - ~ -- - . - -- - - ......__-
IF YOU STRONGLY AGREE WlTH THE STi\.TE11ENT AS A DESCRIPTION OF :.i1iAT 
GOES ON IN YOUR SCHOOL; PUT A TICK IN THE BOX MA:PJ<:ED '~'. 
IF YOU AGREE 1:/ITH THE STATEMENT AS .A DESCR!:PTlON OF ~!HAT GOEs ON IN 
YOUR SCHOOL, PUT A TICK IN THE BOX MARKED '!' • 
IF YOU A!RE UNCERTAIN WHET"liiER TilE STATEMENT lS A DESCRIPTION OF \mAT 
GoES ON IN YOUR SCHOOL, PUT A TICK IN THE BOX MARKED iU' • 
IF YOU DISAGREE \-liTH THE STATEMENT AS A DESCRIPTION OF \•!HAT GOES 
ON lN YOUR SCH;001 PliTT A TlCK lN THE BOX MARKED 1 ]l 1 • 
IF YOU STRONGLY DISAGREE ':liTH THE STATEMENT AS A DESCRIPTION OF' '-'/HAT 
GOES ON IN ~OUR SCHOOL, PUT A TICK IN THE BOK MAF.KED '.§!'. 
r•J.AICE 01ill.1TAIN YOU PUT A T-ICK AGAINST EACB STATEMENT, BUT DO NOT PUT 
MORE THAN ONE TICK iN E.A.CH SET OF FIVE BOXES. 
1 • A CROWD OF PUpiLS HERE N~ WANT TO COME TO seiiOOI!. SOCIA:bS 
SA A tJ 1> s~l I .J L I t j 
2.. Pm'ILS RlJN' SOME. THINGS IN THIS SCHOOL '.L'Iil®3ELVES, wiT'iiOtrT 
TEACHERS INTERFERING. 
SA A U D SD 
1· lu: I 1· ··1 . I 
3. YOU CAN MAKE YOUR OWN CHOIOE OF OPTIONS HERE WITHOUT A..~ONE 
INTE...RFERING,. 
S:A A U D SD r -1 ·1 r. _] 
128. 
4• WE NEVER GET A C1l.A.NCE T'J :t•l.A.KE OUR VIEWS KNO\,JN IN HOUSE OR 
SCHOOL Mi!El'INGS. 
SA A U D . SD 
I J I .I Ji I 
5• WE ARE CHVJ:i..'N A I,OT Qli' CHOICE ABOUT 'rH!N<;S liliRE 
A tr n 
.1 I 
SD 
I I 
6. PlJ.PJLS HERE ·,.JILL:tNGLY :D±SCUSS 'I!HEJ;R GHO:[QE OF CA.REERS WITH 
TEACHERS 
SA A JJ D SD 
7 • PUPILS READILY GO 'TO T@GHERS FOR A1W1CE ABOUT CHOICES THEY 
NEED TO Mll:KE AT SCHOOL. 
SA .. A U .D SD· IIi ':1 u I. r -u I . I 
8, ONCE A PUPIL HAS BEE:: GIVEN A EESPONSIBLE JOB HERE, THE 'l1EACHERS 
LET Hifii GJ:!,'T ON WITH IT • 
SA A . U . _ D . SD L- l- rm I' I :J 
9. PREFECTS NJ:!,'VER HANDLE ANY DIFF!ClJtTlES THEMSELVES ,HERE, BUT 
ALWAYS CALL IH 'I1HE STAFF. . 
SA A U B SD [ L : I _ _ L ~- f _ J 
1 O. PuPILS HE$ HAVE NO SAY IN WHAT i'~OES ON IN ASSEMBLY 
SA. · .... A.. ._U ..•. UD ., 's: 
L n:r ··•·•·· .r _] .n ' :LH: I 
11 • OTHER PUPiliLS :M!tiill FUN o:H' YOU IF YOU f:)PEAk tliCEIJY HERE 
~~~ ]1_- :- .l· ---~- :F .. --.~-- J 9:] 
12 • IF YOU BELONG- TO A SCHOOL CLtfB, YOU GET SOME SAY J:N i4HAT 
ACTIVITIES GO ON lN IT. -
SA A U D.. SD I -I :r. I I :~:1 
1'?• TB:EREl ARE PLENTY OF SCHOOL SOCTBiTIES TO CHOOSE FROM 
SA A_ u 
.. 
D SD 
I I I I ., 
129. 
14. PUPILS HAVE A LOT •ro DO \HTH PLAli!NING SCHOOL SOCIALS 
A U_ D . SDI I , 
15. IF THERE ARE SEVERAL ACTIVITIES GOING ON AS PART OF A LiSSON, 
YOU CAN CHOOSE WEICH ONE YOU \,!ILL TAKE PART lN 
SA A u D SD. 
I I I J I . J 
16. H' YOU HAVE M.A..DE A :r<.tlSTAKE IN CHOOSING A CERiJJA!N SUBJECT AS 
AN OPTION IT IS D!Fl''l!CULT TO CHANGE lT. 
SA ... A. U. D SD [J IJ. L_l 
17. THERE IS NOTHING TO D0 AT BRE..!U(S AND LUl'ifCHTlMEs HERE EXCEPT 
WALK 0R PLAY IN THE YARD. 
ISA I . A l u UT-D SD 
. . . . ... l 
18• RULES AT THIS SCHOOL ARE ALL M.liDE BY 'llJiliJ STAFF: EVEN SENIOR 
PUPILS IDWE NO SAY IN TilEM. 
SA A D D SD I I I I I I ·. 
19. EVERYONE HERE STANDS A GOOD CHANCE OF BE!NG PICKED ':1)0 E.EPRESENT 
THE SCHOOL A.W' SOMETHING .• 
SA A U D SD 
1· · r -~ •r·· ··.I . . L . HI 
20. YOU I1IX 'di'l'H OTHER FORMS .AND fi:ARS IN SCHOOL CLUBS 
SA A. u D SD 
r r .-J I l -r 
21. TEACHERS DONi'!' THINK ·w.!B WORK PROPERLY tThTLESS THEY HAVE 'l'HEIR 
EYES ON US 
SA _ A U D SD 
22. TEACHERS LIKE US TO HELP ONE ANOTHER HITH OUR HORK 
SA A U D SD 
I I l. 1 I 
23. TEACHERS GIVE YOU PLENTY OF CHANCE IN CLASS TO FOI.LOVl UP YOUR 
OWN SPECIAL lNTfJRf!,'STS IN A SUBJECT. 
SA 
I 
A u D SD J I I l 
130. 
24. TEACHh:RS GIVE YOU PLENTY OF CHANGE IN LESSONS '~0 FIND THlNGS 
OUT FOR YOURSELF. 
SA A U D SD 
25. TEACHERS J{E:RE MILiCE EVERYBODY IX! A PIECE o:B' WORK IN THE: SAtJ!E 'tiAY 
A U D SD 
I I 
26. TEACHERS IX>N 1T GIVE YOU Ai'IT CHANCE TO F!ND OUT -,_,!RAT WORK MOST 
OF TilE OTHER PUPILS IN THE CLASS ARE DOING. 
rA _ r A. __ 
1
_ U •
1
_ D _ t SD l 
27. IF WE ARE STUCK FOR FACTS IN OUR WORK, TEACF.!ERS ENCOURAGE US TO 
GO OUT OF CLASS TO THE L!BRARY TO LOOK THJiai'I UP. 
SA A U D SD 
I I l 
28. TEACHERS Il1!$,E MAKE PUPILS 1>/HO ARE NOT IN SCHOOL UNIFOR1n FEEL 
AWKW~ 1N FRONT 0F THE CLASS. 
SA A U D SD _ 
:I I J : I I. 
29. TEACHERS RAVE FIXED IDE.4:S ABOUT THE ia/AY PWILS SHOULD DRESS. 
SA A U _D SD 
1: I r I 
30. TEACHERS LET US REARRANGE THE DESKS IN CLASSROO~lS IF IT- JS 
MORE CONVENIENT FOR THE WORK WE -/lEE DOING. 
SA A_ U D SD I -1 I r I I 
31 • TEACHERS ARE AFRAID TO ADMIT l"IAKING A MJ:S'J,'i\l(E 
SA. ____ A ___ U _ D _ SD 
I . I I - L I . I 
32 • TEACHERS KEEP ON AT US ABOUT 'tHE WAY 'v-IE ~PEAK 
SA A H D SD 
[ . I J 1 - I_ I 
--
33 • YOU NEVER GET A CHANCE TO CHANGE YOUR PLACE IN' T.HE: CLASSROOM 
UNLESS THE TEACHER TELLS YOU 'l'O. 
SA A U N SD 
I- l 1: -- L 1- I 
131. 
34. TEACHERS MAKl', A LOT OF HULJ~S ABOUT THE wAY THE •,•JORK HAS TO 
B.!<':; S.E.'T O'UT .• 
SA A u D SD 
I I I I 
35. TEAC1IERS KE:EP ON NP US IN CLAS'3 ABOUT STJu.rDARDS OF BEF!...AVIOUR 
AND GOOD MANNERS. 
SA A U D. SD I I. I. I I 
36. TEACHERS LET YOU SIT NEXT TO YOUR FRI.nl'lDS IN CLASS 
SA A U D. S[) I I I ·I .. , 
132. 
SUCC1'SS AT. SCHOOL. SURVE:'Y BASED ON CONSTRUCTS I"Ll\DE FROM .t'REVIOUS_ RESEARCH 
1 • HAVE 30U :BEE::N ENTEREILFOR ANY EX.AlVJS NEXT TERM? YES NO 
2. HOw IMPORTANT IS .BEING ENT:&,"'RJ.<iD '1'0 YOU? 
A. YERY IMPOETANT 
B. QUH'E lllPOii.TAli!T 
C. NOT REALLY IMPORTANT 
D. NOT IMPORTANT AT ALL 
3. HOW _\>iELL DO YOU FEEL YOU v!ILL bO :(>:t,J 'I'HE EXAMINATIONS YOU Hli.VE 
B.EEN ElNTERED FOR? 
A. VERY \'/ELL 
13.. Q.UI~E WELL 
C. POORLY 
D. NOT \{ELL AT ALL 
;,.JHAT GRADE DO YOU EXPECT TO GEl' ·FOR THE SUBJECTS FOR WHICH YOU 
-· - ~ - - --· 
HAVE J3EEN ENTERED?. 
I' 
'r 
' 
•i 
I 
SUBJECT GRADE 
1
'0' LEVEL A-C '0 I L:svEL D-E 1 • 
. I 
~ ! 
c.s.E. 
2. 3. 4. 
,, 
,, 
5,. HOW .Mfi:PHO!i':~!IE.'f!OJU( THA:D .. JOIJ H&VE COJ1EL1'TE:D .. AT SCHOOL HAVE 
¥,0U·,.PNDERS[iQQj? 
(This is not just in English or any one sU.bjE!ct but in a]1 
subjects that you do in school) 
a. A GREAT DEAL 
b. A REAsONABLE AMOUNT USUA1LY 
c. NOT •MuCH USUALLY 
d. VERY LITTLE 
133. 
6. HOW WELL HAVE Y.OU GENERALLY GOT ON i,,!ITH 'l'HE TEACHERS AIJ.' SCHOOL? 
a. VERY WELL 
b. USUALLY '.~UITE WELL 
e. NOT WELL USUALLY 
d. NOT AT ALL 
7. HOW MUCH OF \.JHA.T YO.U SET OUT TO ACHIEVE 1iT THIS SCHOOL HAVE YOl:J DONE? 
- -- ---
a.. A GREAT DEAL OF Tli.EM 
b. SOME OF THE THINGS 
c• VERY F·EW OF THEM 
d. I;JON:E 
e. I CAME 'r!ITII NO M®!TIONS !N THE 
FIRST PLACE 
8. HOW SUCCESSFUL HAVE Y0U BlliffiN IN FINDING THE TY.l:'E OF JOB OR 
COURSE WHICH YOU WANT hiHEN YOU LEAVE SCHOOL? 
a. VERY SUCCESSFUL; I GOT THE JOJ3/COlJRS:E I \</ANTED ---
b. FAIHLY SYCCESSFUL; I DiDN'T ·~UI':l'E GET THE JOB/ 
COURSE I WANTED BUT 'tJHAT I .A..M G0ING TO DO IS 
JUST AS GOOD 
c. NOT REALLY SUCCESSFUL; I HAVE GOT A J(JJ3/ 
COURSE TO GO TO BUT nGN'T REALLY WANT TO DO 
THAT kiND OF THING 
d. NOT SUCCESSFUL AT ALL; I HAVE GoT NOTHING TO 
00 WHEN I LEAVE SCHOOL 
9. DID YOU EXPECT TO BE EMPLOYED WHEN YOU LEAVE SCHOOL? 
\ 
___ YES 
......_ __ NO 
10 • HOv/ IMf>ORTANT .. HAS J3E.ING . .AT SCHOOL BEEm !N GETTING YOU . TtrE. N,®/ 
COURSE XOU UAVE GOT ON LEAVD-IG.SCHOQL? 
a. VERY IMPORTANT 
b. 1~UITE IMPORT.t!NT 
c. NOT REALLY l1VJPORT.t\NT 
d. NOT IMPORTANT AT ALL 
134. 
1'1 • HOW WELL DO YOU Gill ON WITH OTHZ-11 I'UPILS IN SCHOOL? 
a. VERY ~/ELL 
b. REA.SONABLY 1.o/.ELL 
c. NOT r;E.A,LLY i'/ELL AT ALL 
d. NOT AT ALL 
1 2. HO\o/ WELL DO YOU FEEL O!l1HER PUPILS GET ON Wl'1_1H YOU IN SCHOOL? 
a. VERY \.fELL 
b. REASONABLY "!ELL 
c. NO.T B.EALLY VlELL 
d. NOT AT ALL 
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